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Abstract 
Voice over Internet Protocol (WIP) applications are becoming more and more popular in 
the telecommunication market. Packet switched V61P systems have many technical advantages 
over conventional Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), including its efficient and flex- 
ible use of the bandwidth, lower cost and enhanced security. 
However, due to the IP network's "Best Effort" nature, voice quality are not naturally guar- 
anteed in the VoIP services. In fact, most current Vol]P services can not provide as good a voice 
quality as PSTN. IP Network impairments such as packet loss, delay and jitter affect perceived 
speech quality as do application layer impairment factors, such as codec rate and audio fea- 
tures. Current perceived Quality of Service (QoS) methods are mainly designed to be used 
in a PSTN/TDM environment and their performance in V6IP environment is unknown. It is a 
challenge to measure perceived speech quality correctly in V61P system and to enhance user 
perceived speech quality for VoIP system. 
The main goal of this project is to evaluate the accuracy of the existing ITU-T speech quality 
measurement method (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality - PESQ) in mobile wireless 
systems in the context of V61P, and to develop novel and efficient methods to enhance the user 
perceived speech quality for emerging V61P services especially in mobile V61P environment. 
The main contributions of the thesis are threefold: 
(1) A new discovery of PESQ errors in mobile VoIP environment. A detailed investigation 
of PESQ performance in mobile VoIP environment was undertaken and included setting up a 
PESQ performance evaluation platform and testing over 1800 mobile-to-mobile and mobile- 
to-PSTN calls over a period of three months. The accuracy issues of PESQ algorithm was 
investigated and main problems causing inaccurate PESQ score (improper time-alignment in 
the PESQ algorithm) were discovered . Calibration issues 
for a safe and proper PESQ testing 
in mobile environment were also discussed in the thesis. 
(2) A new, simple-to-use, V611P jitter buffer algorithm. This was developed and implemented 
in a commercial mobile handset. The algorithm, called "Play Late Algorithm", adaptively alters 
the playout delay inside a speech talkspurt without introducing unnecessary extra end-to-end 
delay. It can be used as a front-end to conventional static or adaptive jitter buffer algorithms 
to provide improved performance. Results show that the proposed algorithm can increase user 
perceived quality without consuming too much processing power when tested in live wireless 
VbIP networks. 
(3) A new QoS enhancement scheme. The new scheme combines the strengths of adaptive 
codec bit rate (i. e. AMR 8-modes bit rate) and speech priority marking (i. e. giving high priority 
for the beginning of a voiced segment). The results gathered on a simulation and emulation test 
platform shows that the combined method provides a better user perceived speech quality than 
separate adaptive sender bit rate or packet priority marking methods. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
This Chapter is organized as follows. The motivations behind the project are presented in 
Section 1.1. Project aims and objectives are outlined in Section 1.2. The major contributions 
are summarized in Section 1.3. In Section 1.4, a brief overview and the organization of the 
thesis are given. 
1.1 Motivations 
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a rapid developing approach in the telecommunica- 
tion industry and allows speech to be transmitted to its destination by Internet Protocol (IP) 
packets. 
V6EP technique can provide more bandwidth efficiency because the IP trunk is shared by dif- 
ferent users at the same time, compared with traditional circuit switching techniques. The fact 
that VbIP system, which includes not only the EP network operator, the VoIP service provider 
but also the VoIP end user, is more open to both service providers and customers means that, 
compared with traditional PSTN services, VoIP systems can provide more features with flexi- 
bility, more security and lower cost due to its packet switching nature. V6EP services are acting 
as an add-on to current infrastructure, but will convert and replace traditional telecommunica- 
tion systems. 
Quality of service (QoS) is one of the most important issues in this convergence process. 
1.1. Motivations 
Only when user perceived quality is not significantly lower than the quality in a traditional 
telecommunication system, would the VoIP deployment take place effectively because no com- 
pany would like to subject its users to poor perceived quality. However, in current VoEP system, 
some critical challenges need to be addressed before the perceived QoS can reach that of the 
traditional PSTN service. Those technical challenges including the accurate and efficient mea- 
surement of user perceived quality in the VoIP system, the reduction of the impact of delay 
and delay jitter to perceived quality, the enhancement of user perceived quality in specific VoIP 
field including the wireless mobile VoEP environment. 
An accurate measurement system is necessary to improve and validate the improvement 
of perceived Quality of Service in the VoIP system. Current perceived speech quality mea- 
surement methods are not designed for the Voll? environment so measurement results may not 
reflect reality accurately enough. The development of a platform to calibrate the measure- 
ment tool and to perform VoIP QoS tests are important as this provides a basis for VoIP QoS 
enhancement and hence research. 
Due to the packet switching nature of the V61P technology, speech quality is likely to be 
affected by new impairment factors (including packet loss, delay and delay variation [1-3]), 
which do not exist in traditional circuit switched telecommunication networks. End-to-end 
packet loss may introduce noise, silence gaps or even more uncomfortable distortion in the 
speech, all of which will affect the user's perception. Delay and delay jitter introduced by the 
IP network may cause packet loss or longer "mouth to ear" delay. 
When a VoIP application is used in a new environment (for instance a wireless mobile en- 
vironment), the restrictions of the specific environment affect the perceived QoS. For example, 
the limited bandwidth of the wireless hop and the limited processing power of the mobile host 
need to be considered when a QoS enhancement method is applied. The limitations in the 
wireless mobile V6EP environment may affect perceived quality in a different way when com- 
pared with a fixed VoIP system. It is very important to consider the environmental limitations 
and features of the VoIP application when optimizing specific system, so that an enhanced user 
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perceived QoS can be delivered. 
The fact that a user or application can control more elements in a VoIP system also brings 
perceived QoS challenges. A user can select a codec, decide audio features, adjust jitter buffer 
algorithm, set speech volume and have more control on a V6EP communication system, however 
any of these elements can cause a bad user perceived speech quality if not selected correctly or 
optimized. 
There is a fundamental need to enhance the perceived QoS by considering different features 
of the VbIP system, from application layer to lower layers. It is also important to measure the 
perceived QoS accurately before any enhancement can be validated. 
1.2 Aim and Objectives 
QoS is an important issue in the V61P environment. Multi-route, peer-to-peer, user end con- 
trol instead of the network side control, are the main differences when IP network is compared 
with traditional PSTN system. These differences introduce more complicated QoS issues, es- 
pecially in a resource restrained mobile environment. 
The aim of the project on which the thesis is based is to enhance end-to-end user 
perceived QoS in VoIP system, with emphasis on the wireless mobile VoIP system. 
This is to make it possible to achieve the same or even better perceived QoS in VoIP sys- 
tem, when compared with the traditional PSTN/TDM network. It will help to improve user 
experience in existing VbIP system and encourage further wider development and deployment 
of the VbIP technology. 
Specific objectives of the research are presented as follows. 
User perceived voice quality measures the goodness of the voice communication system. 
It is measured by Mean Opinion Score (MOS). MOS is measured subjectively by a group 
of ordinary people. But it is a very time consuming and expensive method to use because it 
involves a large amount of human testers. There are different measurement methods available to 
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measure speech quality in telecommunication systems but to use them for VoEP speech quality 
measurement and improvement, the performance and accuracy of the measurement method 
need to be investigated first. 
PESQ [4] is the industrial and international standard to objectively measure user perceived 
speech quality and it is widely used as a cost effective alternative tool to subjective measure- 
ment method MOS [5], to measure the user perceived speech quality in a telecommunication 
system. The context of user perceived speech quality measurement has now being extended to 
VbIP system, in conjunction with the rapid development of VbIP technologies. 
However, the suitability of current measurement method and their reliability in the VoEP 
context need to be investigated, especially in the newly developed wireless mobile VoEP system. 
This brings us to the first research objective: 
e To develop and implement a live-network-based VbIP QoS measurement platform includ- 
ing wireless mobile VoIP capability, which can be used for development and evaluation 
of VbIP QoS enhancement mechanisms. And to undertake a detailed investigation into 
possible PESQ measurement errors in the new wireless mobile V61P environment. This 
will form the basis for the perceived QoS enhancement research. 
At the application layer, different methods exist to improve QoS, such as Forward Error 
Correction (FEC) at the sender side, the jitter buffer and Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) at 
the receiver side. In this project, one research focus is on the jitter buffer algorithm to improve 
perceived speech quality. 
The nature of human speech, features of speech codec and jitter buffer in the receiving 
end can be exploited to improve perceived QoS. The information provided by the codec about 
speech content can be used to indicate better operation of the adaptive jitter buffer with the 
awareness of end-to-end user perceived speech quality. The specific application area, for in- 
stance wireless mobile V611P environment, need to be considered because of the specific re- 
source restrains. 
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This brings us to the second research objective: 
To exploit the nature of human speech and features of codecs in the design of novel jitter 
buffer algorithms for specific VoIP application area such as wireless mobile VoIP appli- 
cation. This will provide optimized perceived QoS for dynamic network and application 
conditions and increase over all user satisfaction. 
To improve the overall user perceived quality in complex network environments is a very 
challenging task. It needs to consider the trade off between individual user perceived quality 
and the network efficiency. There are mechanisms to support different level of QoS require- 
ments from different applications in existing IP infrastructure. 
Human speech perception has its own features, for instance different speech samples in a 
speech segment have different importance. The codec's voice activity detection function can 
be exploited to identify important parts of a speech, and priority marking can be used to protect 
the more important parts of a speech segment. 
How the human speech's and speech codec's feature at the application layer including the 
adaptive codec rates and the difference importance of speech samples in a speech segment 
and the current VoIP systems' advanced techniques at the network layer including the QoS 
provisioned network management to optimize the overall end-to-end speech quality can be 
utilized, becomes an important research topic. 
This brings us to the third research objective: 
* To apply knowledge of the network and application layer QoS mechanism, features of 
codecs and human speech in the development of novel and efficient QoS control method 
for V61P network. This objective involves not only the application layer elements but 
also network QoS mechanism and should provide an overall enhanced perceived quality. 
The three research objectives are linked together by the main aim of this project, which is 
to enhance the user perceived speech quality in VbEP systems. 
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The first research objective addresses the platform and measurement tool calibration issue. 
The second research objective seeks to improve speech quality in a more real life context in the 
application layer. The third objective is to find and improve the link between user perceived 
speech quality and the VbIP system across the application layer and the lower layers including 
the network layer. 
By finish these research objectives, the contribution to knowledge can be made not only in 
VoIP speech quality improvement research but in the improvement of user perceived speech 
quality in real VoIP systems. 
1.3 Contributions of Thesis 
The contributions of the thesis are the following: 
1. A new discovery of PESQ errors in wireless mobile VoIP environment. 
A detailed investigation of PESQ performance in mobile VoIP environment was under- 
taken and a few PESQ errors are discovered in the wireless mobile VolIP environment. 
The accuracy issues of PESQ algorithm was investigated and main problems causing in- 
accurate PESQ score (improper time-alignment in the PESQ algorithm) were discovered. 
Calibration issues for a safe and proper PESQ testing in mobile environment were also 
discussed in the thesis. 
First, a live test platform including real wireless VoEP mobile and live IP network is 
developed, which allows the investigation of the suitability of objective measurement 
method and the impact of perceived quality improvement methods to be undertaken in a 
live real wireless mobile environment. 
One of the PESQ errors discovered is that it can not deal with long duration (in the order 
of hundreds of milliseconds) talk spurt missing situation. When a long term talk spurt 
is replaced by silence, the frame by frame delay calculation may not give the correct 
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reading on relative delay. The way to solve this PESQ error is to compare the waveforms 
and pick out the erroneous ones or to use a statistical method to mask out those error 
samples. 
The other PESQ error discovered in this research is that it may give incorrect score in 
relative delay shifting situations, which is common in VoIP calls. An investigation of 
more than 1800 mobile-to-mobile and mobile-to-PSTN VoIP calls shows that in a certain 
test scenario, more than 5% of the PESQ score in a 60 sample group is significantly lower 
than subjective scores. Only 1800 samples are investigated due to time limitations. PESQ 
frame by frame score is not correct in those delay shifting cases due to errors caused by 
its time alignment algorithm. The solution to this problem is to compare the waveform of 
abnormal results or to use statistic tools to pick out abnormal samples. This contribution 
is published in [6]. Another paper related to this contribution is in the final stages of 
preparation. Details about this contribution is presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
2. A new jitter buffer algorithm 
A new adaptive jitter buffer algorithm was developed and implemented in a commercial 
mobile handset (Motorola V560-UMA) for V61P applications especially wireless mobile 
VoIP system. 
The proposed new "Play Late Algorithm" extends the buffer delay inside a talkspurt if no 
earlier speech frames have been played, in the case of a packet containing speech frame 
is late. This feature increases the chance of a speech frame being played out, instead of 
being dropped out. This jitter buffer algorithm only adapts (increases or decreases) the 
jitter buffer delay in silence period of the speech to minimize the perceptual impact to 
speech quality. There are also mechanisms to fill gaps created by the extension of the 
buffer delay and to deal with extreme error situation. 
The speech quality test carried out on live mobile VoIP environment proves that the new 
algorithm can improve overall user perceived quality in VOIP enabled mobile conversa- 
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tion. The advantage of this new algorithm also includes the very low usage of mobile 
resources when compared with other more complicated adaptive jitter buffer algorithms. 
This contribution is published in [7]. Details about this contribution is presented in Chap- 
ter 4 of this thesis. 
3. A new combined method to enhancement perceived QoS for congested VoIP link 
A new VoIP speech quality optimization method is proposed to achieve a better overall 
user perceived quality in a potentially congested VbIP link. 
The new V61P speech quality improvement is developed by combining the strength of two 
speech quality improvement methods. One of these two methods is the user perceived 
speech quality driven AMR [8] codec rate adapt mechanism, which can choose the best 
suitable AMR codec rate depending on the predicted user perceived speech quality based 
on frequent RTCP [9] feedbacks. This method also shows better performance compared 
with traditional loss rate driven adaptive mechanism. 
The other method is to link different parts of the speech to different priority levels in IP 
network QoS levels and therefore treat them with different QoS levels and achieve a bet- 
ter perceived speech quality. The perceptually important parts of the active speech, for 
instance beginning parts of voiced segments are given higher priority in packet transmis- 
sion, thus get less chance of packet loss compared with unprotected packets. The overall 
speech quality is improved by this marking mechanism. The new combined method 
shows a better overall user perceived speech quality in a simulation and emulation com- 
bined test platform. This contribution is published in [10]. Details about this contribution 
is presented in Chpater 5. 
1.4 Outline of Thesis 
The outline of the thesis is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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In Chapter 2, a survey of V61P and QoS issues is given. The detailed literature review 
includes the features of the IP communication system and its suitability for real time speech 
conversation, the features of IP network for supporting QoS, factors that impact end-to-end user 
perceived speech quality, the measurement methods, current applications of V61P and some 
VoIP QoS control mechanisms. This detailed survey of current VoIP system and its QoS issues 
highlights problems and state-of-art solutions. This provides a basis for subsequent research 
and proposed improvement methods. 
Chapter I 
hitroduction 
Chapter " 
VoIP and QoS (Review) 
Chapter 3 
Perceived QoS Measurement ni Live 
oIP Test Platforin 
Chapter 4 Chapter 
Perceived Qualltv Erdmlicement A Perceived Quality El-dimiceinelit 
xvith a New Jitter Buffer IvIethod Based on Combuied 
Algonflun Feat-twes fi-oin Ditlerelit Layers 
Chapter 6 
DiscussiOn, ColiclusiOlus and 
Future NV- ork 
Figure 1.1: Thesis outline 
In Chapter 3, the performance of the international and industrial standard for measuring 
user perceived speech quality, PESQ is investigated in live V61P enabled mobile speech quality 
test. The live test platform is discussed in detail together with problems discussion about the 
calibration of the test system. The problems include those associated with gaps in play/record 
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speech sample, hardware and software related volume adjustment, speech quality distortion 
from audio features. A detailed case study of PESQ's performance in mobile VbIP environment 
is carried out. PESQ's incorrect relative delay calculation problem and the frame by frame 
PESQ error caused by relative delay shift problem are discussed in a case study format. Some 
solutions and discussions are given. 
In Chapter 4, the new Play Late jitter buffer algorithm is presented for mobile VoIP appli- 
cations. This chapter starts with an introduction on adaptive jitter buffer algorithm research and 
the user perceived speech quality challenge in the VoEP applications, especially in the mobile 
wireless VoIP application. After a detailed review of VbFP application and services' speech 
quality problems caused by jitter and loss introduced with the V61P network and application 
and current adaptive jitter buffer algorithm evaluation, the new "Play Late Algorithm" is pre- 
sented. Inside a talkspurt, this algorithm allows increases in the jitter buffer delay for late 
arriving packets if there is no later packets have been play out before it. But it only adapts the 
buffer size down in the silence period of the conversation speech. A live wireless V6EP mobile 
test platform is introduced before the test result for the algorithms are presented. Live mobile 
VbIP call results show a performance improvement compared with traditional static or adaptive 
jitter buffer algorithms. In terms of resource constraints, the new algorithm does not introduce 
excessive demand on processing power. The conclusion section concludes this chapter with 
some future work suggested under this topic. 
In Chapter 5, a new VbIP system speech quality optimization method is introduced. This 
chapter includes a background introduction of the V61P QoS control problems. This is followed 
by a survey of different V61P QoS control schemes, including the rate adaptive QoS control 
scheme and the priority marking QoS control scheme. The new combined control mechanism 
is presented in detail together with the simulation system. In the simulation system section, 
different simulation test setups for different QoS control mechanism are presented. The test 
expenment results are discussed later with a performance comparison between individual QoS 
control methods and the new combined priority marking and user perceived speech quality 
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driven QoS control algorithm. 
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. The conclusion chapter includes a brief summary of con- 
tributions of this thesis and its limitations, including the methodology limitations, setup and 
experiments limitations. A brief suggestion for future work is also included in Chapter 6. 
II 
Chapter 2 
VoIP and QoS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a background for VbEP system and its QoS issues, 
which underpins the work presented in this thesis. 
The IP protocol, the voice applications on the IP network and current VbIIP products are 
introduced briefly in Section 2.1. The QoS issues in V61P systems are discussed in Section 2.2. 
A detailed study of QoS related elements in the V61P system and their impacts to the perceived 
quality is presented in Section 2.3. QoS features and control mechanism in both network layer 
and other layers especially application layer are presented in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 intro- 
duced different QoS measurement methods. The user perceived speech quality measurement 
method PESQ and its detailed time alignment mechanism is introduced in Section 2.6. 
2.1 IP and VoIP 
VbIP technology is to transmit packet voice on the IP protocol based networks including 
the Internet. Advantages of VoIP is low cost, efficient, secure and flexible. The disadvantage 
includes the potential quality issue and the complexity of configuration, cooperation between 
user and the operator [I I]. 
A VbIP system needs a few more protocols to operate, which include User Datagrarn Pro- 
tocol (UDP) [12], Real-time Transport Protocol/Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RT- 
P/RTCP) [ 13] for speech stream transmission and signaling protocols for instance Session Ini- 
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tiation Protocol (SIP) [14] and H. 323 protocol group from the ITU [151. 
IP Protocol and the Internet 
Internet Protocol [16] is the fundamental protocol for Internet. The original idea of Inter- 
net is to build an unbreakable network, which can survive even under nuclear weapon attack. 
Therefore, the policy of Internet is packet switching and so called "Best Effort". Based on the 
packet switch network, many applications developed to support different applications including 
email, www browsing, ftp, telnet etc. With the development of multimedia techniques, multi- 
media applications also start to be wildly deployed over the Internet. V61P is one of the most 
popular applications. 
IP protocol is commonly introduced with a serious of associating protocols, called TCP/IP 
protocol family. The relations of those protocols are illustrated in the following Figure 2.1. 
Audio, -\'ldeo Applications 
HTTP ý'Telnet etc. 
RTR-RTCP 
'LTDP TCP 
----------------------------------------- 
IPsee (Optional) 
----------------------------------------- 
IP 
Lower Laver Protocols (MACTthernet ) 
Figure 2.1: IP protocol family 
The basic idea of IP based networks is the idea of "Best Effort". And this is the fundamental 
different between an IP based communication system and a circuit switching communication 
system, in which the QoS is guaranteed by real or virtual circuits established between commu- 
nication parties. "Best Effort" means the network does not guarantee a certain level of quality 
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to the user but only promises "to do it's very best". If a network receives a packet from a user, 
it tries to find one path to the packet's destination and deliver the packet along this path. There 
is no guarantee that this delivery works or how much time it will take. 
The capacities of the Internet have been considered as sufficient for a long period of time. 
Thus the "Best Effort" principle has satisfied most users because most of the packets have 
been delivered in a reasonable time and in most of the cases the percentage of lost packets has 
been low [17]. And in most of the cases, lost packets can be resend and cause no harm to the 
application. 
With the increasing load in the networks the level of dissatisfaction also increases due to 
higher network impairments such as higher loss rate and higher delay and jitter. Applications 
such as VbIP with higher requirements on network impairments add further challenges. 
The idea of increasing the network capacities to keep the load low and the "Best Effort" 
principle working is hardly economical because new applications may come up and take the 
bandwidth aggressively. This kind of "over engineering" the system is also restricted by the 
technical opportunities. Hence new systems for delivering the quality have to be developed. 
Because the "Best Effort" nature of IP protocol, to implement real time applications such 
as multimedia communication over IP networks is a challenging work. Therefore, Real-time 
Transport Protocol (RTP) [13] is developed to deal with real time transport problems in IP 
networks. The following subsection 2.1.2 discusses the suitability of running real time appli- 
cations over IP networks. The role of RTP in WER network is also introduced. 
2.1.2 Realtime Related Protocols in IP Protocol Family 
In real time application including voice conversation applications, timely interaction be- 
tween two parties is required. A delay of minutes or even seconds cannot be accepted. Thus 
reordering parts which have arrived out of order or are lost would consume too much time. 
Consequently it is not appropriate to use TCP as transport protocol for this kind of traffic. User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used instead which adds a smaller header to the packet to speed 
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up the transmission. It also does not use sequence numbers and acknowledgements, leaving 
the detection of packet loss to higher level protocols. Therefore 100% correctness cannot be 
guaranteed when using UDP. 
Real-time data is mainly transported through a network using the Real-time Transport Pro- 
tocol (RTP). This protocol adds a sequence number to the packet header that allows the receiver 
to detect lost packets. Further it adds information about the type of real-time data sent in the 
packet and a time stamp that can be used for jitter calculations. Finally media stream informa- 
tion needed for multi-party conferences is given [13]. 
As a part of the RTP protocol, a protocol named Real-time Transport Control Protocol 
(RTCP) is introduced. This protocol enables the exchange of further information between the 
parties of a call. As specified in RFC3550 [9], the RTCP protocol can be used to provide out 
of band control information for a RTP stream. For example a receiver can report packet loss 
and jitter to the sender of a transmission, or the parties can exchange their email-addresses and 
phone numbers. 
RTCP packets are periodically sent to transmit control information to both sides of the RTP 
steam. An important function of the RTCP is to provide QoS report from the receiver side so 
the sender can perform some adaptation if necessary. 
Information contains in a typical RTCP report includes statistics of a RTP multimedia 
stream such as bytes sent, packets sent, lost packets, round trip delay, jitter and other feedback 
information. There are few types of RTCP report packets including Sender Report, Receiver 
Report, Source Description, Goodbye and other custom specified RTCP report packets. 
Security is an important feature of a VoIP system. IPsec [18] is developed to enable this 
feature. It is optional in a VoIP system but important to a commercial VoEP system. IPsec 
operates between the IP protocol and the UDPfFCP protocol. IPsec header process requires 
extra processing power and processing time hence have some impact to perceived quality. 
UDP and RTP/RTCP are the basic protocols for multimedia applications over EP networks 
because the connectionless feature of UDP and sequence and time stamp features in RTP/RTCP 
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make the real time transmission possible. There are still some QoS problems in Vollp appli- 
cations compare with PSTN system. The following section describes QoS issues in EP based 
networks. 
2.1.3 VoIP 
Figure 2.2 shows a typical VbIP communication system, where user can make calls to other 
user via IP network. To make VoIP calls, a WIT phone hardware or VbIP software i. e. a 
soft VoIP phone is necessary. The signalling messages are exchanged before the speech media 
stream can be transmitted. As shown in Figure 2.2, signalling and speech stream are transmitted 
inside the IP cloud in a VoIP telephony system, but they may use different protocols and take 
different routes in the IP network. In a commercial VolIP service, some signalling message may 
need to be send to a registration server but the voice stream may be send directly to the receiver 
IP after the signalling process established the call. If the media stream are send through a 
central server, the central server may introduce extra impairment. 
Figure 2.2: A typical VoIP system 
There are a few popular VbIP signalling methods include the H-323 protocol group from the 
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ITU [151, the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [141 from the EETF. Other VbIP signalling pro- 
tocols also include the Inter-Asterisk eXchange protocol (IAX) for software PBX Asterisk [ 191 
and Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) [20]. 
The methods to transmit speech streams between calling parties are mostly UDP and RT- 
P/RTCP. Some security protocols defined in EPsec [ 18] may also be involved in the transmission 
of encoded speech packets. 
VoIP Signaling 
Besides the exchange of real-time data more information has to be transmitted between the 
participants of a phone call. This kind of data is called signaling data and is used to control 
the session. The first controlling data has to be exchanged when the call session is established. 
The caller has to request the start of a conversation and the called party has to accept or reject 
this request. If the start of the conversation is accepted the used protocols and codecs have to 
be negotiated between the telephone sets of the two parties to allow the receiver to decode the 
transmitted speech. Each change of the settings of the session (for example more parties join 
the conference or protocols are changed) causes further signaling. Finally the termination of 
the call needs more information exchange to ensure every party has realized that the session is 
finished. 
SIP protocol is a text based signalling protocol for multimedia services. It is a client-server 
protocol transported on either TCP or UDP. Currently SIP traffic is mainly transported over 
UDP due to latency constraints. For reliability, SEP employs its own retransmission mecha- 
nisms [21]. 
H. 323 protocol group is a group of recommended protocols introduced by the ITU for 
implementing packet based multimedia services over IP based networks. It is been developed 
firstly for local area networks (LAN) environment and then extended to Internet usage. In the 
protocol group, H. 245 is the logical channel signalling protocol, H. 225.0 is the call signalling 
and the terminal to Gatekeeper signalling, H. 261 and H. 263 are the media codec protocol, 
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together with G series of voice codecs. H. 323 uses TCP to carrY most of the signalling messages 
and has Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [221 to ensure predictable QoS. 
Details about signalling procedures are not introduced here because the main focus of this 
project is on perceived speech quality in a VbIP call. There are a few quality related issues 
including call set up time, resource based admission control, quality feedback in signalling and 
so on but they are not in focus of this project. In this project, there is a default assumption 
that different VoIP signalling methods will not introduce speech quality difference into to the 
conversation if the media transport is done by the same method. All tests and evaluations in 
this project are performed without considering the impact of different signalling method. This 
assumption is true if no different network QoS mechanisms are defined or negotiated in the 
signalling, such as RSVP in H. 323. There is no such difference in the experiments in this 
project. 
End-to-End Speech Stream Transfer 
In VoIP communications, the frame of encoded speech samples are packetized into different 
packets and transmitted via the IP network. The speech transport is implemented with the real 
time transport protocol (RTP). RTP itself does not provide any QoS mechanisms but relies on 
the signalling protocol to setup the connection, negotiate the media format and if necessary, 
provide QoS support. RTP runs mostly on top of UDP instead of TCP, for the simplicity and 
speed requirement. 
There is no flow control mechanism in the UDP protocol as in the TCP. This feature makes 
UDP simple and quick, very suitable for carrying speech streams. There is no error correction 
mechanism in RTP payload so if there is any error happens in the RTP payload the error is 
not been treated until it reaches the application layer. Because the real-time nature of speech 
conversation, residual errors is normally treated in the codec and the wrong samples are not 
retransmitted [231. 
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Figure 2.3: Packetization and transmission in IP network 
Figure 2.3 shows the packetization process and the packet transmission in IP network. 
Speech samples in a voice call are coded and packetized in each layer and send to next layer. 
Then the IP network carries the IP packets to the other side of the call. The reverse depack- 
etization process removes headers in each layer and reassembly the speech samples to voice. 
Only in RTP layer there is the concept of stream. Other lower layers using UDP and IP do not 
keep the status of the stream. The advantage of this structure is that the whole IP network is 
more efficient with less bandwidth usage and more flexibility on the route a packet can take. 
The disadvantage is that the packets are not guaranteed to be delivered on time, or even if been 
delivered at all [24]. 
VoIP Connectivity to PSTN or TDM network 
VoIP have not fully replace the PSTN network yet so they need to co-exist for the time 
been. The connectivity between the V61P system and the PSTN or TDM system becomes an 
important issue in the telecommunications industry. 
The equipment to connect a VoIP call to a PSTN or TDM based device for instance a POTS 
land line phone or a mobile is a V61P gateway. The V61P gateway should be able to handle the 
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signalling connection for two calling parties in different network, and it also should be able to 
deal with speech data stream conversion from VOIP to PSTN/TDM. 
The speech data in VoIP is carried by RTP/UDP/IP streams but in the PSTN/TDM domain, 
speech samples are transmitted inside physical circuit or logical circuit. The circuit is dedicated 
to the speech stream and synchronized but IP routes are not. The codec used in the V6IP call 
maybe different from the PSTN or TDM calls. To convert the unsynchronized IP packets 
carried speech samples to circuit samples in PSTN or TDM network, the gateway need to 
retrieve speech samples from the EP packet by performing the depacketization process and 
decoding process. Then the speech samples need to be reassembled into PCM or relevant 
format which can be carried by PSTN or TDM system. The depacketization process in the VoIP 
gateway is the same as a VbIP terminal, also involves the process to remove of headers from 
each packets and to decode them. There also need to be a jitter buffer to eliminate the delay 
jitter introduced by the packet switched IP network. The time sequence of the speech samples 
need to be rebuilt in the PSTN or TDM side of the gateway so the call can be connected to a 
PSTN or TDM terminal. 
There are other possible speech quality distortions could be introduced by the gateway and 
the translation of VolIP to PSTN or TDM, including echo, noise, or gaps in speech sample due 
to packet loss in EP side and so on. These distortions can affect the end-to-end user perceived 
speech quality and need to be considered in a V61P to PSTN or TDM end-to-end speech quality 
test. 
2.1.4 Current Services and Products 
Examples of current popular V6FP services and products are introduced in this section. 
A more detailed user perceived speech quality test on some of them is discussed in Chapter 4. 
The UMA wireless VoIP mobile introduced here is an important part of the live wireless mobile 
VbIP test platform. 
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SIP or H. 323 VoIP Phones 
SIP and H. 323 are the most popular V61P signalling system and there are many soft phones 
using these protocols to perform VoIP calls from computer. When software in the computer can 
make VolIP calls to another VoIP peer, it is called a soft phone. This kind of soft V611P phone can 
be used to call another VoIP phone or a PSTN phone, if the V6EP provider supports it in the gate- 
way to PSTN network. Those soft phones include Netmeeting [251, Twinkle [26], xLite [27], 
MSN messenger [28], GoogleTalk [29] and many more. There are some hardware WiFi based 
wireless phone products available on the market for instance Zyxel wireless phone [30] and so 
on. 
VoIP Calling Card Service and VoIP Trunk 
VoIP can also be used to carry long distance or international calls to reduce cost. When 
the VoIP applications like the soft phone or wireless VoIP mobile is used to call a PSTN land 
line, only the IP terminal to VoIP gateway part is IP based network. After the V61P gateway 
converted IP packet carried speech frames to PSTN speech samples, they are carried by the 
circuit switched PSTN network to the PSTN terminal. 
The traditional trunk service for instance TI or OC3 are divided into virtual circuits for 
circuit switched network but they can be converted into VoIP trunks as well. That means the 
advantage of packet switching can be used in the long distance or international trunks as well. 
Some international calling card service is using this technology to save circuit rent. 
VoEP trunk can also be used to link distance branch offices. It is more flexible and secure 
than the PSTN and TDM network. Many network equipment providers can provide solutions 
to this kind of IP trunk application. 
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New Development in IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) and Unlicensed Media Access 
(UMA) - Mobile VoIP 
There are many new features in the ever evolving VoEP systems. To use VoIP in mobile 
handset is an important one not only because of the huge business potential but also because 
of the technical challenge involved in the convergence system. It is obvious that to introduce 
new features like VoIP into a mobile handset will attract more users. With the facility of V61P, 
not only cheaper calls can be made when available, but also lots of other features like online 
messaging service can be build on top of it. 
Most of the VoIP in mobile implementations are working towards the Fixed Mobile Conver- 
gence (FMC). IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a new architectural framework for delivering 
EP based multimedia feature to mobile users. The aim of the IMS is to help a fixed mobile 
convergence and bring the content higher mobility and accessibility [3 1 ]. 
Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA) as shown in Figure 2.4 [32], is another form of fix 
mobile convergence. It allows seamless roaming and handover between Local Area Networks 
(LAN) and Wide Area Networks (WAN) using multi-mode mobiles. The mobile can switch 
between VoIP mode to GSM mode based on availability. It is normally an add-on function to a 
GSM mobile to allow the mobile to take advantage of wireless form of VoIP service in wireless 
access point coverage. The difference from IMS is that the UMA mobiles can only be one 
mode at one given time although it can switch between them. 
The physical layer wireless connection method for UMA mobiles can be bluetooth or WiFi, 
which are widely used in home wireless access point devices. Those wireless access points are 
connected to EP network with broadband connection on the back. In the VoIP mode, the UMA 
mobile can connect to the wireless AP and use the broadband connection to send VoI]P packets 
to a gateway in the IP network. The gateway then transfers these VbIP packets into TDM format 
and send to the other end of the call. 
New technical challenges come with the wireless V6EP features. As described in Figure 2.4, 
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Figure 2.4: UMA VoIP modification to a normal GSM mobile handset 
new function blocks need to be added into the existing mobile architecture. Those new function 
blocks include whole IP stack with UDP and RTP protocols, plus the optional IPsec protocol 
to enable security of the speech content. 
As mentioned before, IP network is known as "Best Effort" so there is no quality guarantee 
as in TDM based networks, which becomes a challenge because an important design issue is 
that the user perceived speech quality in VoIP mode can not be lower than speech quality in the 
GSM mode, otherwise the user will complain about it and lead to business failure. Delay jitter 
introduced in the IP network and the mobile itself will affect speech quality so a jitter buffer 
function block is needed to improve the speech quality in the V61P mode. 
These V61P protocol stack, jitter buffer and the virtual switch, which takes care of the han- 
dover and mobility issues, are just add-ons to the already resource-restrained mobile handset. 
The processing power of the mobiles is not as high as in the PC yet, which restricted the usage 
of lots of speech quality optimization methods. The memory space, internal communication 
bus and other resources are also limited in a mobile, when compared with a PC, where V61P 
software can run as an application and enjoy much flexible resources. 
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In the following section, quality issues in the VolIP system are discussed. 
2.2 Quality Issues in VoIP Systems 
Coming with the benefit of bandwidth efficiency and flexibility of VoEP techniques is the 
QoS issues in the IP system. The QoS issues in VbIP system are different from traditional PSTN 
or TDM networks because the architecture of the VoEP system is different. There are challenge 
to speech quality from the VbIP network side for example priority management algorithms and 
challenge from the application or VoIP services side including codec selection and jitter buffer 
algorithm. 
2.2.1 Issues in the IP Network 
User perceived speech quality may not reach the same level as PSTN services. This is 
because in the PSTN network, speech samples are transmitted in dedicated circuits with no in- 
terference from other stream of speeches in other circuits. The speech sample are synchronized 
as well, not like in the IP network. As discussed in previous sections, V61P service us IP pack- 
ets to carrier speech frames via the packet switched IP network. To rebuild the speech samples' 
time sequence is not guaranteed as in the PSTN network, because IP packets can get delayed or 
lost in the packet switched IP network, where EP packets carrying one speech frame is sharing 
the IP route with other traffics and could be interrupted by others. The time of transmitting 
speech frames is different for each IP packet. The difference of delay is called delay jitter and 
it will introduce distortion to speech quality. The jitter buffer is introduced to reduce the impact 
of jitter. 
When the IP packet for a speech stream is lost, concealment method need to be involved 
to fill the gaps generated in the speech stream. The filling speech samples are different from 
the original missing speech samples so the user perceived speech quality is impaired. If no 
concealment method introduced, the relative delay is moved and the user perceived speech 
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quality is impaired as well. The same situation happens if the delay jitter is introduced to 
speech samples. 
Because the traffic condition in a packet switched IP network can change from time to time, 
the QoS of a voice call carried over IP network may change dramatically during a call. The 
changes in the IP network may include the packet loss rate change, the delay change, the delay 
jitter change, the bit error rate change and so on. 
2.2.2 Issues in the VoIP Applications 
The end-to-end user perceived speech quality is the ultimate measure for goodness of the 
speech quality in any communication system includes the VbIP system. In the central controlled 
PSTN or TDM network architecture, the terminal or end user have very limited access to the 
signalling and control plane of the system. Therefore the network introduced QoS impairment 
is almost as the same as end-to-end QoS to the user. Because the V61P terminals or end users 
have more control of the IP based communication system, application layer elements of the 
VoIP service including codec rate and jitter buffer implementation have more importance to the 
over all end-to-end speech quality. The network QoS only contributes to a part of the end-to- 
end user perceived speech quality. It is necessary to consider end-to-end user perceived quality 
instead of network QoS. Figure 2.5 shows the concept of network QoS and the end-to-end user 
perceived QoS. 
There are new techniques developed in the VbIP system to prevent the end-to-end speech 
quality degradation. Codec with redundant information like iLBC [33] and lost packet conceal- 
ment (LPQ mechanism as in [34,35] can help to reduce the impact of packet loss in the VbFP 
network. But their performance is different between different implementation or algorithm 
approaches. 
The same situation happens with jitter buffer such as in [7,36,37], which is used to smooth 
out the delay difference i. e. jitter in the received speech samples. The performance of these new 
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Figure 2.5: End-to-end user perceived speech quality in VoIP system 
elements in the V61P system is different and they are contributing to the overall performance of 
the V61P system in terms of user perceived speech quality. 
The sender side of the VbIP call may change codec or codec rate during a call so the adap- 
tation to dynamic sender condition and EP network condition needs to be quick and efficient. 
2.2.3 Specific QoS Issues in Wireless Mobile VoIP System 
VoIP application can be used in wireless mobile environment as well a fixed land line en- 
vironment. The wireless mobile VoIP as a part of UMA or IMS is a specify type of V61P 
application. The mobile and wireless environment brings more specific wireless environment 
related challenges than ordinary VoIP services. 
In a wireless mobile, part of the IP route is not provided by cable connection but wireless 
radio frequency link. Normally the wireless link is just one hop of the IP link from the mobile 
to the base station or an access point. Then the EP packets are transmitted through a fixed EP 
infrastructure as in a fixed VoIP system. 
The most common QoS issues with the wireless link is the limited bandwidth and the higher 
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Evaluation module 
(PESQ, E-mode or 
other method based 
Gate r"ýIP Network 
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bit error rate. For the Vol]P application, these wireless link introduced QoS issues are affecting 
the bandwidth throughput and packet loss rate, which could limit the codec rate and affect the 
retransmission time. 
From the wireless mobile V61P application's point of view, every EP packet is transmitted 
by the IP layer, which means lower physical and MAC layer mechanism is transparent to it. But 
the quality issues in wireless link are affecting the IP layer QoS parameters so these issues need 
to be address and the wireless mobile VoIP system needs to be optimized while considering the 
wireless links specific condition. 
Another common performance consideration in a wireless mobile VoIP system is the VoEP 
application host's processing power limitation. Different from a typical soft WIP phone appli- 
cation in a PC platform, the mobile WEP application is located in an embedded mobile system. 
The processing power of the handhold device is much less than the PC platform. This process- 
ing power restriction limited the complexity of the VbIP application in the mobile platform. 
This brings another challenge to the design and optimization of WIP services in the wireless 
mobile environment. 
It is necessary to highlight these wireless mobile VoIP related QoS issues because QoS 
enhancement method developed in Chapter 4 are optimized for this environment. 
In the next section, impairment factors and QoS related elements in VoEP services and 
products are introduced. 
2.3 Elements and Impairment Factors in the VoIP System 
Elements in the VoIP system and their impact to end-to-end user perceived quality are 
studied in this section. These elements include codecs, DSP features, IP network elements, 
security elements, jitter buffer, packet loss concealment element and so on. These elements can 
affect other elements' performance so the relationship and their overall impact to end-to-end 
user perceived speech quality is discussed later in this section. 
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2.3.1 Codecs and DSP Features 
Codec is an important part in a telecommunication system. Analogue voice sample cannot 
be transferred directly through IP networks. The voice source (analogue signals) has to be 
coded (converted) into a digital format. On the receiving end, the digital format signal has to be 
decoded (reconverted) back into an analogue format in order to be intelligible to the human ear, 
as shown in Figure 2.6. Other DSP features work closely with the codec element to provided 
good voice. 
Voice source 
IP network 
I Decoder I Output 
I Encoder I 
I Packetizer I 
Sender 
De- 1 
Packetizer 
1 
I Buffer I 
Receiver 
Figure 2.6: Codec and packetization process in the network 
Codecs 
This conversion process is done by a matching pair of process named COder and DECoder 
(CODEC). Traditional codec in PSTN system is PCM (Pulse Code Modulation), standardized 
by the ITU-T as G. 71 1. 
VoIP system has higher requirements for codecs because of the dynamic nature of IP net- 
works. Several low bandwidth, efficient, robust and more network impairment tolerant codecs 
have been developed to meet the more critical requirement in V61P system. 
PCM is based on the Nyquist Theorem, developed by Harry Nyquist of Bell Telephone 
Laboratories in 1928 [38]. As a basic coding technique used in traditional PSTNs worldwide, 
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PCM requires bandwidth of 64 kbps. PCM specifies that the sampling process take place every 
125 ms, which is exactly 1/8000th of a second. Each 16 bits sample is coded into an 8 bits 
word. It is a waveform-based codec. 
ADPCM (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation) [391, a technique also used in 
some PSTN networks, offers voice coding at 40,32,24 and 16 kbps. At the most common 
implementation rate of 32 kbps, the compression rate is 2: 1, which exactly halves the bandwidth 
required for voice. At 32 kbps, ADPCM yields voice quality at a 4.2 MOS (Mean Opinion 
Score), which is very close to that of PCM. At the higher compression rates of 24 kbps and 16 
kbps, there is a corresponding drop in quality. 
CS-ACELP (Conjugate Structure-Algebraic Code Excited Linear Prediction) [40] runs at 8 
kbps with a compression rate of 8: 1. There are two versions, which vary in terms of computa- 
tional. complexity, either of which offers raw voice quality that is similar to that of ADPCM at 
32 kbps. CS-ACELP rates as high as a 4.2 MOS. Compression delay is in the range of 10 ms. 
G. 723.1 [41] runs at 8 kbps. The frame size it used is 20 ms and the compressed rates are 
5.3 kbps or 6.3 kbps. Compression delay fot it is about 30 ms. Two bit rate have different MOS 
score. 6.3 kbps achieved MOS 3.9 and 5.3 kbps achieved MOS 3.5. 
LD-CELP (Low Delay-Code Excited Linear Prediction) [42] runs at 16 kbps with a com- 
pression rate of 4: 1. Compression delay is 3.0 ms - 5.0 ms, and raw voice quality is similar to 
that of ADPCM at 32 kbps. 
AMR (Adaptive Multi Rate) [34] is developed by ETSI and has been standardized for GSM. 
It has been chosen by 3GPP as the mandatory codec. AMR is a multi-mode codec with eight 
modes (MR475 to MR 122) with bit rates between 4.75 kbps to 12.2 kbps. Mode switching can 
occur at any time (frame-based). 
Table 2.1 shows comparison of different codec's performance in terms of their average 
PESQ score. In the table MOS score is obtained by PESQ. MOS and PESQ is discussed in 
later sections. 
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Method ITU-T Standard Data Rate MOS score 
PCM G. 711 64 kbps 4.4 
MPMLQ G. 723.1 3.9 kbps 3.9 
ADPCM G. 726 32 kbps 4.2 
LD-CELP G. 728 16 kbps 4.2 
CS-ACELP G. 729 8 kbps 4.2 
AMR 3GPP standard 12.2 - 4.75 kbps 4.1-3.1 
(* MOS score vary with AMR rate) 
Table 2.1: Parameters comparison for different codecs 
The following subsection introduced some end point or codec related mechanisms that will 
affect voice quality. 
Speech Quality Related Features 
FEC (Forward Error Correction) mechanisms are open-loop mechanism, based on the trans- 
mission of redundant information along with original information. Previous research including 
[43] and [44] have concluded that FEC can provide good performance and generally reliable. 
Transcoder is a converter or interpreter to translate one codec into another codec. It is intro- 
duced to link two or more different users with different codecs. Voice coding and transcoding 
algorithm causes loss in quality as the compression process losses some information and the 
voice signal cannot be perfectly reconstructed. The flexibility of VoEP end users brings higher 
importance to the transcoder element in the network because users could use different codecs 
in their end points. 
A few other audio features such as Noise suppression and Echo Cancelation are discussed 
in later chapters. 
2.3.2 Network Impairment 
The user perceived quality of a VbIP system strongly depends on the network performance 
(packet loss rate, delay/jitter, amount of bandwidth available etc. ). Although V61P requires a 
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low bandwidth, it still needs a constant available bandwidth even for nonlinear codecs and low- 
bit-rate codecs. These requirements are hard to be guaranteed in the IP networks so it is hard 
to predict quality. 
Several factors influence perceived QoS including network packet loss, network jitter or 
network delay, which are the main parameters determine IP network QoS as well. 
Delay 
Delay does not cause any reduction in voice quality but affects the interactive nature of 
conversations. Codecs, packetizer and network transmission all introduce delay. All these add 
up towards the overall transmission delay. 
Delay also causes echo and talker overlap in two-way transmission. There are two types 
of echo in VoIP, first is the usual far-end echo caused by the 4-to-2 wire hybrid conversion. 
The user will hear her/his own voice reflected back from the remote central office or gateway's 
line-card hybrid. Second type of echo is called acoustic feedback echo, occurs when free- 
air microphone and speakers are used, as is the case for most PC endpoint. It happens when 
the remote user's voice signal produced by the speakers is picked up by the microphone and 
echoed back to the remote user. Talker overlap is caused by one caller stepping on the other 
talker's speech. Talker overlap becomes significant if the one-way delay more than 250 ms. To 
avoid such impairment, the end-to-end delay need to be controlled under certain limit, which is 
different for different environment. 
Packet Loss 
Packet loss is a common problem in IP networks. It could happen in many cases such as 
router overflow, which caused by queue full or almost full in the router, and bottleneck links 
experiencing congestion. It is a major impairment factor because if voice packets are lost, or 
can not be played due to corruption or excessively delayed, gaps will occur in the compressed 
voice stream. A corrupted speech frame may bring unacceptable noise if forced to be played 
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because the corrupted bits in the payload frame may be interpreted into noise. Packet loss 
causes more noticeable degradation in voice quality than other network impairments. There is 
several packet loss concealment strategies used to fill in the gap, such as to insert comfort noise 
or silence into the gap. Other packet loss compensations include local repair (interpolation of 
missing data using previous or later packets), or interleaving. To reduce the impact of packet 
loss, FEC can be used by sending redundant infonnation in packets. 
Jitter 
Jitter (delay variation), is the variation in inter-packet arrival time as introduced by the 
variable transmission delay over the network. The transmission time of packets through an 
IP network will vary due to queuing effects. Removing jitter requires collecting packets and 
holding them long enough to allow the slowest packets to arrive in time to be played and re- 
sequence if necessary, which causes additional delay. Jitter in network does not necessary 
introduce information loss but jitter will still cause quality degradation. 
Jitter buffer adds extra delay to incoming packets so that variations in transmission time can 
be removed. By increasing the size of the jitter buffer, more network jitter will be compensated, 
but this will also introduce more delay. On the opposite side, by decreasing the size of the jitter 
buffer, more packet will be lost due to late arrival. To find the right balance between delay and 
loss is the main goal of a jitter buffer. 
2.3.3 Other Impairment Factors 
Other than application related codec and audio features impairment and network related 
impairments, there are a few more other impairments need to be considered, which include the 
security elements, voice activity detection, play out buffer, packet loss concealment mecha- 
nism. 
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Security Element 
Security element play an important role in the VbIP system [451. One of the important rea- 
son users convert from traditional circuit switch based telecommunication system to IP based 
system is that security features such as user authentication and encryption on speech data can 
be implemented with more flexibility. The security elements are normally located either on the 
V6IP application side or on the entrance point to the core network. Both these two places have 
some resource restrains. In the VbIP application side, authentication or encryption may uses 
extra processing power and bring extra delay to the call setup time or end-to-end conversational 
delay. In the entering point to the core network, encryption process may cause higher jitter and 
congestions due to heavy demand of processing power. 
Voice Activity Detector 
VAD (Voice Activity Detector) is a component of a voice gateway or terminal that sup- 
presses packet transmission when voice signals are not present (silence period). There is no 
or very litter signal encoded during silence period thus a save of bandwidth is possible. This 
element sometimes is implemented within the codec. It can affect the QoS in several ways. If 
the threshold of silence or active speech is not set correctly, it could cause clipping to active 
speech. The switching between silence and active speech need to be very accurate, otherwise 
the speech could be impaired. 
Play Out Buffer 
Play out buffer is an important QoS element in the receiver end. It can be used to minimize 
the effect of jitter and sort frames into sequence if necessary. Typical play out buffer stores the 
arriving packets until a later play out time in order to ensure there are enough packets buffered 
to be played out continuously and any packet arrival later this time will be simply discarded. 
The play out buffer size depends on the network delay. It is important to avoid unnecessary 
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delay and dropping of packets. A fixed buffer size normally causes a constant delay, but no 
end-to-end delay jitter. More details about jitter buffer is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Packet Loss Concealment 
Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) is a QoS mechanism to reduce the effects of packet losses. 
Most modern codecs such as G. 729, G. 723.1 and AMR have build-in PLC mechanism in the 
decoder. External PLC mechanism are also possible. PLC function can produce a replacement 
of loss packets by inserting comfort noise, silence or waveform substitution. It is also possi- 
ble to reuse part of the earlier packets or insert replacement speech generated by complicated 
models, depends on the PLC strategies used. 
2.3.4 Relationship Between the Impairment Factors 
Figure 2.7 shows inter-relation ship between these factors. 
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Figure 2.7: Relationship between impairment factors 
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As the figure shows, the user perceived quality is the ultimate judgement of the goodness 
of the telecommunication system, in our case, the end-to-end VbEP system. 
Codec and DSP output provides the content ("AT) of the speech to the user and end-to- 
end delay represents it on time (WHEN). They are the two main quality factors of the speech 
quality. 
The performance of codec/DSP are linked to end-to-end delay because they can trade con- 
tent quality with latency. The overall Packet Loss Rate and Jitter Buffer Performance contribute 
to the Codec/DSP performance and end-to-end Delay as well. The jitter buffer can trade packet 
loss with delay. To find the best balance between loss and delay is the main aim of the jitter 
buffer element. 
The three main IP network quality factors are the network loss, the network jitter and net- 
work delay. They contribute to overall loss, jitter buffer performance and the end-to-end delay. 
Other related QoS factors, including bandwidth limitation, network QoS control, queue 
management algorithms, security elements, retransmission of error frames or packets, forward 
error correction and other related elements, are all contributing to user perceived quality and 
need to be optimized for specific scenario. 
2.4 QoS Mechanisms in IP Networks 
There are several QoS mechanisms available in the IIP network to control and optimize the 
overall QoS of the IP system. These mechanisms can be used for perceived speech quality 
enhancement. 
IP network architecture has QoS requirements and mechanisms. In the data link layer, 
there are MPLS and other link related QoS method. In the network layer, there are DiffServ 
and IntServ mechanism. In the Transport layer, TCP has its own mechanism to control flow, 
bandwidth, throughput etc. In the application layer, every application has their application layer 
method to measure and control QoS. A few such mechanisms are introduced in this section. 
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Best Effort Nature of the IP SYstem 
IP protocol is natively a "Best Effort"' system. It is coming with the fundamental advantage 
of multi-pathing, multiplexing, flexibility and bandwidth efficiency. Applications on top of 
it have their own mechanism like retransmission and forward error check to achieve better 
quality. This situation is satisfactory until the raise of time critical applications including VbIP. 
More systematic improvement need to be considered to achieve the requirements for real time 
applications. Those methods are introduced in the following subsections. 
Integrated Services (IntServ) 
The Internet Engineering Task Force JETF) proposed a model called Integrated Services 
(IntServ) in 1994 [46]. This model proposed the classification of applications depends on their 
sensitivity to delay. If network resources are reserved for time critical applications, a certain 
level of quality (in terms of delay, jitter and packet loss) can be guaranteed by those reserved 
resources. 
In IntServ architecture, flow represents stream of packets with common Source Address, 
Destination Address and port number. IntServ mechanism requires router to maintain state 
information on each flow; router determines what flows get what resources based on available 
capacity. The architecture has some limitations such as the reservation path need to be establish 
all the way through the route and any changes to the route change would trigger a difficult 
dynamic resource update. 
IntServ components include Traffic classes, Traffic control, setup protocol and reservation 
protocol (RSVP) [22] etc. The traffic classes includes: best effort, controlled load ("best-effort 
like" without congestion), guaranteed service (real-time with delay bounds). Traffic control 
includes: admission control, packet classifier, packet scheduler etc. RSVP is used to setup, 
reserve and release bandwidth allocation for flows. RSVP is a good approach to solve the 
dynamic resource update problem but it has some limitations as well. For example it needs to 
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make sure that each application applies for a suitable class, otherwise if everyone is using the 
highest class, the whole system would end up with another "Best Effort" situation. 
IntServ's limitations are lack of policy control mechanisms and lack of large scale flexibil- 
ity. Some external mechanism such as class related charging could be used to solve some of 
those limitations but there are out of scope of this thesis. 
Differentiated Service (DiffServ) 
Compare with IntServ maintaining individual flows on all routers, DiffServ [47] flows are 
aggregated into an aggregate flow that receives "treatment" (per class or per service state). In 
DiffServ, service classes are identified, packet is marked as belonging to a particular service or 
class, sent on its way and routers in path examine header to determine treatment. 
The basic functions in DiffServ architecture are: admission control, which is the ability 
of network to refuse customers when demand exceeds capacity, packet scheduling which is 
the method for treating different customers' data differently as needed, traffic classification 
which is the ability to sort streams into "substreams" that receive different treatments and poli- 
cies/rules for allocating the network's resources including bandwidth. 
DiffServ have several proposed service levels. For example Premium service is a "virtual 
leased line" level low delay, loss and jitter service, Assured service emulates a lightly loaded 
network or "drop me last", and default level support only usual "best effort" service. 
The problems in DiffServ are: edge router is lack of information to mark the packets with 
correct service level; fixed policy is not working well in a dynamic mixed application environ- 
ment. 
Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) 
MPLS works in the data link layer, lower than the IP protocol's layer i. e. the network 
layer, over the physical layer. The IP network is a connection-less network and each router 
searches for the next hop of each received packet based on its destination address and forwards 
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the packet. The search to find the destination EP address in the packet header means all bytes 
before the destination IP address need to be read before the forwarding process can begin. This 
process makes it difficult to perform high-speed packet forwarding. 
The Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) system uses a frame format having the fixed- 
length label wrapped on to each packet, and it forwards packets based on their label values. As 
the destination is determined by fixed-length label search instead of variable length as in orig- 
inal IP packet, the MPLS can perform high-speed packet forwarding. The packet-forwarding 
path determined by this label is called the Label Switched Path (LSP). The MPLS controls the 
LSP explicitly and it can calculate an optimum edge-to-edge path based on the QoS required 
for the traffic. Also, it can provide traffic engineering with load distribution of each path within 
the network. 
By selecting and utilizing the above network QoS mechanisms, IP network can provide 
better QoS and an enhanced user perceived speech quality in the VoIP system running on top 
of the IP network can be achieved. 
Above QoS mechanisms are more focused on network parameters such as packet loss, de- 
lay/jitter, priority, bandwidth, throughput but less aware of end user's perception. 
It is important to utilizing them together with end user controllable mechanisms including 
codec rate, jitter buffer algorithm to achieve an enhanced overall end-to-end perceived quality. 
The methods of such enhancement method are discussed in later chapters. 
2.5 User Perceived QoS Measurement Methods 
To measure the goodness of a telecommunication system, there are many measurement 
methods. This thesis interests in the speech quality measurement area because accurate and 
reliable measurement of speech quality is the basis for further speech quality enhancement. 
The focus of this research is mainly on end-to-end speech quality on live telecommunication 
network, especially on wireless mobile V6EP environment. The measurement aspect is on live 
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system evaluation and performance evaluation. It is necessary to compare different speech 
quality measurement method and choose the suitable one to serve the aspect of this research. 
2.5.1 Subjective Speech Quality Measurement 
Subjective speech quality measurement is to use human testers to subjectively measure the 
speech quality. There are a few methods developed includes Mean Opinion Score (MOS), 
which uses Absolute Category Rating (ACR) and Degradation Mean Opinion Score (DMOS), 
which uses Degradation Category Rating (DCR). 
MOS and ACR 
When assessing the quality of speech coding and transmission systems, the subjective qual- 
ity measurement plays an important role and works as benchmark for evaluating objective 
measures. ITU P. 800 [5] describes several methods and procedures for conducting subjec- 
tive evaluations of transmission quality [48]. The most commonly used method is Absolute 
Category Rating (ACR) test giving Mean Opinion Score (MOS). 
For Absolute Category Rating (ACR) listening test, subjects (untrained listeners) are asked 
to rate the overall quality of a speech utterance being tested without being able to listen to the 
original reference. The voting on the quality uses an opinion scale such as the following Table 
2.2. 
Category Speech Quality 
5 Excellent 
4 Good 
Fair 
2 Poor 
I Bad 
Table 2.2: Subjective speech quality measurement categories 
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DMOS and DCR 
Degradation Category Rating (DCR) is also used in some occasions [49], which gives 
Degradation Mean Opinion Score(DMOS) [2]. When speech samples of good quality are 
evaluated, ACR tends to be insensitive, to the effect that small differences in quality are not de- 
tected. In such cases, Degradation Category Rating (DCR) is normally used. DCR procedure 
uses an annoyance scale and a quality reference. Subjects are asked to rate annoyance or degra- 
dation level by comparing the speech utterance being tested to the original or so called reference 
speech. The rating scales or the degradation levels are shown in the following Table 2.3. 
Score DegradMion level 
5 hiaulble 
4 Audible but not armoying 
3 Slightly annoying 
2 Almoying, 
I Very amoying 
Table 2.3: Degradation quality categories for DCR 
The average of the opinion scores of subjects in DCR is called Degradation Mean Opinion 
Score (DMOS) [2]. There is a strict requirement for preparation of test speech sentences and 
procedures of the whole subject listening test. It makes subjective test more time-consuming, 
costly and stringent. 
Other Subjective Methods 
There are some other subjective methods developed for different specific measurement re- 
quirements. Continuous scaled MOS tests [50] were developed to specifically measure contin- 
uous multimedia services. In this test, a slider was used for each signal to indicate subject's 
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opinion of the voice quality. Similarly, a Quality Assessment Slide (QUASS) [5 1] was used to 
continuously rate perceived quality along a specified dimension for audio-visual applications. 
2.5.2 Intrusive Objective Voice Quality Measurement 
Intrusive objective speech quality measurement systems, as shown in Figure 2.8, normally 
use two input signals, namely a reference (or original) signal and the degraded (or distorted) 
signal measured at the output of the network or system under test. They are referred as intrusive 
due to the injection of test signals and to utilize the network. They are more accurate to measure 
end-to-end perceived speech quality and are not very suitable for monitoring live traffic if used 
frequently because the injected traffic will affect other live traffic. 
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Figure 2.8: Intrusive speech quality measurement method 
There are three groups of objective speech quality measurement methods developed [52]. 
The first group is time domain measures, such as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Seg- 
mental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNRseg). These methods are very simple to implement, but are 
not suitable for estimating the quality for low bit rate codec and modem networks. 
The second group is spectral domain measures, such as the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 
parameter distance measures and the cepstral distance (CD) [2] measure. These distortion mea- 
sures are closely related to speech codec design and use the parameters of speech production 
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models. Their performance is limited by the constraints of the speech production models used 
in codecs. 
The third group of measurement method is perceptual domain measurement. These group 
of measurement methods are based on models of human auditory perception. They have been 
shown to be the most successful objective speech quality measures so far. These measurement 
methods transform speech signal into a perceptually relevant domain such as bark spectrum or 
loudness domain, and incorporate human auditory models [52]. 
The typical perceptual measure methods are Perceptual Speech Quality Measure (PSQM) [53, 
54], Perceptual Analysis Measurement System (PAMS) [55,56], Measuring Normalizing Blocks 
(MNB) and Enhanced Modified Bark Spectral Distortion (EMBSD) [49,57-59]. 
The Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [4,60] method is the latest ITU stan- 
dard for measure speech quality for communication systems and networks and it has been 
widely used in research and industry fields. 
PESQ is the new ITU standard for objective speech quality assessment for narrow-band 
telephony network and codecs. It was specifically developed to be applicable to end-to-end 
voice quality testing under real network conditions, such as VbEP, ISDN etc. It was developed 
by KPN Research, the Netherlands and British Telecommunications (BT), by combining the 
two advanced speech quality measures PSQM+ and PAMS. It is the most popular method to 
measure end-to-end voice quality and still improving. 
PESQ-LQ (PESQ Listening Quality) [61] is later invented to compensate the impact of high 
packet loss rate which is out of the designer's consideration when PESQ was first invented. And 
because PESQ score may be between -0.5 and 4.5, while ACR listening quality MOS is on a I- 
5 scale. PESQ-LQ was proposed to implement the mapping from PESQ score to a ITU-T P. 800 
standard defined ACR listening quality average MOS scale, in the range of I to 4.5. PESQ-LQ 
is defined as follows, where x is the ITU-T P. 862 standard defined PESQ score and y is the 
corresponding PESQ-LQ score: 
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1.0 for x<1.7 
- 0.157268x 3+1.386609x 2-2.504699x + 2.023345 for x>1.7 
The convertion curve from P. 862 to P. 862.1 is shown in Figure 2.9 [52]. 
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Figure 2.9: Convert from PESQ score to PESQ-LQ 
(2.1) 
PESQ is the most important tool uses in the evaluation of end-to-end speech quality in this 
project so the details of PESQ are discussed in a later chapter, where the accuracy of PESQ in 
a VbIP environment is evaluated and discussed. 
2.5.3 Non-intrusive Objective Voice Quality Measurement 
Intrusive methods inject a reference or original test signal into the tested system and com- 
pare the degraded signal with the reference. Thus the live traffic has to be interrupted during 
the test. The non-intrusive speech quality measurement or prediction techniques, as shown in 
Figure 2.10, aims for monitoring live traffic and no reference signal is needed. 
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There are two general types of non-intrusive speech quality prediction system. 
One is to predict speech quality directly from varying IP network impairment parameters 
(for instance packet loss, jitter and delay) and non-IP network parameters (for instance codec, 
echo, language and/or talker issues). Typical methods are E-model based and artificial neural 
network (ANN) prediction method, which are presented in the following section. 
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Figure 2.10: Intrusive speech quality measurement method 
Another type of non-intrusive speech prediction system is to predict speech quality directly 
from degraded speech signal using signal-processing methods, such as INMD/CCI [62,63], 
which is currently used for PSTN networks. There is another non-intrusive method called 
speech recognition performance as an effective perceived quality predictor, which is also a 
non-intrusive measurement method [64]. Their applications in V61P networks are still not very 
clear at this moment and the topic is beyond the focus of this study. Some combination of the 
above methods are also developed. 
E-model Based Non-intrusive Objective QoS Measurement Method 
The E-model is developed by a working group within ETSI during the work on ETSI Tech- 
nical Report ETR 250 [65]. It is a computational tool originally developed for network plan- 
ning [2,66,67], but it is able to be used as a non-intrusive voice quality prediction tool for 
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VoIP applications [68-70]. It is also been used to provide speech quality indications for QoS 
enhancement mechanisms [7 1 ]. 
The E-model is based on the concept developed by J. Alnatt [72] that "Psychological factors 
on the psychological scale are additive". ITU G. 107 [67] defines the transmission Rating factor 
(R). On the transmission rating scale of speech quality, i. e. R [73] scale, all the impairments 
are additive (by assumption of E-model) and independent of one another. 
The E-model combines the effect of the various transmission parameters into a rating factor, 
R (which lies between 0 and 100), and from this MOS scores can be derived. The rating factor 
R is given by: 
Ro -I, - Id- I, +A 
Where 
(2.2) 
RO: Basic signal-to-noise ratio, including noise sources such as circuit noise and room 
noise. 
I,,: Impairments that occur simultaneously with speech (including quantization noise, re- 
ceived speech level and sidetone level) 
Id: Impairments that are delayed with respect to speech (including talker/listener echo and 
absolute delay) 
1,: Effects of special equipment or equipment impairment (including codecs, packet loss 
and jitter) 
A: Advantage factor or expectation factor (for instance 0 for wireline and 10 for GSM) 
ITU G. 109 [74] defines the speech quality classes with the Rating (R), as shown in Fig- 
ure 2.11. A rating below 50 indicates the speech quality is unacceptable to users. 
MOS score can be converted from R value by using the equation 2.3 in ITU G. 107 [67]. 
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Figure 2.11: Speech quality classes according to E-model 
I for R<0 
I+0.035R + R(R - 60)(100 - R) *7* 10-6 for 0<R< 100 (2.3) 
4.5 
It is possible to convert MOS into R value as well if necessary. 
for R> 100 
ANN Based Non-intrusive Objective QoS Measurement Method 
ANN (Artificial Neural Networks), is widely used in solving engineering problems such 
as speech and image recognition, adaptive control, robotics and estimation. ANN has been 
successfully used in objective speech quality measurement as well, such as in Perceptual Eval- 
uation of Audio Quality (PEAQ) [75]. Unlike other non-intrusive measurements such static, 
computational method of E-model, ANN model can adapt to the dynamic environment of IP 
networks, because of its ability to learn. Figure 2.12 shows the basic structure of the artificial 
neural network based non-intrusive objective speech quality measurement method. 
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Figure 2.12: ANN based non-intrusive objective QoS measurement method 
The input parameters to ANN model can be packet loss, delay, codec type, echo noise and 
so on. A three-layer feed-forward ANN is used to create a nonlinear model that associates the 
network impairment factors with MOS [52]. 
2.5.4 Some Mixed Usage of Above Methods 
Mixed use of above method can bring benefit of each method and reduce their weak points. 
Local Simulation Based Non-intrusive Method 
A method has been developed to use intrusive voice quality measurement in a non-intrusive 
way. There is an initial idea about how to combine the advantage of intrusive measurement 
method and the advantage of passive prediction method developed [76]. 
The idea is shown in the Figure 2.13. Packets are passively captured from the network, 
then stamped with time stamp and filtered to individual RTP stream. The filer can be set in 
front of the capture or after. Then the RTP payloads of the packets are replaced with local 
generated payload. Those payloads are generated locally from sample voice signal, encoded 
and packetized exactly as the format of the original RTP payload. 
The payload replaced RTP packets with time stamps are sending to a simulate decoding 
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and depacketization process and decoded voice signal retrieve. The original local voice signal 
sample is then send to ITU standard intrusive objective voice quality measurement method (i. e. 
P. 862 PESQ) to be compare with the retrieved decoded voice signal. The result from the ITU 
intrusive objective measurement method will give a objective quality level which is easily to be 
transformed to subjective quality score i. e. MOS. 
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Figure 2.13: Local simulation based measurement 
This method used the advantage of ITU standard intrusive measurement method, which is 
not network or codec related and purely voice comparison and combined with the advantage of 
non-intrusive measurement method, which is convenient and passive to the traffic. 
There are some disadvantage for this method as well. The local voice signal is not as com- 
plicated as the real conversation and it will not suitable for all conversation scenarios and this 
will cause the inaccurate of the measurement. The ITU standard objective quality measure- 
ment method requires a high calculation power, which is hardly achievable from a multiplexed 
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network node or voice gateway. 
Combine PESQ and E-model 
A method has been developed [77] to combine PESQ and E-Model and thus get the advan- 
tage of conversational non-intrusive speech quality prediction. The main aim of this method is 
to get the measurement and prediction for conversational QoS from a non-intrusive measure- 
ment way. The idea combined the strongpoint of PESQ, which is suitable for a one-way speech 
quality measurement because it will not compare the time delay difference between two input 
speech samples and the strongpoint of ITU E-model, which is suitable to measure time delay 
effect to perceived speech quality. The detail of the method from [77] is shown in the following 
Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14: Combination of PESQ and E-Model for speech quality measurement 
The advantage of this method is to bring the ability to non-intrusively measure conversa- 
tional speech quality by introduce E-Model to measure the delay affects. The disadvantage of 
this method is similar to Conway's method, i. e. the ITU standard objective quality measure- 
ment method requires a high calculation power, which is hardly achievable from a multiplexed 
network node or voice gateway. Conway suggested another client/server structure approach to 
solve the calculation-power-demanding problem in later papers. 
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2.6 PESQ and Its Time Alignment Method 
Different measurement method have different measurement aspects, including network 
planing, codec performance evaluation, live system performance evaluation, performance en- 
hancement evaluation and so on. Subjective measurement is not suitable for performance eval- 
uation on live network because the high cost, time and resource restrains. 
This thesis is focus on end-to-end speech quality on live telecommunication network, es- 
pecially on wireless mobile VoIP environment. The measurement aspect is on live system 
evaluation and performance evaluation. PESQ is the most popular perceived speech quality 
measurement tool and it is selected to benchmark most of the works in this thesis. 
PESQ is the international standard for user perceived speech quality measurement. One of 
the important reasons PESQ can replace the old P. 861 PSQM measurement method is that it 
considers the effect of delay in its algorithm and this makes it suitable for end-to-end perceived 
speech measurement. The time alignment feature, which is used to provide a correct alignment 
of time between the reference speech and the degraded speech, is an important part of the PESQ 
algorithm apart from the psychoacoustic model. 
As described in [78], in the process of compare the degraded speech file to the reference 
speech file, the speech file need to be divided in to smaller parts i. e. so called frames and 
compared frame by frame. Because the time of each frame is only 32ms as in PSQM and 
PESQ, if the frames are not time aligned very accurately, it is possible to compare the degraded 
speech frame to the wrong part of the reference frame and result to a wrong measurement. 
PESQ has developed a two stage time alignment method to estimate the delay of a speech 
path. The first stage is the crude envelop-based delay estimation, which uses cross-correlation 
to decide delay time roughly. The second stage is "the fine-scale delay identification using a 
weighted histogram of the frame by frame delay" [78]. 
Variable delay is also considered in PESQ. A group of methods including utterance delay 
estimation, utterance splitting, bad frame identification and re-alignment method is developed 
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in PESQ. This group of mechanism can help to deal with IP network introduced variable delay 
such as packet loss introduced gap and adaptive jitter buffer adaptation caused delay movement. 
The delay alignment feature is very useful for IP network environment because the jitter 
introduced in IP network could be identified by user and affect the perceived quality. 
However, PESQ's performance needs to be analyzed in detail before it can be reliably used 
in live network performance evaluation and apply it to algorithm performance enhancement 
evaluation. 
To calibrate and optimize PESQ algorithm's performance in live network environment, is 
the main topic of next chapter. 
2.7 Summary 
A detailed review of the VbIP system is presented in this chapter. The QoS challenges and 
state of the art QoS mechanisms are also reviewed in this chapter. QoS measurement methods 
are reviewed in this chapter as well. 
The review of current VoIP system and the QoS problems forms the basis for the perfor- 
mance enhancement research presented in this thesis. The background knowledge gained from 
the study of current technologies presented in this chapter can be used to improve the current 
VoIP system and reach better performance of user perceived quality. 
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Perceived QoS Measurement in Live VoIP 
Test Platform 
User perceived speech quality is very important for telecommunication service providers 
and equipment developers. To measure it correctly forms the basis for speech quality enhance- 
ment research. 
Because speech quality could be affected in many points in the end-to-end conversation, 
it is getting more and more important to have a reliable speech quality test tool to measure 
telecommunication products such as a V61P mobile's performance in the live network environ- 
ment. A speech quality test platform is necessary for real tests including wireless VoIP mobile 
test in the live network. 
PESQ is designed to objectively measure end-to-end user perceived speech quality by an 
intrusive comparison method, which needs both the original speech and the degraded speech 
to give a speech quality assessment result. The live performance of PESQ measurement in the 
new wireless mobile VoIP environment needs to be investigated and calibrated. 
The objective of this chapter is to investigate some live speech quality test examples of using 
PESQ in the field and present some discoveries about PESQ's error in such cases. This will 
help us to understand PESQ better and form a solid base for the quality enhancement objective. 
Setting up a proper VoIP speech quality measurement and evaluation platform including PESQ 
and live V61P mobiles, and calibrate it for optimized speech quality test result in a real VoIP 
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mobile environment is presented before the PESQ error cases because those PESQ error cases 
are discovered in such environment. 
The main contribution of this chapter is the discovery of PESQ performance issues and 
errors in the live wireless mobile speech quality test environment. A few performance en- 
hancement solutions are also proposed for more accurate speech quality test and better PESQ 
performance. 
From the calibration test cases in Section 3.3 and the field test cases discussed in Sec- 
tion 3.4, it is concluded that PESQ's algorithm limitations may bring certain errors in the new 
wireless VoIP environment. Those limitations should be considered and well prevented in real 
cases. It is also necessary to calibrate the test platform and prevent some setup or configuration 
errors to affect the accuracy of PESQ measurement. 
This chapter is structured as following. Section 3.1 introduces the background of user 
perceived Quality of Service measurement in live test platforms. Detailed speech quality test 
platform setup, including features and connections, is introduced in Section 3.2. The issues 
about correct integration of PESQ into the speech quality test platform is introduced in Sec- 
tion 3.3. This section also discusses the platform calibration issues for PESQ. In Section 3.4, 
a few real test cases are presented and discussed in detail. The suitability and calibration dis- 
cussion of using PESQ for mobile VoEP speech quality test is carried out in this section as case 
study. Section 3.5 summarize this chapter with a few future improvement points proposed. 
3.1 Introduction 
Users are always demanding better speech quality from a telecommunication service. So the 
telecommunication equipment such as mobile producers and network carrier are consistently 
asking the question: " How good is the user perceived speech quality in this product when 
its used in the field? " They need to setup requirements for their products, measure the user 
perceived speech quality accurately and if possible, improve it. 
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This measurement ability demand is getting more and more important as VoEP features start 
to emerge in some mobile handsets. 
For example, in a mobile producer's product requirement, it could specify the following 
requirement for a VoIP based UMA product: 
In the UMA product with AMR codec highest rate (AMR122), the mobile to mobie speech 
quality requirement is user perceived speech quality score at 3.6 or higher; end-to-end delay 
requirement is at 400ms or lower from conventional GSM based channels to IP based chan- 
nels. Test cases should reflect the two aspects through out the whole test and should not allow 
compensation on one aspect to achieve higher results on the other side. 
Please note, the above paragraph is taken from a Motorola internal document which can not 
be revealed publicly but it can provide an idea about test requirements. 
To fulfil the test requirements, a speech quality measurement test platform needs to be 
established. Before it can be used to provide accurate measurement results, it needs to be 
calibrated. The test platform is the basic tool for further VoIP QoS research. 
However, current VoIP speech quality research including [79-8 1] are mainly using simula- 
tion or trace data collected form network log to replace network elements including real VbFP 
mobiles. 
PESQ is the international standard for objective speech quality measurement and has been 
widely used in industry for voice quality assessment for VoIP products and systems. However, 
current research efforts involving PESQ are mainly focused on simulated IP networks. The 
need remains to establish how accurate PESQ is when used in real wireless systems, especially 
in new wireless VoIP environment. 
PESQ can handle relative delay shift and measure VoIP quality as discussed in [78], but its 
performance needs to be investigated and validated in new wireless mobile VoEP context where 
packet loss concealment and Adaptive Jitter Buffer (AJB) are commonly employed to provide 
better quality. 
PESQ's accuracy issues have been discussed in [82] in a statistic manner but this lacks de- 
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tailed reason for PESQ's inaccuracy. Other research efforts, such as those in [83-85] discussed 
the performance of PESQ in VoIP environments, but are mainly focusing on packet loss con- 
ditions in simulated IP networks. An ITU-T Study Group 12 contribution [86,87] investigated 
the perfon-nance issue of PESQ for specific codec (EVRC) and audio features. P. 862.1 [88] 
suggested a better correlation from raw PESQ score to MOS but it is a general calibration of 
PESQ score and does not cover specific PESQ error issue. 
More than 1800 calls were made under different network and jitter buffer conditions in 
live mobile VoIP environment. In this chapter, V61P mobile to PSTN calls and VoIP mobile 
to mobile calls are focused. It's the observation that in some wireless VoIP speech quality 
tests, PESQ scores were significantly lower than the user's opinion (obtained by a simplified 
MOS [5] test with 6-7 listeners) led to the discovery of PESQ error in the new environment. It 
highlights the importance of test platform calibration for different scenarios and the importance 
of investigating PESQ's performance in new wireless mobile V61P environment. 
The main objective of this chapter is to present the discovery of PESQ errors found in the 
live wireless VoIP mobile tests. The objective speech quality measurement platform involving 
PESQ, live network and real VoIP mobile is introduced in section 3.2. Calibration of the test 
platform in specific wireless mobile V61P scenarios is also presented in section 3.3 because of 
its importance to the whole test and measurement research. Cases about PESQ performance 
issues are presented in section 3.4. In this section, the discovery of PESQ errors are presented 
in case studies. 
3.2 The Test Platform's Elements, Functions and 
Connections 
A voice quality test platform is established to perform live tests on a telecommunication 
carrier's live network in order to represent the real field speech quality measurement situation. 
The aim of the speech quality test platform is to objectively measure user perceived speech 
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quality in a telecommunication conversation. In this study the test platform has been setup 
specifically for wireless mobile VoEP test, but it can also be used to test other forms of telecom- 
munication applications including mobile to PSTN calls, mobile to mobile calls, V6fP calls and 
so on. 
Figure 3.1 shows the over all architecture of the live wireless V61P mobile speech quality 
test platform, which is build for this research. 
Part A of Figure 3.1 shows the subjective end-to-end user perceived speech quality mea- 
surement. The subjective speech quality test i. e. MOS test is expensive, time consuming and 
difficult to repeat so objective speech quality measurement method is developed to objectively 
measure speech quality in telecommunication systems. 
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Figure 3.1: The structure of objective speech quality test platform 
The goal of the speech quality test platform is to objectively measure user perceived speech 
quality using PESQ, as illustrated in part D of Figure 3.1. Then PESQ score can be interpreted 
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into MOS following the recommendations specified in P-862.1 if necessary. 
To objectively measure the end-to-end user perceived speech quality, a set of speech trans- 
mission and receiving device needs to be introduced to replace the human speaker and listener. 
As shown in the part B of Figure3.1, microphone and line-out of a sound card device plays 
the role of human peers in the conversation. Between them, the conversation takes place in a 
network, including the mobile device and the carrier network. 
One side of the network is a mobile handset with wireless V61P feature and the other side 
of the network is a voice server, plays the counter party roll of the conversation. 
The detailed technology infrastructure is transparent to the measurement method PESQ but 
should be well considered and optimized in the design and development of the test platform 
because these technical details will affect the accuracy of the test system. 
Part C of Figure 3.1 shows a more detailed connectivity structure figure of the live wireless 
VoIP mobile speech quality test platform. Left side of the system shows the voice server, 
which can play/record and store speech samples. It is connected to the PSTN network via a El 
connection, with 30 speech channels. So it can handle up to 30 tests on the same time. The 
PSTN network is connected to the IP network via a PSTN/IIP gateway, which can convert packet 
based VoIP speech stream to circuit switched PSTN speech stream. The IP speech stream is 
introduced by the wireless access point and the wireless V61P mobile, which is connected to 
a PC through a sound card. On the right side of the figure, the PC can play/record and store 
speech samples for PESQ measurement. 
Different test scenarios including mobile to PSTN speech test (UPLINK), PSTN to mobile 
speech test (DOWNLINK) and mobile to mobile test are discussed in different sections of this 
chapter. 
3.2.1 The Voice Server 
The voice server is a feature enhanced soft PBX platform Asterisk [89] and it has func- 
tions to make and receive calls. Based on the basic functions of make and receive calls, other 
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functions including speech quality measurement are developed. The live VoEP mobile speech 
quality evaluation platform uses the voice server as communication peer in the network to carry 
out the speech quality test. In order to provide accurate speech quality measurement results, 
the Asterisk PBX platform needs to be modified and calibrated. The calibration process is 
discussed in Section 3.3. 
To be able to receive and place voice calls is the fundamental function of the voice server. 
This function is performed in the software PBX Asterisk platform. The PBX can take calls 
from both VoFP and TDM side depends on the connection method. After answering the call, 
the voice server can take further actions to perform lots of tasks including the speech quality 
test or even speech quality measurement because there is a PESQ module integrated into the 
test platform. It can place calls to different channels as well. The call may follow with specified 
actions such as play speech records or echo back the receiver speech. 
3.2.2 Codecs and Audio Features 
This subsection introduces the play, record and codec functions in the test platform. These 
are the basic functions used to perform the objective speech quality tests. 
In the voice server, there are Asterisk functions available for play and record speech sample 
files. In voice server play process, the speech file taken from the file system of the voice server 
can be played to the mobile via the carrier network and through the air interface from the base 
station to the mobile. Then the mobile can play it out through its speaker and the connected 
monitor can record the downlink speech. The recorded speech is the degraded version of the 
played speech and it contains network and mobile introduced distortions for the downlink di- 
rection. The record process is the reverse direction of the same process and the voice server 
recorded speech contains distortion from the network and the voice server side distortion. 
The Asterisk platform is able to play almost everything including GSM, G. 729, G. 726 and 
PCM, if related fonnat and codec available. The play function can read the Microsoft fonnat 
wave files (wav files) if the format of the file is in 8,000 Hz and coded at 16 bits liner. It 
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can also take raw GSM coded speech files as well if necessary and play parameters are set 
correctly. Some times there are other codec used in Microsoft wav format files, for example a 
GSM codec coded wave file may also have a wav filename. In this case, file format should be 
specified in Asterisk, same as other formats, before it can be played out properly. 
In the test platform context, because almost all speech analysis is done in a Microsoft Win- 
dows based platform and it only takes wav encapsulated speech file, the wav file format is used 
and every speech samples and record speech records are coded at 8,000 Hz and 16 bits with 
a wav header. It is worth to note that all our speech sample and recorded degraded speech 
segments are mono, which means it has only one channel. 
The play speech function, which as the name suggests, is able to play a speech file to the 
channel and thus the user end will hear the speech from the test server. The volume of the 
speech is able to be amplified in the voice server is necessary. However, due to the distor- 
tion caused by amplification, the volume is not changed when playout the speech samples but 
adjusted by the speech volume level in the speech sample preparation stage. 
The record function in Asterisk allows the uplink speech to be recorded in the test platform 
and stored in the specified format. In this group of tests, all records are take at 8,000 Hz and 
16 bits liner and wrapped into Microsoft wav format. Once the speech files are recorded, they 
can be stored into file system with specific names. 
Asterisk the open source PBX supports most common codecs such as Mu-law, A-law, 
G. 723.1, G. 726, G. 729, GSM, iLBC and Speex. Some of those codecs need license but there 
are some sample demo codes for educational purpose available. The voice server inherited 
them and integrated a few more codecs including the much needed AMR codec. There is an 
Motorola internal version of AMR tested but the 3GPP TS 26.104 demo code is chosen because 
this is most Popular code used in the research community. 
Transcoder is necessary when two channels using different codecs are joining each other. 
In a conference call, transcoder is also necessary for mixing different speech streams. In the 
mobile speech quality test cases, there is no need for transcoding in the voice server side be- 
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cause the PCM to AMR transcoding is done in the wireless to TDM gateway or the base station 
side. The conversion from A-Law or Mu-Law to 8 KHz sampling and l6bits per sample record 
stream is a standard task and well handled by Asterisk's play and record function. The record 
and play of wave file functions of Asterisk is discussed in the next subsection. 
3.2.3 Connection of the Test Platform to Carriers 
Figure 3.2 shows a typical connection configuration for an Asterisk box. It can be connected 
to the carrier via different connection methods. In the voice server platform build for this 
research, it is connected to the carrier via a EI-PRI link with 30 digital circuits, which means 
the carrier trunk is a El Primary Rate Interface (PRI) trunk and the time slot are assigned to 
30 digital telephone lines. Other methods can be used if the carrier side requires. In our test 
platform, digital connections are preferred as it does not introduce extra echo and noise into the 
test as analog line would. 
El PRI 30 Lines 
cloud 
IP Link 
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ElPOTSFXS 
To Carrier 
EP cloud 
Figure 3.2: Asterisk connection to TDM and IP interface 
To use digital circuit of the communication network is necessary to reduce echo in the 
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system. The test platform is located in the UK, where most of the PBX connections are us- 
ing El. Therefore El port is selected to be the main connection method to the carrier. LAX 
(Inter-Asterisk eXchange Protocol) or SIP [14] connection via IP network will introduce un- 
predictable distortions so they are not selected. The management monitor can be connected via 
an IP link together with some IP based SIP or other protocol enabled soft phones. 
Apart from trunk connections to other PBXs, the test platform can be directly connected 
to phones if relevant connection port is available. For example it can be connected to a POTS 
phone via a Foreign exchange office (FXO) card or an Ear and Mouth (E&M) card (not shown 
in the figure). It can also be connected to a soft IP phone via an Ethernet connection. Of course 
it is necessary to firewall the connection to prevent possible intrusions from the IP side because 
the monitoring remote connection is also connected via the remote IP connection. 
Different channels can be joined inside the Asterisk platform for instance PSTN to SIP 
call or conference calls between them. The signalling translation and forwarding processes are 
handled in the Asterisk box as a part of the Private branch exchange (PBX) function. There are 
also transcoder models in Asterisk to handle codec translation and mixing in a call if the caller 
and callee are using different codec. Codec models are discussed in next subsection. 
3.2.4 Speech Quality Measurement Feature 
Speech quality measurement features in the voice quality test platform include the inte- 
grated PESQ measurement module, the result statistic and publication module and the archive 
index and search module. 
The voice server platform allows us to perform speech connectivity test for mobile handsets 
and other products or services. It needs external modules to perform speech quality measure- 
ment task. The international standard for intrusive object speech quality measurement tool 
PESQ is integrated in the voice server to perform speech quality test for VoIP enabled mobile 
handsets. 
The official PESQ license comes from Psytechnics Limited UK, the co-inventor of the 
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PESQ algorithm. For calibration purpose, another version of PESQ implementation from OP- 
TICOM GmbH, Germany, who is the other co-inventor of the PESQ algorithm, is also tested. 
About 100 different speech samples from different sources are tested and the results are iden- 
tical. This confirmed that the different implementation of PESQ will not introduce errors into 
the speech quality measurement results. The Psytechnics Limited version is selected as it is 
coming with a nice graphic interface for showing and analysing results. 
PESQ is an intrusive objective user perceived speech quality measurement. It works by 
comparing the reference speech file with the degraded speech file and measuring the different 
and the possible impact to user perception to the distortion. When it is working in the voice 
server system, it needs to be given a reference speech file and the degraded speech file. The 
original speech file is pre-specified as Microsoft wav format and pre-stored in both the voice 
server and the monitor PC, as shown in Figure 3.3. In this figure, the mobile is making a call 
to the voice server and the connected monitor PC is sending a speech sample to the UPLINK 
direction i. e. to the voice server. 
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Figure 3.3: Uplink speech quality measurement 
The speech file gets network distortion together with application level distortion, for in- 
stance codec introduce distortion and jitter buffer introduced impairments. Because the speech 
is traveling uplink, the jitter buffer distortion is introduced by the network carrier, before the 
VoIP traffic been converted to TDM traffic, where speech frames transmission are synchro- 
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nized. To test the performance of the jitter buffer in the mobile handset, a DOWNLINK direc- 
tion test i. e. speech been played from the voice server to the mobile handset, is needed. Details 
of a DO"LINK direction speech quality test is discussed in later sections. 
The reference speech is stored in both the monitor PC and the voice server before the test 
starts. So in the uplink test, the receiver i. e. the voice server will have access to both the 
reference speech sample (from local storage) and the degraded speech sample (from the mobile 
to voice server call). This makes it possible to call PESQ function to calculate the objective 
user perceived speech quality and give a PESQ score. 
In most of the cases, test speech samples will be repeated many times to reduce random 
effects and achieve an average of PESQ score. Those results can be summaries and send back 
to the monitor PC for reports and further studies. Individual recorded degraded speech sample 
files are stored in the voice server and be able to be accessed individually. There is a web 
interface to down load individual files. They are not sent back via the monitor link because the 
size of files are quite big and there is no need to look into specific files on most of the cases. 
The web interface can also do index and condition searches for the recorded files. This 
makes it easy to find out abnormal files. Abnormal files include those have different size, 
different parameters and maybe extremely high or low PESQ scores. 
In the tests process, it is find out that there are possible situations where PESQ gives out 
wrong or misleading results. Some of these situations are caused by misuse of PESQ or prob- 
lems in the test setup. Some of these are caused by wrong settings or configurations of the 
test system. But there are some relatively small chances in which PESQ could get measure- 
ment wrong and gives wrong PESQ score on certain speech files. Those cases are discussed in 
Section 3.4 with detailed case study. 
To use PESQ correctly and properly is very important if the researchers want to get robust 
and reliable measurement of mobile speech quality. A calibration process is needed to achieve 
the proper and correct measurement. In the next section, some calibration and tools preparation 
work is presented. Some potential problems are highlighted and solutions given as well. 
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3.3 Performance Calibration of the Speech Quality Test 
Platform 
Field test is a critical test phase for mobile handsets. In the field test process, mobile 
handset's performance is tested on real live carrier network on the move. There are more test 
realistic issues need to be addressed in a field test. For instance a real electrical cable connection 
from a monitor PC to the mobile handset under test is need to be established because there is 
not enough processing power nor enough storage space in the VoIP enabled mobile handset to 
perform the play and record process. Even if it does have such capability, it is not fair for it 
to do so because that will bring the over all performance of the mobile operation system down 
thus possibly degrade the performance of the V6FP speech quality. 
PESQ evaluation is an important function of the voice server. With the help of the voice 
server, the uplink and downlink speech quality can be measured in the field. It can also bring 
the features to measure end-to-end delays but can not perform that in real time manner. 
Test platform setup and test case designs will be presented here in this section before the test 
cases because some of the test platform designs are critical for reliable quality measurement 
results. The analyze process of the measurement results will be discussed in reasonable details. 
3.3.1 The Gappy Audio Problem and a Practical Solution 
In current computer systems'architecture, hard disks are the main storage space for files. In 
most of the cases, the original speech files are located in a hard disk before they are played. And 
when degraded speech files are recorded, they need to be written to a hard disk for storage and 
for later access. At the beginning of the play process, there is a task to read the file out from the 
hard disk. Compare with other processes like play a wave files, this task is a high demanding 
task in terms of processing power and transmission speed from the hard disk, because the whole 
length of the wave file needs to be processed in the very short period of time. Similar heavy 
task is needed to write the recorded speech file back to the hard disk. 
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In the voice server implementation, speech files could be required by several players on 
the same time and most likely with different starting time. This is because different users may 
dial in to require the same original speech file to be played on different time and those starting 
time may be different but very close. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the concept of different users 
requiring the same speech file (speech file 1) on the same time. There could be overlap of play 
or reco time. Therefore a read or write request could happen on the time when a speech file 
is played from the hard disk. 
User / Action 
I User A requires speech file I 
I User B requires II User B requires speech file 
User C writes speech file y-I F-UserCrequires speechfile I 
I User DF User D requires speec-hfi-le--Fý 
I User E requires speech file 
Time 
Figure 3.4: Different user may require the same speech file on different time 
Although hard disks support random data access, the limitation of processing power of the 
hard disk and limitation of the file system bring some extra real time affects to the real time 
play and record process. The results of those extra real time affects are small silence gaps in the 
play out speech. This happens when a speech file been read out from a hard disk and play out 
on the same time. When the hard disk or file system can not deal with the speed of the play outq 
most likely when multiple read processes happening on the same time, the player will introduce 
extra silence gaps in the speech, hence introduce an unnecessary distortion to the transmitted 
speech. 
Those small gaps can be picked out by PESQ from the frame by frame quality plot and can 
be confirmed by look at the speech wave form in details. Figure 3.5 shows a 2.6 ms silence gap 
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introduced in the transmitted speech when another copy of the same reference file is required 
by another user from another line. The gaps will also happen when the other user finishes a 
recording and writing back a degraded speech file to the disk. 
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Figure 3.5: A 2.6ms silence gap in transmitted speech due to hard disk readwrite 
Each of those small silence gaps is about a few milliseconds long. It is difficult to find out 
the exact reason for those small silence gap because they are not only relatively small, compare 
with a gap introduced by speech frame loss, which is strictly the same size of the speech frame, 
20 ms for instance for the AMR codec, but also because they happen randomly due to the 
randomness of start/finish time of other line users. 
To capture this gap problem, a small group of telephone lines are used and users are config- 
ured to request the same speech file to be played through the voice server. Ile user requests are 
to be fired strictly on designed sequence. Then the recorded speech are checked in fine details. 
Once the pattern of the gaps are discovered, it can be linked to the sequence of the read or write 
process. By analyse the pattern of the gaps in the recorded speech, the direct link between those 
small gaps and the read or write process to the hard disk are discovered. Therefore, the root 
cause of those small silence gaps is the hard disk read and write process. 
The solution is relatively simple after the real root cause of the problem is discovered. 
All the speech files are pre-loaded to a virtual hard disk in the memory space of the computer 
0* rs 
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running Asterisk. To use a solid state disk, which provides a better speed, instead of a traditional 
disk is also a possible solution. By doing that, the read and write process take much less time 
and they are not affecting each other any more even they are performed on the same time. Of 
course its necessary to mention that not all of small gaps are related to hard disk interruptions. 
It is only safe to say read or write process to hard disk will cause small gaps but the reverse 
argument is not correct. 
3.3.2 Mobile to Sound Card Connection Cable Calibration 
When the PC plays a speech sample to the mobile, through the telecommunication network, 
eventually the speech will be recorded in the voice server, this form of test is called an uplink 
test. If a speech quality test is carried out in an uplink test, the codec performance and the 
network side jitter buffer performance is included. The reverse direction is called the down- 
link test, where the speech is played from the voice server to the mobile and eventually been 
recorded in the monitor PC. 
To perform the uplink test, a electrical signal is needed to drive the microphone in the mo- 
bile handset instead of the vibration of the air. To perform the downlink test, the speaker output 
need to be converted into an electrical signal drive the recording mechanism in the monitor 
PC. The reason for this electrical cable interface to replace the speech wave transmission over 
the air is because that PESQ can only handle electronically transmitted speech samples but not 
suitable for air transmitted acoustic signals. 
On the monitor PC, the equipment to handle the play and record process is a sound card. 
It will take downlink electrical signals for record and play electrical signal to drive the micro- 
phone in the mobile for record in the voice server. It is very important to use a high quality 
sound card and install the driver properly because some low end or on board sound card will 
introduce unwanted distortions like noise, gaps or even time drifts into the speech quality test 
and result to a misleading speech quality measurement result. 
Some onboard sound card are tested in a laptop PC and the distortion it introduced to 
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the recorded speech are measured. The finding is that the distortion they introduced are not 
tolerable. They introduced millisecond level silence gaps to played out speeches randomly and 
the frequency of such distortion is much higher than expected, reaching a few times per second. 
And they also introduced some random noise clicks into the record speech, which might be 
caused by some internal electrical noise. This is only an extreme case but it highlighted the 
importance of the high quality sound card. 
The sound card finally selected is a high end sound card with its customized driver for 
Windows platform. It is a broadcast level high end sound card and a calibration test is done 
on it to prevent instrument introduced system error. The software used to play and record 
speech samples should be robust and reliable as well. A Motorola made speech quality test 
tool using the customized driver from the sound card producer is used in this test platform. 
Implementation details of the test tool is transparent to this project but it is told that the driver 
has been optimized to fit the operating system and the application, otherwise it may not be able 
to deliver perfect real time performance, due to some operating system issues. The hardware 
interface of this sound card is a group of professional XLR connector. The connection cable is 
discussed in next subsection together with the solution of the voltage mismatch causing clipping 
issue. 
The way used to calibrate the sound card is to connect the mic and speaker socket directly 
together, to make a local loop. Then a play and record function in an audio tool can be used 
to do a record of played speech sample. Its possible to check if the recorded speech is exactly 
the same as the played speech. When use PESQ to compare the recorded speech with the 
reference speech, the PESQ score keeps at 4.5 for our setup. Since 4.5 is the highest possible 
PESQ score, it is assured that the sound card and mobile connection is not going to introduce 
extra distortion to the speech quality test and the possible system error from the sound card 
instrument is eliminated. By using the "record while play" function of the audio tool, the 
sound card local loop back delay is measured at about 92 milliseconds. 
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3.3.3 Clipping Issue Caused by Voltage Mismatch 
When connect the sound card directly to the mobile microphone and speaker, there is a 
voltage mismatch problem causing the uplink speech been clipped. When the echo in voice 
server test is done for the calibration of the sound card, it is found out that all recorded speeches 
are clipped due to a much higher volume than it should be. Since the echo function in the server 
is set to return every RTP packet to the sender side, the clipping problem should be coming from 
the sender side of the loop. A further record in the server confirmed the assumption. 
Then a voltage mismatch problem between the sound card output and the microphone in 
the mobile is noticed. Because the sound card output positive and negative cable, which are 
suppose to drive a speaker, are connected directly to the microphone's positive and negative 
pins, the sound card output voltage is much higher than the input range of the microphone. 
So the microphone in the mobile are receiving much higher signal range and producing much 
higher volume with clipping as shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: The clipping in uplink record caused by voltage mismatch 
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Since the voltage difference between the sound card out and the microphone range is too 
high, its not correct to adjust it in the player volume but needs to fix it with hardware. Volume 
adjustment is needed to get more accurate PESQ but the part will be discussed later. The sound 
card output cable (positive and negative) is connected to a resister network and the voltage 
reduced to about 1/50 of the original. The resister network connection is as shown in the 
following Figure 3.7. 
Spcaker HOT 
Ground 
COLD 
Ground 0v 
R 2k-I 
HOT 
Microphone R 4k7 R 100k 
Ground 
Cable COLD 
Mobile handset side Sound card side 
IN 
OUT 
Figure 3.7: Resister network for reduce sound card output level 
As shown in Figure 3.7, a voltage sharing resister network is added in the microphone side 
of the cable to cut the voltage of the sound card by about 1150. There is a 4.7k Ohm resister 
in the mobile phone headset originally so only the M Ohm and the 100k Ohm resisters are 
added. There are microphone and speaker link because there are sharing the same ground. The 
resister networks are on the sound card output side and does not affect on the input side. 
The connection from the EMU socket of the sound card to the mobile phone handset is 
modified from a headset cable, including the voltage mismatch solution above. By using the 
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modified headset cable, it is possible to connect the sound card electrically to the mobile hand- 
set and get round of the air acoustic interface. The only limitation is that the mobile's DSP in 
headset mode may not be behaving exactly the same as in the normal speaking mode or laud 
speaker mode. Since only the VoIP speech quality is interested in, the headset cable solution is 
good enough to fit the purpose. 
3.3.4 Play Out Volume's Effect to PESQ Measurement 
When PESQ does the user perceived speech quality measurement, it does not taken into 
account the volume difference between the reference speech and the degraded speech because 
it will preprocess volume on both speech samples before it starts to do the comparison between 
them. But it is find out in the test platform, different volume settings in the player on the 
monitor PC, which plays out reference speech through the sound card cable to the mobile, will 
have different effect on the PESQ test result. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the relationship between 
the player volume setting and the mobile to mobile speech quality test results in terms of PESQ 
score. Basically there is a best volume for certain hardware setup to achieve the highest PESQ 
score on given distortion conditions. Higher or lower volume away from the best volume level 
will both degrade the PESQ score. 
In this best volume finding test for the mobile to mobile scenario, two mobile phones are 
made to make a mobile to mobile call, the reference speech sample are played to one mobile 
and then recorded from the other mobile. Then the PESQ score is calculated given the reference 
and the degraded (as shown in Figure 3.9). There is no test platform introduced extra distortions 
such as extra jitter in this volume setting test. By the mobile to mobile connection method, it 
is possible find the best mobile to mobile player volume setup for both directions. Those two 
mobiles connected in this mobile to mobile test is a GSM mobile and a V611P UMA mobile. 
As Figure 3.8 shows, the PESQ score increases to a peak and then decrease with the volume 
setting increases from -36dB to 39dB in both directions. The peak for VoIP mobile to GSM 
mobile direction is captured at 3 dB and the peak for the reverse direction is recorded at 9dB 
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Figure 3.8: Volume setting affects PESQ score 
in the player setting. The difference best volume setting between two directions is caused 
by hardware difference between mobile and cables, for example the resister could have 10% 
manufactory difference thus introduce different attenuation into the resister network described 
in Figure 3.7. 
The reason for the PESQ score to increase in the first half of the test is that the signal noise 
ratio (SNR) increases with the signal level i. e. the player volume increases but white noise on 
the mobile and the cable stays the same. With a higher SNR, the noise distortion introduced 
to the recorded speech is decreased and PESQ score increases. But if the play out volume 
increases too much, the microphone and the encoder can not coop with the highest volume and 
the speech start to get clipped on the high volume part, PESQ will find out the clipping and 
thus give a lower score. The higher player volume setting goes, the more clipping happens and 
PESQ gives lower score. 
To find the best suitable volume for each hardware set, which includes the mobile handset, 
the cable and if involved, the voice server, is justified because the user will adjust their volume 
in a conversation to the best comfort level and our volume setting is not artificially increasing 
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the PESQ score. Other PESQ result in the voice server test platform discussed this thesis are 
volume optimized and will not be highlighted if not specified otherwise. 
\1 Y \1 Y 
Network 
Record Deg - File Wireless AP Base station Play Ref File 
to monitor PC from monitor PC 
PESQ ent 
Figure 3.9: Mobile to mobile volume level test 
By analyzing the result of this mobile to mobile speech quality test, it can be concluded 
that the V61P mobile to the GSM mobile could achieve a better user perceive speech quality, 
at PESQ score 4.01 on the peak with volume set to 3 dB. As a comparison, the GSM mobile 
to V61P mobile direction can only get PESQ score 3.71 on the peak with volume set to 9 dB. 
This is because the GSM mobile used is a stabilized mature product and the V61P jitter buffer 
in the base station side seems to be working better. The V61P mobile is still a prototype and the 
adaptive jitter buffer was under development when the test was done. 
This result shows that play out volume does play an important role in PESQ measurement 
and it is necessary to find the best volume for each hardware set includes the mobile hardware, 
the server and the cable, otherwise the best accurate PESQ measurement may not be able to be 
achieved . The way to find the best play out volume is to run an 
increasing volume test on each 
hardware setup. 
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3.4 PESQ Error Cases in the Wireless VoIP Mobile 
environment 
When PESQ is used as the only evaluation tool for user perceived speech quality test, cali- 
bration of PESQ's performance in new scenario is need to prevent misleading or error results. A 
couple of PESQ errors cases discovered in the new wireless mobile VoIP scenario are discussed 
and a few more real test cases are discussed here in details. 
End-to-end voice quality for over 1800 mobile-to-mobile and mobile-to-PSTN calls are 
tested over a period of 3 months. Each of the speech samples are about 9 seconds long, with 
about 5 seconds of active speech. There are male and female speeches and some speech samples 
contains both male and female speech. The volume of the speech samples are either normalized 
or slightly lower than normalized volume. All tests are done in an office environment with 
interference from other mobiles around. 
Its discovered that there exist some PESQ errors when its been used in wireless mobile 
VbIP environment. These problems are mainly caused by improper time alignment in the PESQ 
algorithm when there are silence gap and speech sample removal or insertion due to packet loss 
concealment and jitter buffer adjustment in mobile devices. 
Subsection 3.4.1 presents the discovery and analysis of a PESQ error case caused by silence 
gap in the degraded speech. Subsection 3.4.2 presents the discovery and analysis of a PESQ 
error caused by delay shift in the degraded speech. 
3.4.1 Discovery of PESQ Delay Measurement Error Caused by Silence 
Gap 
A PESQ error case is presented in this subsection. The PESQ algorithm gives wrong relative 
delay measurement when a silence gap presents in the degraded speech. 
As discussed in previous sections, relative delay i. e. delay difference between different parts 
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of a speech sample is a useful tool to measure end-to-end user perceived speech quality and it is 
very important for performance evaluation in new adaptive jitter buffer algorithm development. 
Relative delay is able to be measured by PESQ using the frame by frame delay function inside 
PESQ algorithm. The PESQ GUI program can provide a graphic interface of the relative delay 
reading. 
In the mobile filed test, it is necessary to measure the relative delay in a very long period for 
example 2 hours. So a Motorola internal tool has been developed based on the voice server test 
platform and PESQ frame by frame delay function to fulfill the very long relative delay test. 
In the very long call test, a pre-defined long speech sample contains repeating 10 seconds unit 
of speech samples are played and recorded. The very long delay test can be done on uplink, 
downlink or mobile to mobile directions depends on the test requirements. In the adaptive jitter 
buffer algorithm's performance research, most of the very long call test is done for downlink 
direction because jitter buffers normally works in the downlink direction. 
After careful cutting process, each individual speech sample of 6-9 seconds can be com- 
pared to their reference speech, and the relative delay can be calculated in PESQ. Then by 
putting the relative delay plot of each individual speech sample together followed by the played 
sequence, the relative delay in the very long call test is pieced up. 
It is worth to note here that if the test is not a mobile to mobile test, i. e. the play and record 
speech are not absolute time synchronized, a time drifting issue may accrue in a very long call 
since the clock speed in the monitor PC and the voice server may have some slight difference 
causing the long speech samples to be cut into wrong pieces instead of correct individual de- 
graded speech samples. The solution is to introduce some synchronized silence gap into the 
very long grouped speech sample and use it to indicate the right cutting place. 
When measurement is carried out in a VoIP enabled UMA mobile handset, it is noticed that 
PESQ will sometime make mistake of the frame by frame delay time and gives out unreasonable 
error readings. 
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Relative Delay Spike 
Figure 3.10 shows an example of incorrect relative delay readings given by PESQ in a very 
long call test. 
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Figure 3.10: Example of wrong relative delay reading in PESQ 
In the figure, each blue dot indicates an individual speech sample and its measurement. 
The top half of the figure shows PESQ score for each individual speech sample, using speech 
sample sequence for X axis. The bottom half of the figure has two indication lines, one is the 
blue one showing the combined frame by frame reading of each individual speech sample and 
the red line is the combined average delay reading for each speech sample. 
The Y axis in the bottom half of the figure shows the total delay between the reference 
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speech and the degraded speech but because the record and play are not absolutely synchronized 
this ready is not reliable. But the blue and red lines still give indication of relative delay if the 
total delay readings are ignored. 
In the figure, as can be seen on the marker pointed place in the delay plot, there is a spike of 
a few hundred milliseconds high. This spike indicated that the relative delay of a few frames in 
this speech sample is increased a few hundred milliseconds in a very short time and decreased 
to about the same as other part of the speech. This behavior is very abnormal and a closer look 
of it is necessary. There are a few other spikes in the plot showing similar big delay increase as 
well. 
By using PESQ GUI to run the suspicious speech sample again, it can be seen that the delay 
measurement does have a big increase in this sample at the time point between 7 and 8 seconds, 
at least as PESQ shows. The following Figure 3.11 shows the incorrect PESQ reading of frame 
by frame delay. At the bottom of the figure is the frame delay plot showing a more than 400 
milliseconds delay increase and it lasts about 1000 milliseconds. Please note the unit of the Y 
axes in the delay plot is 1/256ms, due to the software design. 
Waveform Analysis 
400ms or more in relative delay, is the result PESQ gives on this specific speech sample, 
but it is an incorrect reading. It is possible to check the real relative delay by comparing the ref- 
erence speech sample waveform with the degraded speech waveform, as shown in Figure 3.12. 
There are two waveforms of speech samples are shown in Figure 3.12. The top one is the 
reference speech sample and the bottom one is the degraded speech sample recorded in the 
downlink test, cut from a very long downlink speech quality test. As the highlight part of the 
figure shows, there is a piece of talk spurt missing from the recorded speech sample and the 
space is filled with silence. It is not exactly sure what happened in that about I second long 
period of time, but it is assumed that the silence is introduced by some network affect. Since 
the measuring of the performance of the V6EP enabled mobile handset's performance is done 
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Figure 3.11: Incorrect PESQ reading of relative delay for a sample 
on the live network, a short time disturbance in the network, such as a reroute of IP packets due 
to route change or a congestion caused by a sudden overload of traffic could make this kind of 
gap in the recorded speech. 
By compare the degraded speech sample's waveform to the reference speech sample's 
waveform, it is clearly visible that there is no major time difference i. e. relative delay dif- 
ference between those two waveforms. So the PESQ reading about relative frame by frame 
delay is not coffect in this case. 
In the scope of ITU-T description of PESQ standard [4], it is mentioned that PESQ is known 
to provide inaccurate predictions when used in conjunction with extremely temporal clipping, 
or is otherwise not intended to be used with extremely temporal clipping. The description of 
the extremely temporal clipping is "Replacement of continuous sections of speech making up 
more than 25% of active speech by silence". In our test, the speech clip is about 8 seconds long 
and the temporal clipping is obviously not exceeding the 25% limit. It is still a valid point to 
note that, in this kind of silence replacement of talk spurt situation, PESQ might give incorrect 
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Figure 3.12: Waveform. comparison for the same sample 
relative delay readings and may also give incorrect PESQ score. 
The incorrect result of relative delay as shown in Figure 3.10 is caused by the method 
PESQ algorithm used to calculated frame by frame delay. In the talk spurt replaced by silence 
case, the next talkspurt after the silence is incorrectly compared to the existing talk spurt in the 
reference, and the duration of the silence plus some silence gap between the talk spurts is been 
counted as the time difference i. e. relative delay. 
A similar detailed investigation been carried out for the other delay spikes in Figure 3.10 and 
the result shows similar behavior. The silence in the wave form lead to PESQ synchronization 
problem. And thus same incorrect relative delay results are given. In other similar very long 
speech quality tests, this kind of incorrect reading is rarely seen because live network doe not 
give out same conditions every time. How ever, in lab environment, this behavior of PESQ is 
reproducible. To reproduce it, the tester can just edit a speech sample file, replace a talk spurt 
with silence and compare the edited speech sample with the original reference sample. 
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Solutions to Avoid PESQ Delay Error Caused by Silence Gap 
Since there are 540 individual samples in the long duration call speech quality test and there 
are only 4 of this kind of incorrect delay readings, and all of the incorrect delay readings are due 
to missing long time of speech, which is not frequently happening in general V61P environment, 
a conclusion can be made that PESQ is reasonably robust for relative delay measurement. 
The mechanism to correlate reference and degraded speech sample is inside PESQ algo- 
rithm. and it is not easy to modify it without change PESQ's over all performance. Because 
PESQ is the international standard for ob ectively measure user perceived speech quality, it is j 
not easy to modify the algorithm. And even it is modified for research purpose, to verify the 
patch will need formal MOS test, which is not possible at this stage. 
So two possible solutions to this PESQ incorrect relative delay problem is proposed. One 
solution is to manually check the delay plot, to find those spikes, investigate as described and 
remove those errors manually. This method is more reliable but very time consuming. 
There is another approach to deal with this kind of rare relative delay errors. Because each 
sample will be repeated about 20 times in the whole test, it is possible to use standard deviation 
requirements in the test criteria to mask out those error spikes but still keep the valid over all 
results. Because this kind of delay spikes are not happening very frequently, masked result is 
hence reliable and robust. 
Not only network events can cause this kind of silence gap but also bugs in the VoIP prod- 
ucts can. It is necessary to investigate the VbIP path from sender to received and find out the 
root cause of the silence gap if it happens more frequently. PESQ is the main focus here so the 
root cause of the silence gap in this test is not investigated further. 
3.4.2 Discovery of the PESQ Measurement Error Caused by Time Shift 
Another PESQ error case is presented in this subsection. The PESQ algorithm gives wrong 
scores in some cases when time shift i. e. relative delay difference presents in the degraded 
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speech. The test scenario is first introduced. Then followed with the discovery of PESQ's 
error in the wireless mobile V61P environment. Detailed analysis then proves and validates the 
reason of the PESQ error. A brief solution to avoid this error is discussed in the summary part 
of this subsection. 
The voice server can be used for fine tuning of the performance of an adaptive jitter buffer 
method. It is important to investigate PESQ's performance in such scenario. Here the focus is 
on the incorrect PESQ score issue caused by PESQ's time alignment error. 
As highlighted in the introduction section of this chapter, it is observed that in some wire- 
less VbIP speech quality tests, PESQ scores were significantly lower than the user's opinion 
(obtained by a simplified MOS [5] test with 6-7 listeners). Table 3.1 summarizes the difference 
between MOS and PESQ for a few test cases. In the table, test sample number column repre- 
sents the name of 4 different degraded samples, the names are taken automatically related with 
time of the test. PESQ column shows PESQ measurement result for these samples. And MOS 
column shows the mean opinion score of the small group of listeners. This group of samples 
are using the same reference file. 
Test Sample Number PESQ MOS 
23-38 3.09 3.6 
24-37 3.26 3.7 
25-46 3.71 3.7 
26-09 3.09 3.7 
Table 3.1: PESQ score different from informal MOS score 
There are 4 samples in the table, PESQ gives 3 of them (I st, 2nd and 4th) abnormal scores. 
These samples are taken from a group of 60 speech samples in a test. The test is done in a 
live wireless IP mobile using AMR 122 (full rate) and an adaptive jitter buffer. The following 
investigation shows that the abnormal scores are not correct. 
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Test Scenario for Adaptive Jitter Buffer Test 
As been discussed in previous chapters, delay jitter is more seriously impacting end-to-end 
speech quality when compared with TDM or traditional circuit switched speech. Adaptive jitter 
buffer is an important element in the IP based UMA mobile Voll? solution for improving user 
perceived speech quality for the mobile handset. It can smooth out delay jitter introduced in 
the packet switched IP network and in the handset's internal process. 
To balance better user perceived speech quality with conversational delay, it is important to 
adjust the buffer delay time accordingly. With the frame by frame delay measurement function, 
PESQ is used to measure speech quality and delay movement on the same time for the adaptive 
jitter buffer test. 
To test the adaptive jitter buffer algorithms performance in a VoIP enabled mobile handset, 
a downlink speech quality test with the voice server test platform is established as shown in 
Figure 3.13. The VoIP mobile makes a call to the voice server via VoIP services, through the 
V61P network, gateway to the TDM network and connect to the voice server. The server plays 
the pre-stored reference speech file down to the VoEP mobile, and the monitor connected to 
the mobile records the degraded speech. The reference and degraded speech samples are then 
compared by PESQ and the downlink speech quality score then given. 
r -------------------------------- Same pre-specified speech samples 
Downlink Audio Record Deg. 
'file 
to monitor PC Voice Server 
Pre-stored Network 
L, 
Ref File ,A Access Point 
Results & Statistics send to monitor 
Ref --v. s. -- Deg, 
PESQ comparaison 
Figure 3.13: Downlink speech quality measurement for mobile handset 
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With the adaptive jitter buffer working, delay jitter introduced by the IP network and busy 
processing inside the mobile can be buffered and smoothed. An adaptive jitter buffer can move 
the buffer delay to a lower number in a low jitter condition to allow lower end-to-end delay and 
if the jitter goes higher, it is possible to adapt to a higher buffer size with longer delay to prevent 
more packet losses. By measuring the PESQ score and monitoring the delay, the performance 
of the adaptive jitter buffer algorithm in the VoIP mobile can be investigated. 
But even with an adaptive jitter buffer, there are still delay movements taking place in the 
degraded speech recorded in the mobile. Because of the jitter buffer size increase or positive 
adaptation introduced time gap is added into the played speech, the degraded speech could be 
longer than the reference speech. Alternatively, if the jitter buffer size decrease or negative 
adaptation introduced time gap is taken away from the played speech, the degraded speech 
could be shorter than the reference speech. In either case, the PESQ score will be affected. 
And PESQ is expected to capture the delay movement and on the same time provide valid 
PESQ measurement to represent the end-to-end user perceived speech quality. 
Discovery of PESQ Measurement Error in AJB Tests 
In the PESQ measurement process for the downlink speech quality test, it is find out that 
PESQ sometimes can not give the user perceived speech quality correctly, due to frame time 
alignment error. Once the frame time alignment is not done correctly, the PESQ measurement 
result could be obviously different from a informal human listening test result or small scale 
MOS test result. There are a few sample of this kind collected, for which human listeners give 
much higher result but PESQ measurement results indicate that their quality are not that high. 
To compare PESQ score with user perceived quality, a small scale informal subjective 
speech quality test is carried out. The comparison results gathered from the small scale MOS 
test are not used as the definitive proof of PESQ's error but as a starting point leads to a more 
detailed investigation presented later in this section, involving delay analysis and partial com- 
parison. It is the later investigation proves the PESQ error's existence so the limited scale of the 
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informal MOS test is not affecting the validation of the discovery and analysis. Due to limited 
time and funding, a full scale MOS test is not carried out. 
This infonnal MOS test is taken place in our office with 6 ordinary engineers with no audio 
quality test experience. They are not audio or speech quality expert either. So the informal 
MOS test result can be used as an initial indication of the incorrect PESQ score problem. The 
comparison of the PESQ score to the informal MOS score is summarized in Table 3.1. The 
human opinions to those 4 samples are about 3.7 but PESQ measurements give them a wide 
variation from 3.09 to 3.71. 
Same waveform comparison process carried for the investigation of the incorrect PESQ 
problem. More detailed analysis shows the reason of the PESQ reading gets wrong is that the 
time alignment mechanism is not handling some time movement well. So the degraded speech 
is compared to the wrong place of the reference, hence caused the wrong readings. Figure 3.14 
shows the PESQ result plot of frame by frame delay and frame by frame score for sample 23-38 
mentioned in the table above. 
Frame delay 
6000 
4000 - 
2000- 
0- 
Frame score 
Figure 3.14: PESQ frame delay and frame score plot for sample 23-38 
On the top is the frame by frame delay plot shows two negative shifts of about 4 millisec- 
onds and 16 milliseconds. The bottom half of the figure shows the beginning part and the 
middle part of the speech sample is the worst degraded part of the speech. But after detailed 
analysis it can be proven that neither the PESQ frame by frame delay nor the frame by frame 
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score is correct in this case. 
From the waveform relative delay analysis, it is clear that the degraded speech waveform 
has two major relative time movements compare with the reference speech but not one of them 
is located at the spot the PESQ frame by frame delay plot suggested in Figure 3.14. And the 
frame by frame PESQ score is not correct neither, caused by the wrong frame delay alignment. 
The next subsections give detailed analysis about the relative delay and PESQ analysis. 
Degraded Waveform Relative Delay Analysis 
By compare the degraded waveforra with the reference waveform, the relative delay of the 
degraded speech sample can be identified in the waveform. In Figure 3.15, the first positive time 
shift is shown in waveform comparison form. The degraded sample, as shown in the bottom 
of the wave figure, is slightly longer than the reference, as shown on top of the wave figure, 
and it has to be cut to align with the beginning of the reference speech file. The 8 seconds 
reference speech file has 64000 samples and the sampling rate is 8 kHz, which means there 
are 8000 voice samples in a second. A positive time shift is shown on sample number 5656 of 
the reference. After that point, the recorded speech sample is delayed 20 ms i. e. 160 silence 
samples are added into the reference speech. That means every speech sample after that point 
is delayed 20 ms more then samples before that point, until next time shift happens. 
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Figure 3.15: 1 st positive time movement in file 23-38 (at ref sample 5656,20ms) 
The time shift represents only relative delay changes because the time in the player side and 
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the recorder side is not synchronized. Recorded speech samples are normally longer then the 
reference file because the recorder are started earlier then the player starts, to prevent speech 
been cut at the beginning part of the recording. 
Please note the plot shows only a zoomed part of the speech sample and they are head 
aligned. In this comparison case, 4276 samples from the beginning of the degraded speech file 
are removed to establish the head alignment for analysis. 
In Figure 3.16, a negative time movement is shown as marked. On the bottom of the wave- 
form comparison figure, the degraded speech file has 160 samples relatively less when com- 
pared with the reference speech. That means every speech sample in the degraded speech is 
delayed 20 ms less than the previous part of the degraded speech from this point on, until next 
time shift. 
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Figure 3.16: 2nd negative time shift in same file (at ref sample 32,617,20ms) 
The real waveform file is too long to be shown in a whole picture so the following Fig- 
ure 3.17 shows the zoomed relation between the reference and degraded speech file. From the 
top to bottom are the reference speech file, the head aligned degraded speech file and the real 
speech file. Because the degraded speech file is longer, the head alignment process is needed 
by remove the blue part of the waveform. The correct frame delay plot is shown on the bottom 
of the figure. There is a raise of 20 ms when the gap introduced to the degraded speech (yellow 
to green) and it drops back by 20 ms when the 20 ms time been taken away from the speech 
file (green to pink). 
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Figure 3.17: Time shift and the correct frame delay plot 
Compare with the PESQ frame delay plot as shown in Figure 3.14, it is clear that PESQ's 
delay alignment process is not working correctly in this case. And this delay alignment error 
could be the reason lead to the incorrect PESQ score as the informal MOS test indicates. 
Delay Shift Caused PESQ Difference Analysis 
To prove the PESQ error is caused by delay shift presented above, the PESQ scores for 
speech with and without the relative delay shift need to be compared. The way to test the 
impact of the time shift in degraded speech is to cut the reference speech and degraded speech 
at the place the time movement happens and use PESQ to calculate those parts individually. 
By cutting the speech sample at the gap, the impact of time shift can be removed from the 
measurement thus we can compare the averaged PESQ score on cut speeches with the uncut 
speech's PESQ score. If the cut score shows significant difference when compared with the 
original uncut degraded speech, it can prove that the incorrect PESQ measurement is caused by 
the time alignment process. 
Since there are two relative delay movements in the degraded speech sample investigated 
in Figure 3.17, it is necessary to do the cut and uncut PESQ comparison twice. In the positive 
time movement, i. e. the first time movement event in this case, there is a 20 ms gap added in 
to the degraded speech. It is necessary to consider the quality impact of this 20 ms in PESQ 
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measurement so the cutting point in the reference speech is overlapped 20 ms, to guarantee the 
20 ms extra waveform is considered in the PESQ measurement. 
Two PESQ measurements are carried out on Ref (A+B) v. s. Deg (1+2+3) and Ref (B+C+D+E) 
v. s. Deg (4+5+6). Those segments and cutting places are shown in Figure 3.17. Reference part 
B of 20 ms is measured in both cases so the gap of 20 ms's impact on PESQ score is measured 
but the positive time shift of 20 ms and its affect to the PESQ delay alignment is avoided by the 
two segment measurement method. As a comparison, the option of take the 20 ms of segment 
3 away from both segments i. e. Ref (A) v. s. Deg (1+2) and Ref (B+C+D+E) v. s. Deg (4+5+6) 
is also tested. The results for PESQ measurement on the two segments cut from the 20 ms time 
shift place is compared in Table 3.2. 
It is clear that both segments have higher PESQ score when compared as a whole speech 
sample. To include the 20 ms gap in the degraded speech for PESQ measurement or not does 
not have significant impact on the result. Because PESQ score is an average of frame by frame 
score, if two segments both have higher PESQ score than the whole speech test result, it is clear 
that the original whole speech quality test result given by PESQ is not correct. 
Case PESO Delay Notes 
Ref. v. s. Dog 3.09 Incorrect 
Ref (A+B) v. s. Deg (1+2+3) 3.35 Correct Too short 
Even the 2nd shift 
Ref (B+C+D+E) v. s. Deg (4+5+6) 3.79 Correct problem is gone 
Ref (A) v. 4 Deg (1 +2) 3.35 Correct Too short 
Even the 2nd shift 
Ref (C+D+E) v. s. Deg (3+4+5+6) 3.79 Correct problem is gone 
Table 3.2: Segment PESQ measurement comparison to avoid time shift impairment 
The only difference between the whole speech test and the two segment test is that the time 
shift is removed from the segments. This is a clear proof that the incorrect low PESQ score, 
as the informal MOS test indicated, is caused by the time shift in the degraded speech file. 
The PESQ frame by frame delay alignment mechanism is not performing correctly in this case 
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caused the incorrect PESQ score. 
The negative time shift in the degraded speech file Le segment D in Figure 3.17 is tested 
under the same principle. The reference and degraded speeches are cut to two segments in 
where the 20 ms gap taking place. Because it is a negative time movement in second time 
shift case in the sample, the degraded speech is overlapped 20 ms in both segments. The first 
cut segment in reference speech includes part (A+B+C) and it is compared with the degraded 
segment includes part (1 +2+3+4+5). And reference part (D+E) is compared to degraded speech 
part (5+6). The result is PESQ score 3.10 for the first segment and PESQ score 3.75 for the 
second segment. 
The first segment still contains the time shift discussed above, therefore PESQ score 3.10 
for the first segment is proved lower than it should be. Although the second segment has a 
PESQ warning message of sample too short, as the first segment in the previous test, it is clear 
in the analysis that the time shift is the main reason for the big decrease of frame PESQ score 
as shown in Figure 3.14. 
To cut the whole speech sample into three segments and compare them separately gives 
similar result. Other speech samples analysis also confirms the finding that delay movement in 
degraded speech file can some time causes incorrect time alignment in PESQ frame by frame 
delay analysis and lead to an incorrectly low PESQ score. 
There is no evidence has been found to support the idea that PESQ might get higher scores 
in some time shifting cases. If the incorrectly higher PESQ score case does exist, the impact 
to the test result is much lower because the false higher PESQ case population is much lower 
than the false lower PESQ case, and the possible higher range is much lower than the possible 
lower range. 
Solutions to Avoid PESQ Error Caused by Time Shift 
This research has proved that in adaptive jitter buffer test, PESQ can some times provide 
false measurement results due to false reaction to time shift in the degraded speech file. 
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The chance of false lower PESQ score is related to the behavior of time shift in the degraded 
samples and the adaptive jitter buffer algorithm. 1800 individual samples (with different AJB 
settings) are roughly scanned and the PESQ error rate are widely different between different 
jitter buffer settings. For one AJB setting, in a group of 60 speech samples investigated in the 
case study, there are 3 obvious false lower PESQ cases (as in Figure 3.1 shows) and no false 
higher PESQ case. Some less obvious cases are not counted in but may exists. For other jitter 
buffer settings, for instance a static jitter buffer, the PESQ error rarely happens because the 
time shift hardly exist in the degraded sample. 
The result of the investigation leads to two improvement approaches. One is to manually 
investigate degraded speech samples and remove the incorrect cases accordingly. This approach 
is more accurate but very time consuming. The other approach is to use average and standard 
deviation to filter out odd cases and still get general idea about over all performance of a big 
group of tests. These two approaches can be selected to fit different test applications in different 
scenario. 
Alternatively, it is possible to improve the time alignment mechanism in the PESQ algo- 
rithm and increase the accuracy in frame by frame delay measurement and solve the problem 
from the root. But that is out of the focus of this thesis and any findings will need to be evaluated 
by sophisticated MOS test before it can be contributed to the ITU-T for the new standard. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter introduced the live VoIP mobile speech quality test platform Le the voice server 
and based on it the user perceived speech quality test platform, especially the usage of voice 
server for objective evaluation of mobile speech quality. Some cases have been investigated in 
this chapter as well to highlight the technical details need to be focused when doing live speech 
quality measurement for handsets including some PESQ performance case study. 
The contribution to knowledge includes the following: 
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(1) A couple of PESQ error cased are discovered and investigated in this chapter. A couple 
of case studies have been carried out to investigate some PESQ defects in certain test cases. 
The result shows PESQ will give incorrect frame by frame delay measure if a period of silence 
replacing an active speech part. And the time alignment error can cause PESQ error in some 
cases as well. 
(2) Voice server speech quality test platform, especially the real mobile WIP integration 
part and the live mobile VoIP connection part, and the detailed calibration process, includes the 
virtual disk solution to read/write caused gap in record problem, the resister network solution 
for the sound card cable to mobile microphone connection to solve the voltage mismatch prob- 
lem and the best volume setting test solution to solve the play out volume affect PESQ score 
problem are presented in this chapter. It builds up the basis for further V6EP QoS research and 
solved some calibration problems. 
This chapter shows the performance of the live V61P mobile speech quality test platform 
and its application for PESQ performance evaluation. The investigation suggests that detailed 
calibration and performance investigation is needed when use PESQ for field VoIIP mobile 
speech quality test. 
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Perceived Quality Enhancement with a 
New Jitter Buffer Algorithm 
As VoIP getting more and more popular in the telecommunication industry, mobile handset 
producers are more aware of the importance of integrating VbIP applications into mobile phone 
handsets. Industrial leaders and international standard bodies have developed an architecture 
frame for Unlicensed Media Access (UMA). 
The UMA framework not only specified the architecture for integrating the network infras- 
tructure to support VbIP services which include the core network IP support, gateway support 
and Access Point support, but also specified the architecture to integrate the wireless VoIP ser- 
vices into mobile handset. UMA is not the only solution to integrate VoIP into mobile handset 
and there are other methods vary from software SIP agent running on a handhold WiFi enabled 
pocket PC to voice over wireless broadband. This project is focusing on UMA implementations 
as it is widely supported by both mobile handset manufacturers and network operators and this 
project has access to a UMA platform on which solutions can be tested in a live network. The 
research results are not limited to UMA and they can provide useful improvements to other 
VbIP applications including SIP clients or VoEP gateways as well. 
Jitter buffer plays an important role in VoIP applications because it provides a key mecha- 
nism for achieving good speech quality to meet technical and commercial requirements. The 
main objective of this chapter is to develop a new, simple-to-use jitter buffer algorithm as a 
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front-end to conventional static or adaptive jitter buffer algorithms to provide improved per- 
formance, in terms of enhanced user-perceived speech quality and reduced end-to-end delay. 
Supported by signal processing features, the new algorithm, the so-called Play Late Algorithm 
(PLA), alters the playout delay inside a speech talkspurt without introducing unnecessary ex- 
tra end-to-end delay. The results show that the new algorithm achieves the best performance 
under different network conditions when compared to conventional static and adaptive jitter 
buffer algorithms. The results reported here are based on real mobile phone prototypes tested 
on live and emulated network conditions. The mobile phone uses AMR codec and supports full 
IP[UDP/RTP stack with IPSec function in some of the tests. The method for perceived speech 
quality measurement is based on the ITU-T standard speech quality evaluation tool (PESQ). 
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 introduces necessary 
background of this chapter. In Section 4.2, the performance of a number of leading VoIP ser- 
vices and WiFi/SIP VoIP hardware are characterized using an objective voice quality measure 
to establish an over view of quality problems inherent in existing VoIP solutions. In Section 4.3, 
the new proposed Play Late Algorithm to address some of the problems is presented. In Sec- 
tion 4.4, detailed tests taken on prototype mobiles and live networks are shown. Test results are 
presented in Section 4.5, together with some discussions. Section 4.6 concludes this chapter 
with discussions of some possible future developments. 
4.1 Introduction 
VbIP is a developing technology and it have certain limitations. Among those limitations, 
the speech quality issue is a very important one. Because the packet transmission nature of the 
IP network, speech quality is not guaranteed in the VoIP system. Currently there are lots of 
research activities working on optimization of speech quality in V6EP systems. The portable 
character of mobile handset restricted the V6EP applications' environment to wireless VoEP 
and the platform of running those VoIP applications is limited to a not so powerful handset 
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environment. The embedded mobile operation system and the supporting hardware can not 
achieve the almost unlimited processing power when compare with the stationary computer, 
which might have much higher IP network bandwidth as well. This makes the mobile VoEP 
environment a more challenging field for speech quality optimization. 
To take the specific challenge introduced with the wireless V6EP environment, the wireless 
or mobile VoIP solution's performance need to be measured and optimized towards the overall 
user satisfaction. This chapter is focusing on the measurement and optimization of VoIP speech 
quality in UMA wireless mobile environment. 
As discussed in Section 2.3, packet loss, delay and delay jitter are the main network im- 
pairments that affect user perceived speech quality in a VoIP system. Jitter buffer plays an 
important role in VoIP system as a means of compensating for the impairment introduced by 
jitter. A tradeoff between increased packet loss rate and jitter buffer delay is necessary for any 
playout buffer algorithm [90]. The longer the buffer delay the lower the packet loss rate (pack- 
ets dropped by the jitter buffer are considered as contributing to the overall packet loss) and 
vice versa. 
In practice, jitter buffer can locate before the depacketization process or after it but before 
the codec. Or there could be more than one jitter buffer in the receiver side. Our focus in this 
chapter is on the jitter buffer before codec. Any other jitter buffers before this point can be 
considered as an network element even sometimes they could be located in the mobile handset 
side of the connection. 
Figure 4.1 shows the concept of jitter and jitter caused by packet loss or drop by the jitter 
buffer. In Figure 4.1, Tx line represents the time line of transmission time of packets 1,2,3,4,5 
and 6. Packet I send time is denoted as tl in the figure and similar for other packets. Rx line 
represents the time line of packets 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 received time by the jitter buffer. Packet I 
received time is denoted as rI in the figure and similar for other packets. Playout line represents 
the actual play out time for each packets. The play out time for packet I is denoted as pI and 
similar for subsequent packets. As shown in the figure, packets 3 and 4 arrive after their playout 
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time denoted as p3 and p4, and are dropped by the jitter buffer. This is a typical jitter buffer 
reaction for very late packets. 
Packet 
Figure 4.1: Tx, Rx and Playout time in a jitter buffer example 
7ix 
A characteristic feature of human speech, especially during speech communication through 
a mobile link, is that there are active talk spurts and silence time periods. When a person is not 
speaking but listening to the other party, the time is count as silence time. There are also gaps 
between sentences and even words can be counted as silence time [9 1 ]. Detailed active silence 
identification is not in focus of this research. Because of the active and non-active speech period 
interleaved behaviour of speech conversation, it should be possible to improve the performance 
of current jitter buffer algorithm, in terms of overall user perception, by making increases to 
the relative delay inside an active talkspurt or reduce it in silence period. 
A number of jitter buffer algorithms have been developed to reduce the impact of delay 
jitter [35,90,92,93]. Some of the algorithms focus on the adaptation of the buffer size based 
on the time of arrival statistics [92], but these do not consider the talkspurt character of human 
conversational speech. Some algorithms adjust the playout time at the beginning of the talkspurt 
(such as [90,92,931), but these use fixed delay settings in a talk spurt and so they may not 
react well to delay spikes. Other approaches involve the modification of the wave form inside a 
speech frame, [35], which is computationally expensive. A common limitation of most existing 
algorithms is that they do not take into account user-perceived quality. In addition, they are 
based on simulation results and not on speech data from live mobile networks. The processing 
power requirement is relatively high in some of those methods. 
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To implement wireless V6EP in mobile handset has more challenge than ordinary V6EP on 
stationary IP networks because the resource restrains in the mobile handset environment. The 
main objective of this chapter is to present a new method to improve the performance of current 
jitter buffer algorithms and to provide an algorithm which can produce better end- to-end user 
perceived quality based on adapting the relative delay time inside a talkspurt efficiently. The 
new improvement method should consider not only improvement of user perceived speech 
quality, but also the implementation restrains in the specific mobile handset environment. 
The main contribution of this chapter is to propose a new adaptive jitter buffer algorithm 
which can be used on top of many conventional static jitter buffer or adaptive jitter buffer 
algorithms to provide a better end-to-end user perceived speech quality measured by the ITU-T 
standard P. 862 and P. 862.1 i. e. PESQ and PESQ-LQ without adverse impact on the end-to-end 
delay and conversational speech quality and on the same time easy to implement and run in a 
existing mobile handset system. 
Tests have been carried out using real prototype mobiles running over commercial and 
partly emulated IP networks. The results show that the new Play Late Algorithm (PLA) can 
provide better overall user-perceived speech quality without excessive impact to the end-to-end 
delay. 
4.2 jitter and Jitter Buffer's Impact on Existing VolP 
Solutions 
It is important to understand the issues before a solution can be find for it. In the VoIP 
market, there are a few VoIP services available, including some wireless VbIP solutions [941. 
This section is developed to have an overview test on them and gain some understanding of 
their current performance in terms of end-to-end user perceived speech quality in reaction to 
network conditions such as delay jitter. As discussed in the introduction, jitter plays the most 
important role in network impairment and this research is focusing on improvement to jitter 
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buffer element leading to optimized speech quality so the speech quality is tested v. s. delay 
jitter. And the test results are discussed in Section 4.2.1. The following Section 4.2.2 discusses 
some current jitter buffer algorithms. 
4.2.1 Characterizing Jitter's Impact in Current VoIP Products 
A number of popular commercial VoIP equipments and services were selected and tested 
to characterize speech quality in current VbIP products. The VbEP services tested cover key 
VbIP products and include a popular VbIP service that provides free computer to computer 
calls using P2P technology and a popular VoIP chat software that provides free computer to 
computer calls. There are two hardware VoIP phones on the market tested as well, both of 
which use WiFi and SIP. 
The objective in this section is to characterize the speech quality of the VoIP products 
and services in terms of user perceived quality. An objective measure of speech quality was 
obtained using PESQ. Different network conditions that range from clear live network to em- 
ulated high-jitter conditions were tested to provide a broader view of the overall performance 
of the services and products under different jitter conditions. The live network was used when- 
ever possible to make the test as realistic as possible, this means for example the caller and the 
called party are not connected on the same switch but located in different labs and connected 
via a few IP hops. 
Figure 4.2 depicts a conceptual diagram of the scheme for evaluating the speech quality of 
the VbIP products or services. The voice samples are transmitted through the selected VbIP 
softwares and the received speech compared with reference samples using PESQ to provide an 
objective intrusive measure of voice quality. A network emulator NISTnet is used to introduce 
different jitter conditions and emulate different network environment. It can add specified 
jitter and other network impairments to the IP traffic to emulate different jitter conditions. 
Considering the live network conditions are roughly the same for each product under test, 
the difference between each product under test should come from the extra jitter added. The 
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Figure 4.2: Evaluation of jitter's impact to current V61P products 
difference between live network condition and other systematic difference between products 
are not controllable in this setup so they are not considered in the test. This does not affect the 
aim of these tests, which is to prove the importance of jitter buffer in a V61P system. 
A similar method is used to test WiFi/SIP based V61P handset hardware, the only difference 
being that an audio cable is used to connect the hardware to PC sound card so the speech 
samples can be played to and recorded from the V61P phone. 
To avoid commercial and legal issues, it is not appropriate to refer directly to the V61P 
products or services analyzed here, but in stead they will be referred to as products A, B, C and 
D. 
Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 give plots of PESQ scores on different 
jitter conditions for products A, B, C and D, respectively. As can be seen in the figures, some 
current products or services provide excellent quality under no jitter conditions, but can not 
cope with jitter; others provide acceptable quality over a wider range of jitter conditions. 
Figure 4.3a shows the PESQ score for a 20 minute call for product A. In the figure, each 
point represents a speech sample of about 6-9 seconds long. In this case, no jitter is added 
in the IP path and so the jitter readings on the X axes are kept at 0 ms. To be consistent to 
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Figure 4.3: PESQ score for a) no jitter live and b) jitter conditions - product A 
figures showing jittered cases, the X axes shows jitter conditions instead of case number. Tle 
PESQ values show that the average quality of product A is very good (PESQ score of about 
4), although it has a period of bad quality in the middle of the call which lasts for about one 
and half minutes. The bad quality could be caused by some Internet disterbance or processing 
power over load in the operation system. But as the figure shows the product recovered from 
the bad situation and the quality of speech comes back from the low points. 
Figure 4.3b shows the PESQ v. s. jitter plot for another 20 minutes call for product A, but this 
time some jitter is induced by NISTnet. As can be inferred from the X axis the jitter is increased 
from 0 ms to 50 ms in steps of 10 ms, and then reduced to 0 ms from 50 ms. The speech quality 
recorded shows a reasonable response and PESQ score of the jittery condition stays at about 
3 apart from some extreme cases where the PESQ score is recorded as low as 1, which means 
in that 6 to 9 seconds sample, the user might think the conversation is meaningless. Over all, 
this product has a good average quality and responds reasonably well to jitter, but it does not 
appear stable enough. 
Figure 4.4a and b show the performance of Product B under similar test conditions as 
Product A. The results indicate that on no injected jitter condition, the average speech quality 
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Figure 4.4: PESQ score for a) normal and b) jitter condition - product B 
for Product B is not as good as Product A. The PESQ score for Product B is stable but averages 
at a lower point, about 3.5. The response of Product B to jitter, on average, is more stable than 
Product A, but the average speech quality is slightly lower and it seems more sensitive to jitter 
conditions as the curve changes more when different level of jitter is introduced. The lower 
average speech quality scores may be due to the use of a different codec or a different buffer 
algorithm. 
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Figure 4.5: PESQ score for a) normal and b) jitter condition - product C 
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Figure 4.5a and b show the performance of Product C under similar test conditions to previ- 
ous tests. Product C responds well under no jitter conditions, gives a very good average PESQ 
score near to 4 with a few quick lower spot. But as Figure 4.5b shows, Product C does not re- 
spond well to jitter. With even a low level of jitter introduced, the speech quality measurement 
dropped to PESQ score 2.5 or lower very quickly. This behaviour indicates that the length of 
the jitter buffer used in this product may not be sufficient enough. 
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Figure 4.6: PESQ score for a) normal and b) jitter condition - product D 
The PESQ v. s. jitter plot of Product D as shown in Figure 4.6a and b provides neither good 
average quality nor good response to jitter. The average of PESQ score on no jitter condition is 
only at about 2.5 and when some jitter introduced, the speech quality level fells to as low as 1, 
which means this service or product is not usable on jittery conditions. 
The problem here could be due to a poor quality codec, poor jitter buffer designs or other 
reasons. Clearly, this product is not sufficiently well developed and users will not be satisfied 
with the voice quality. 
Overall, the results indicate that jitter buffers play an important role in VoIP systems and 
more improvements needed in current products. Delay jitter behavior are analyzed in a typi- 
cal mobile VoIP environment and some jitter buffer algorithms are discussed in the following 
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Subsection 4.2.2. 
4.2.2 Analysis of Jitter and Jitter Buffer Algorithms 
Jitter buffers are designed to trade off between end-to-end delay and packet loss or drop. 
Longer delays mean higher possibility of echo, longer response time, and lower conversational 
quality. Higher packet loss or drop rate means less information being transmitted and lower 
listening-only user perceived quality. 
The behavior of jitter in the network differs in characteristics. In [95], traces in live network 
were collected and analyzed, and patterns of jitter classified. Normally, they are not random, 
and the spikes are more difficult to detect and to deal with. 
In the telecommunication environment human speech has some special features (for in- 
stance the frequency band is from 300-3400 Hz). These features have been exploited to op- 
timize codec designs. Certain features of human speech are not continuous especially in a 
conversation scenario. For example, the active rate is normally between 25-75% as ITU-T 
P. 563 defined the limitations [96]. When not in active period, there is no need to transmit si- 
lence to the other end. Thus, dynamic transmission (DTX) method has been developed to avoid 
the transmission of silence. In the AMR codec [8], a function called SID (Silence Insertion 
Description) is used to encode only noise level in a smaller frame and to send the SID update 
less frequently than normal active speech frame. These functions can be utilized by jitter buffer 
algorithms to improve the overall user perceived quality. Jitter buffer is an important source of 
loss because it will drop packets if the packets are late. 
To deal with packet loss from the network or packet loss due to drops by the jitter buffer, 
state of the art codecs and the use of DSP provide functions that make it possible to reproduce 
lost or dropped packets by replaying some of the previous packets or by using other more com- 
plicated methods. As the information contained in the lost or dropped packets is not available 
to the DSP functions, concealment methods introduces a distortion to the end-to-end listening- 
only quality the effect of which can be measured by PESQ. 
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Although jitter buffer algorithm affects the speech quality, it takes effect by changing the 
delay and loss rate of the stream. To evaluate the performance of a jitter buffer, the delay and 
loss rate needs to be considered. A test has been carried out to show the results of PESQ values 
v. s. packet loss rate for the AMR codec (AMR122 with simulated random NISTnet packet loss 
rate). Figure 4.7 shows different AMR codec rates' response to different packet loss rate. 
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Figure 4.7: PESQ drops when Packet Loss Rate increases 
Each of the point in the figure represents the average of 20 test measurements. Each mea- 
surement is one PESQ reading on one speech sample going through the coder, network loss 
simulation and decoder process. There are some gender difference between male speech sarn- 
ples and female speech samples. Non-nally male speech samples have higher PESQ score on 
the same packet loss rate. But considering the statistic of caller should have no major gender 
difference, 10 male and 10 female speech test are averaged together. The reason to test 20 
times is to reduce the random effect of the random packet loss because the location of the loss 
may cause some difference of PESQ result. Those 20 tests will have different packet losses 
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on different place of the speech stream thus average the loss locate spread. As can be seen 
in Figure 4.7, packet loss rate or the amount of information lost is closely related to the user 
perceived quality. 
Researches on jitter buffer, including [95], show that the behavior of jitter in the network 
varies significantly. Thus, the jitter buffer needs to cope with these variations in order to deliver 
optimized end-to-end user perceived quality. 
Jitter spikes [35] are difficult to detect or treat because the jitter buffer normally uses statis- 
tical methods to determine buffer delay. Thus, if a short or single spike occurs, the jitter buffer 
normally cannot make a clear decision whether to discard the single late packet as an exception 
or to extend the buffer delay to try and capture more of this kind of packets. 
An example of such a jitter behavior is shown in Figure 4.8. As the figure shows, there is 
normally a packet in the stream that is delayed for a long period which prevents a group of later 
packets from being delivered on time. In this figure, audio frames are transmitted twice as a 
redundant FEC method each 20ms so the delay between each point should be 0-20-0-20-0-20- 
0 and so on. This pattern means there is no delay between the I st and 2nd packets (they are 
duplicates), then the 3rd and 4th packets transmitted at 20ms later and then 5th and 5th at 20ms 
after that and so on. But as pointed out above, once a spike occurs, it delays later packets for 
168ms leading to more than 10 packets arriving almost at the same time. 
This behavior is caused by the operating system of the device which can not schedule jitter 
buffer related thread when it is needed. It is mostly due to lack of processing power in the device 
and thus less obvious from traces taken by powerful computers. Please note a temporally over 
loaded high powered device could cause the same affect to jitter. Our new algorithm can deal 
with this type of jitter pattern better and more efficiently than traditional jitter buffer algorithms. 
This will be demonstrated in section 4.5 in details including a wave form analysis from a live 
mobile call. 
A brief comparison of the concept of a number of state of the art jitter buffer algorithms 
and our new algorithm is presented here. 
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Figure 4.8: Relative delay plot shows late packets hold back later ones 
Reference [97] describes a jitter buffer algorithm which can increase or decrease the jitter 
buffer size based on the played status, but the algorithm does not consider SID and no-SID 
adaptation. When packets are discarded, some jitter buffers do not do so during silence period 
but in stead drop the packets at any point and this may cause unnecessary additional distortion 
to speech quality. 
Reference [98] describes another buffer algorithm with buffer size adaptation. Compared 
to our algorithm, when packets are discarded, this algorithm does not consider discarding dur- 
ing silence periods and so packets could be dropped during talkspurt and would cause higher 
distortion. 
The adaptive jitter buffer algorithm described in [93] inserts frame only during silence pe- 
riod but our method inserts duplicated frames during speech if it is necessary. 
Paper [35] introduced an adaptive jitter buffer scheme. In this scheme the network delay 
is estimated from past statistics but our algorithm does not need to keep past states for ar- 
riving time. The processing power demand for this scheme is much higher as well because 
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the requirement for calculate wave form inside speech frames. This will be discussed later in 
Section 4.3. 
Paper [99] stated a complicate algorithm of adaptive jitter buffer aiming to optimize the 
playout time according to estimated MOS. This is a user perceived speech quality oriented ap- 
proach, but compares it with our algorithm, the processing power requirement is much higher 
because the calculation of playout delay involves a few performance demanding processes in- 
cluding MOS estimation and an optimization process. 
In the next Section 4.3, our Play Late Algorithm is presented in details. This new algorithm 
avoids the shortcomings of existing algorithms and can be used to optimize the performance of 
current jitter buffer algorithms to achieve a better performance. 
4.3 The New Play Late Algorithm 
The design aim of this new jitter buffer algorithm is to improve the performance of current 
jitter buffer algorithms and to provide an algorithm which can produce better end-to-end user 
perceived quality based on adapting the relative delay time inside a talkspurt efficiently. The 
new improvement method considers not only improvement of user perceived speech quality, 
but also the implementation restrains in the specific mobile handset environment. 
4.3.1 Algorithm Description 
The new playout algorithm, Play Late Algorithm, exploits a feature of human speech and is 
designed to enable existing jitter buffer algorithms (static and adaptive) to achieve better speech 
quality in VoIP networks. The pseudo code for the new algorithm is given in Table 1. Please 
note because coded speech frame number in each packet is fixed and in most of the cases equal 
to one, the word packet in the following text is considered the same as speech frame. 
Pseudo code of the new algorithm is as follows: 
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the new algorithm 
I. Receive Packet N 
2. Check SID status. If 11i SID session 
3. Check if jitter buffer size need to be reduced. if no, play SID packet on tiiiie 
4. If yes, adjust playout time 
4. If not SID, Set playout filue for Packet N (Th) 
5. Check if Th is past or riot. If no, nisseit Packet N ilito the jitter buffer, if yes 
6. Check if there is aily packet serial munber higher thail N have been played out. 
7. If yes, discard Packet N and check if up to 1 continuous packets been dluiiped 
8. If continuous munber reached 1, reset the quene-, else go to (11 
9. If no later then N been played, play it out now 
10. At Th output Pa ck-et N to playout 
11. Wait for next Packet N+ I 
Note: continuous packet dropping counter i should be set based on link conditions. i was set 
to 10 in the mobile implementation, which means after 200ms worth of packets been dropped 
from the buffer, it needs to be restarted. 
There are four key points in the new Play Late Algorithm: 
1: Play Late if There Are No Later Packets Being Played (Increase Length of Talkspurt 
if Necessary) 
When a packet arrives later than its planed playout time, it is normally discarded or dropped 
in conventional jitter buffer algorithms. As shown in Figure 4.1, packets 3 and 4 are discarded 
because the scheduled playout times are past when they arrive at the jitter buffer. 
In the "Play Late" algorithm, the late arriving packets are not dropped if there are no later 
packets have been played out. Instead, a simple logic decision is used to control if it can be 
played out. The playout decision is based on whether there are earlier packets i. e. packets 
which contain speech frame with a higher sequence number that have been played out. If there 
are no such packets have been play out, jitter buffer can play out the late arriving packets. 
Otherwise, the jitter buffer will drop the packet and does not send it for play out. 
In Figure4.9, packets 3 and 4 will not be dropped because when they arrive, the scheduled 
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playout time past but there are no later packets have been played out. So they can be played out 
at the next time. This is equivalent to increasing the jitter buffer size on demand. 
Tx 
Figure 4.9: "Play late" algorithm will shift play time later on certain conditions 
2: Recalculate Talkspurt Delay Time After a Silence Period (Increase or Decrease Buffer 
Size) 
As a basic function of an adaptive jitter buffer, the Play Late Algorithm adapts the jitter 
buffer size at the beginning of each talkspurt. This process is done after a SID session. When 
the SID session occurs, the frames are sent not every 20ms but every 160ms. Thus, if the buffer 
size needs to be adjusted for the next talkspurt, insertion or removal of time slots from the 
stream will not cause significant changes to user's perceived quality or to the MOS scores from 
PESQ measurement. The method to adjust jitter buffer size for each talkspurt can be statistic 
based as in our implementation, or they can be based on other algorithms. The advantage of 
adjusting the jitter buffer size during SID sessions is that it will not damage talkspurt thus 
reduces the effect on user perceived quality. 
3: DSP Mechanism to Cooperate with the Late Packets Caused Silence Gap (LPQ 
After packets have been unpacked and queued through the jitter buffer, they will be sent 
to the digital signal processor (DSP) as audio frames. The DSP then takes the encoded audio 
frames, decodes, performs necessary audio processing operations and then plays them out as 
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sound samples. The DSP has a function to compensate for missing frames from the stream 
if it knows there are missing frames. It tries to generate low volume frames based on the 
information from previous frame or frames. This function is normally recognized as loss packet 
concealment (LPQ. There are many algorithms that can be used to implement the LPC for 
different codecs. An example of LPC for AMR codec is given in [100]. 
The DSP can obtain information about the state of a SID session from the frame but it will 
not have know about the RTP time stamp because this information is removed from the header 
before the audio frames are sent to the DSP. Because the DSP does not have access to the RTP 
timestamp information or sequence number, the only way it can detect a missing packet is when 
it can not pick up a frame from the output of the jitter buffer. It will consider this as a packet 
missing and it will then start the concealment process. 
4: Buffer "Error Exit" to Deal with Spike Jitter in Case Single Late Event Blocks Jitter 
Buffer 
Once the Play Late Algorithm is added on top of a common jitter buffer, there is an uncertain 
risk of jitter buffer error, due to bad software implementation. This key point 4 is designed as 
an error catch to reduce impact of such error. 
The Play Late Algorithm will allow the DSP to repeat the previous frame until the next 
available frame arrives. This will introduce an equivalent amount of delay into the jitter buffer. 
Once the next available packet arrives with a group of blocked packets, they could fill the jitter 
buffer up to the maximum size. After that, the jitter buffer is forced to drop later packets. Later 
packets could be continuously dropped until a SID session is reached even if they arrive within 
the required 20ms delay or no jitter. To deal with the jam condition, an "error exit" method is 
introduced in our algorithm. This lets the jitter buffer to check continuously cases of packet 
drop and to flush the whole jitter buffer if necessary. By discarding all packets in the jitter buffer 
and restarting the queue, the jam will be removed and the performance will return to normal. 
By a careful selection of parameters, this kind of "error" event will not happen frequently. And 
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in our tests, introduction of this "error exit" method will not affect the over all user perceived 
quality in terms of PESQ measurement. 
4.3.2 Processing Power Estimation 
The algorithm can be added to any traditional jitter buffer method as a simple plug-in and 
its complexity is very low because there is not much calculation involved as in other statistical 
based adaptive jitter buffer methods. It can also be added on top of a static jitter as well. 
As described in the next section, this algorithm has been tested with AMR codec with DSP 
concealment and it should work for most of the popular codecs including G. 71 I and so on. 
To estimate the computational cost of the add-on algorithm, both CPU side processing and 
DSP side processing need to be considered. The computational cost i. e. the complicity of the 
proposed can be estimated by calculate the procedures it need to take to process each incoming 
packet. 
On the CPU side, the design of the algorithm decided that the processing cost of the "Play 
Late Algorithm" is linear to the number of packets. If we denote number of incoming packets 
as N, the whole processing power needed in the CPU side will be k*N if we denote k as the 
average processing power needed for each incoming packet. In the DSP side, the processing 
power needed for each speech frame is the same. Once the play out time of a packet is set, the 
DSP will play the whole frame without extra processing. So the complicity of the process in 
DSP will be j*N if we denote j as the DSP process needed for each packet and N as total number 
of incoming packets. The overall processing power needed for speech segment including N 
packets will be (k+j)*N. 
Compare with the algorithm in Liang's paper [35], the modification of samples i. e. time 
scaling inside a single speech frame involves much higher processing power in either DSP or 
the CPU. The maximum complicity of scaling a 20ms frame sampling at 8kHzm is 24,000 mul- 
tiplications plus 24,000 additions according to Liang's paper. If the processing power needed 
for a multiplication process is denoted as x and the processing power needed for an addition 
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action is denoted as y, for a speech segment including N packets, the overall processing power 
will be (k+j+24,000*x+24,000*y)*N. it is still highly complicated for an embedded mobile 
phone hardware. 
4.4 Test System Setup 
A set of tests have been carried out to prove the concept of "lay late" algorithm. To achieve 
the most reality and reliability, tests cases were carried out in a test mobile and on live IP 
network. The following section describes the test set up and detailed test procedures. 
4.4.1 Test System Structure 
To make it easier to follow, the structure of the whole system is first introduced, followed 
by a more detailed structure of the mobile and then the integration of jitter buffer plus playout 
method. 
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Figure 4.10: VoIP system structure 
The basic structure of a VoIP communication system is shown in Figure 4.10. V61P calls are 
made on live networks during the test. Controlled jitter can be added for test via the NISTnet 
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box. Reference speech is send through the live VoIP call and degraded speech is collected so 
the speech quality of the call can be measured by PESQ. 
To implement VoIP in a GSM/IP dual mode mobile is more complicated than an ordinary 
V61P phone because the reuse of elements in the mobile. To focus on the topic of this chapter, 
only the relevant parts will be described. And to focus on the jitter buffer algorithm, the VoIP 
path is described briefly for the downlink direction only. 
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Figure 4.11: Basic audio path of mobile VoIP system 
In Figure 4.11, the left hand side shows the basic structure of the VoIP parts of a test mobile. 
When a VoIP call is setup, speech frames are packed and sent through the wireless channel. 
At the receive side these are picked up by the radio frequency (RF) module of the mobile, 
processed and passed to the network module (protocol stack) for IP level processing. They 
will then be a hand over to the multimedia module to process the RTP and multimedia level 
information (including RTP header, sequence number, time stamp and so on). In the downlink 
direction i. e. the receive direction, the jitter buffer will work on the multimedia module to 
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provi ea smooth playout time for each audio frame. The output of the multimedia processes 
are system messages containing audio frames. These audio frames have been removed from 
RTP packets so that there are no timestamps or sequence numbers attached on to them. These 
audio frames are sent to the DSP for playout. As described above, the DSP checks every 20ms 
to get a new speech frame and if the frame is available, DSP plays it out. Otherwise, jitter 
buffer takes care of the gap filling process. 
4.4.2 Audio Quality Test Structure 
Figure 4.12 shows the audio quality test setup for the evaluation of the performance of 
the Play Late Algorithm. To setup a downlink test for the jitter buffer performance, a speech 
source is needed to provide a reference speech. A few speech samples are stored in a voice 
server connected to the public network and are played out through an ISDN line. There is no 
analog line in the whole system so impairments introduced by analog links (such as noise and 
4/2 echo) are eliminated. 
There are a few building blocks in the path to send speech samples down to a VoIP- enabled 
mobile. The speech is played by the voice server via a digital telephone line (one voice channel 
of ISDN or El/Tl) to the V6IP gateway. The gateway then converts the PCM samples into 
AMR frames, packs and sends them through the IP network from a backbone to a last mile 
ADSL connection. On the receiving side of the link, there is an IP based ADSL modem with 
wireless access point which can forward the AMR/RTP/UDP/IP packets to the mobile via a 
wireless IP link. In the test environment, the wireless link is a Bluetooth link. In this path 
from the VoIP gateway via IP network, ADSL link and wireless EP connection to the mobile, 
there are existing different network impairments such as delay, jitter and packets loss which 
will affect the speech quality in the mobile. The jitter buffer built in the mobile is designed 
to minimize the impact of these effects and to deliver the best possible user-perceived speech 
quality. 
To record sound from a mobile, a sound card is connected to the headphone socket of the 
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Figure 4.12: The structure of the mobile speech quality measurement system 
mobile. Most internal sound cards or cheap external sound cards have problems such as time 
shifts when recording or there are small gaps during play or record. A broadcast class sound 
card is used to avoid possible gaps or clips introduced by the sound card or play/record device. 
For the downlink test, it is used to record the speech which the mobile received from the remote 
voice server. 
In a controlled good coverage area, VoEP traffic may not be impaired by the network apart 
from a reasonable and stable delay. But in low coverage area and busy home Internet condition, 
the jitter of the network will introduce more degradation to the voice quality by introducing 
more jitter to the IP transmission. To reproduce this jitter condition, an emulation tool, NIST- 
net [ 10 1 ], is used in the test bed. Installed in a Linux PC with two network cards, NISTnet is a 
software that provides emulated network impairments (such as delay, jitter and packet loss) to 
the IP traffic going through it. By using the NISTnet emulator and other logging tools, the test 
is repeatable and easier to analyse. 
There are other tools that are available in the mobile networks which can provide a log of 
different parameters in real time or non-real-time mode (such as current average jitter, relative 
time of each arrived packets and so on). Some tools can capture and reproduce audio frames be- 
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fore and after the DSP decoding process so the effect of the play-late algorithm can be analysed 
in detail. These tools include mobile phone logs which show current arrival time difference be- 
tween packets and calculated average jitter, DSP logs which show DSP data starvation and thus 
the concealment process, and network tool such as Ethereal which shows traffic on the network 
and hence provides data about the statistics of jitter. 
4.5 Test Result Analysis and Discussion 
To demonstrate the improvement of the Play Late Algorithm when compared with current 
static jitter buffer algorithms, a group of tests have been performed. The aim of the tests is 
to prove that the Play Late Algorithm can provide better perceptual voice quality compared to 
classic static jitter and adaptive jitter buffer algorithms. 
As described in the introduction, we can use PESQ score and the end-to-end delay to pro- 
vide a measure of perceptual end-to-end speech quality. 
The jitter buffer algorithm is implemented in a test mobile and then evaluated in a live 
network. Jitter is introduced via a NISTnet emulator inserted between the mobile and the live 
network. Due to the constraints of the setup, some parts of the setup including the live network 
elements were not under our control and this caused the overall PESQ score to be lower than 
the ideal condition. These problems are awarded and been reduce to a minimum by averaging 
repeated tests. Because all these tests for the new Play Late Algorithm and the comparison 
group tests are done on the same setup, the uncontrollable affects are applied to them at the 
same time and same level. Thus the performance comparison are based on the same ground 
and valid for the relative comparison purpose. 
The following sections present the performance results of the new Play Late Algorithm with 
other jitter buffer algorithms on different network jitter conditions. 
Figure 4.13 shows the performance of an adaptive jitter buffer without the Play Late Algo- 
rithm. 
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Figure 4.13: PESQ score for adaptive jitter buffer without PLA (Jitter 0-50ms) 
In Figure 4.13, Y axis shows the PESQ score for each 10 seconds speech sample and X axis 
shows the jitter conditions of the samples, from Oms to max of 50ms then back to Oms gradu- 
ally. For each jitter condition (Orns, 5ms, 10ms, 15ms, 20ms, 25ms, 30ms, 40ms and 50ms), 10 
samples are transmitted during the jitter increasing period and 10 samples are transmitted dur- 
ing the jitter decreasing period. Each dot in the figure represents one 10 seconds speech sample. 
Average PESQ score of the 20 samples (10+10) for each jitter condition is a better indication 
of the jitter buffer's performance. Test results shown in Figure 4.13 have been converted into 
Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 for better comparison. 
4.5.1 Compare Static Buffer with Static Buffer + Play Late Algorithm 
Figure 4.14 shows the average PESQ score results for the case of a static jitter buffer and 
the case of the static buffer with the Play Late Algorithm as an add-on . 
The static jitter buffer length is 40 ms in both static and static plus PLA algorithm. In the 
static jitter buffer case, the length of the buffer is static and not adapting. In the static plus Play 
Late Algorithm case, the jitter buffer starting size is the same as the comparison case, which is 
40ms. How ever, with the add-on of Play Late Algorithm, the buffer delay can be extended and 
reduced to get a better perceived quality. 
Each data point in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 is obtained as an average of 20 test samples 
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Figure 4.14: PESQ score of Static v. s. Static + Play Late 
so it should be accurate enough to represent the trend. In the test, each sample is about 10 
seconds long, levels and activity rate are within the limitations of PESQ measurement. The 
jitter introduced by NISTnet is from 0 to 50ms and the correlation parameter is set to 0.2. 
The comparison result shows the static jitter buffer and the static plus Play Late Algorithm 
case has similar average PESQ score when the jitter is lower than I Oms. But the static plus Play 
Late Algorithm jitter buffer can achieve a significantly better average PESQ score in higher 
jitter cases. The reason for the higher PESQ score at the 50ms test point remains unclear and 
is a subject for future work. 
4.5.2 Compare Adaptive Buffer with Adaptive Buffer + Play Late 
Algorithm 
Similar as Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15 shows the difference in the average PESQ score between 
a normal adaptive jitter buffer and the same adaptive jitter buffer plus the Play Late Algorithm 
in a test mobile running in live and emulated network. 
As in the previous figure, each of the points represents an average of at least 20 individual 
tests. The individual tests are about 10 seconds long and are individually scored by PESQ. 
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Figure 4.15: PESQ score of a non-PLA AJB v. s. AJB + Play Late Algorithm 
As the result shows, when the Play Late Algorithm is active in a normal AJB, the over 
all PESQ score improves, especially when jitter increases to 20ms or more. The difference 
between adaptive jitter buffer and adaptive jitter buffer plus the Play Late Algorithm is not as 
significant as the difference between the static jitter buffer and the static jitter buffer plus the 
Play Late Algorithm is because the adaptive jitter buffer provides a better performance when 
compared with static jitter buffer. 
4.5.3 Delay Analysis 
It is also necessary to verified that the Play Late Algorithm does not introduce excessive 
delay time. Delay analysis is done by looking at the recorded loopback wave file under the same 
condition. As discussed above, because the extra delay added in a talk spurt can be removed 
once a SID session starts, the overall delay the end user experiences will not be adversely 
affected. Figure 4.16 shows what happens when extra delay is added in a talk spurt and then 
removed when the talk spurt is finished. 
Figure 4.16 is a screen capture of a PESQ analysis tool that compares the reference speech 
file with a degraded speech file. The degraded speech is been transmitted through the new Play 
Late Algorithm jitter buffer. In this figure, the bottom part is interested in, where the frame by 
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Figure 4.16: Frame by frame delay alignment plotted by PESQ tool 
frame delay is shown. The PESQ tool performs time alignment for each PESQ frames which 
is l6ms for 8K Hz sample rate. The frame by frame delay plotted at the bottom of the figure 
shows that the delay is increased by about 40ms in the middle of the first talk spurt and then 
reduced by about 80ms in the next silence period. The unit of the Y axes in the plot is 1/256ms. 
To show the relative delay increase and decrease in the waveform, the wave record is com- 
pared in Figure 4.17. The upper part of the figure is the original wave and the lower part the 
degraded speech which has gone through the transmission path and the AJB. The starts of the 
two waves are aligned so that the delay changes can be shown. The shadowed part is where 
the Play Late Algorithm enabled jitter buffer was waiting for the late packets (two of them in 
this case, 20ms each) and after the silence period, the delay retrieved about 80ms. The extra 
40ms decrease should be associated with a decision of reducing jitter buffer size for the next 
talk spurt. 
Compared to an adaptive jitter buffer which does not change the relative delay time in a 
talkspurt, the Play Late Algorithm can improve the user perceived quality because it reduces 
information loss due to reduced packet drop rate. 
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4.6 Summary 
The Play Late Algorithm presented in this chapter is a simple but efficient plug-in for most 
speech jitter buffer algorithms to improve user perceived quality. There are four key elements 
in the algorithm. The first is to allow late packets to be played if there are no packets with 
an earlier sequence number being played; the second is to allow delay insertion during silence 
period; the third is to replace concealment frames while waiting for late arriving packets to 
reduce the effect of inserting delay; the fourth is to reset the whole queue in a buffer jammed 
con ition. 
Our results show that once the new Play Late Algorithm is added on to both static and adap- 
tive jitter buffer, they can achieve better performance under different network conditions when 
compared to classic static jitter and the original adaptive buffer algorithms without introducing 
excessive delay. The algorithm is easy to implement and easy to run without demanding extra 
processing power. 
Although the algorithm is only tested on the AMR codec at the highest rate of AMR 122, 
it can be used on other speech codecs as the idea to wait for late packets is still valid in any 
speech conversation environment. Unfortunately, this algorithm can not be used for other media 
transmissions such as continuous audio or video streaming because the idea is based on the 
characteristics of human speech conversation. 
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It is worth to point out that the voiced part of speech may have different quality sensitivity 
to packet loss when compared with unvoiced part. And the beginning or end parts of a talkspurt 
have higher sensitivity to the impact of packet loss in terms of user-perceived speech quality 
when compared with middle parts [102]. It will be interesting to study adjustments in the 
delay insertion in the lower sensitivity parts. However, this may involve increased processing 
operations in the DSP and processer element of the hosting system. 
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Chapter 5 
A Perceived Quality Enhancement 
Method Based on Combined Features 
from Different Layers 
As discussed in previous chapters, Quality of Service (QoS) optimization is an important 
issue in Voice over IP (WIP) systems because of the need to meet technical and commercial 
requirements. Current implementations of QoS enhancement mechanisms need to be further 
optimized and improved. This leads to the aim of this chapter: to enhance current Quality of 
Service optimization mechanism for VbIP services. 
The main objective of this chapter is to propose a new QoS enhancement scheme that com- 
bines the strengths of rate-adaptive control method and speech priority marking technique to 
provide a superior QoS enhancement performance, in terms of perceived speech quality. 
A second objective is to propose the use of an objective measure of perceived speech quality 
(i. e. objective MOS score) for adaptive control of sender behavior as this provides a direct link 
to user-perceived speech quality, unlike individual network impairment parameters (such as 
packet loss and/or delay). 
The results show that the new combined QoS enhancement method achieved the best per- 
formance under different network congestion conditions compared to separate adaptive sender 
rate or packet priority marking method. The results also show that the use of an objective MOS 
as the control parameter for the sender rate adaptation improves the overall perceived speech 
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quality. 
The results reported here are based on a simulation platform that integrates DiffServ enabled 
NS-2 network simulator, a real speech codec (AMR codec) and the ITU-T standard speech 
quality evaluation tool (PESQ). 
5.1 Introduction 
QoS enhancement mechanisms for V61P should aim to make optimum use of available net- 
work/terminal resources and to minimize the effects of network impairments on voice quality. 
Several approaches exist to realize QoS control, but most seek to control the information flow 
from the audio/video sources, adaptively, in accordance with significant changes in the net- 
work. An important class of QoS control technique involves rate control (i. e. QoS control is 
achieved by automatically adjusting the send bit rate depending on network congestion condi- 
tions). However, current rate control mechanisms [103-105] are based largely only on network 
impairments such as packet loss rate or delay during congestion. The strategy is to control the 
sender behaviour, using the network impairments, from the receiver or the network node but 
this may not be sufficient to provide optimum QoS, in terms of the voice quality delivered, be- 
cause the control information from the network is not directly linked to user perceived quality. 
A second important class of QoS control techniques exploits knowledge of the fact that 
different parts of speech have different perceptual importance and so do not contribute equally 
to the overall voice quality [47,106,107]. In this approach, voice packets that are perceptually 
more important are marked, i. e. given priority, and thus less likely to be dropped than packets 
that are of less perceptual importance, in case of congestion. The priority marking based QoS 
schemes are open loop and do not make use of changes in the network impairments. 
The main objective of this research is to investigate the possibility of combining rate adap- 
tation control technique with priority marking, to exploit the advantages of the two approaches 
to provide a robust enhancement scheme which delivers optimum QoS in terms of voice qual- 
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ity. In rate control schemes, the cost of adapting the data flow to changes in the network is 
that some packets may be dropped randomly when congestion occurs and this will increase 
the packet loss rate. However, in priority marking schemes important packets are dropped less 
and delayed less. Thus, the combined scheme should provide improved overall user perceived 
quality. DiffServ is used to implement the scheme and employs different queuing methods, the 
most important of which is a variation of random early drop queue (RED queue). RED not 
only gives different packets different drop probabilities, it also gives the receiver hints about 
whether congestion has occurred or about to occur. With a proper feedback mechanism, this 
information can be used to control the send bit rate. 
The main contributions of this research are twofold. First, a new QoS enhancement scheme 
is proposed, which combines the strengths of the adaptive rate control technique and speech 
priority marking QoS technique to provide a superior QoS control performance than hitherto 
possible. Second, it is proposed that the use of an objective measure of perceived speech quality 
(i. e. objective MOS score, calculated by PESQ as in [108]) instead of individual network 
impairments (for instance packet loss and/or delay) to control sender behavior as this provides 
a direct link to user-perceived speech quality. 
Preliminary results show that by exploiting the strengths of both methods, the new scheme 
achieved the best perceived quality compared to rate-adaptive, marking and no control schemes 
under different network congestion conditions. The results are based on extensive simulation 
in an environment that integrates the NS-2 network simulator [109], adaptive speech codec 
(AMR) and an objective perceived speech quality measurement system, which is based on the 
ITU-T speech quality evaluation standard PESQ. 
5.2 QoS Enhancement Schemes 
There are several QoS control schemes available for VoIP speech quality optimization. The 
new combined method is based on two existing schemes Le the rate-adaptive QoS control 
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scheme and the priority marking QoS optimization scheme. They are introduced here before 
the new proposed combined scheme. 
5.2.1 Rate-Adaptive QoS Enhancement Scheme 
User perceived speech quality is related with several balancing complications such as packet 
loss rate and location in the speech, delay and delay jitter, codec type or codec rate etc. These 
complications are interlinked and sometimes conflicting. The aim of the adaptive control mech- 
anism is to improve over all user perceived speech quality on a given network condition. 
The Relationship Between Codec Rate and Packet Loss Rate in a Bottleneck Link 
One common conflict between complications is that in a limited bandwidth environment, 
to increase codec bandwidth will increase packet loss rate and hence reduce the over all speech 
quality. And to decrease codec bandwidth i. e. lower bandwidth rate will decrease user per- 
ceived speech quality due to the nature of lower bandwidth codec. 
Bandwidth 
Quality 
Codec rate increases with bandwidth 
increase. After the link start to congest 
and drop packets, the user perceived 
speech quality start to drop. 
Codec rate 
Figure 5.1: Codec: rate conflict with bandwidth on over all speech quality 
As shown in Figure 5.1, ideally there should be a balanced codec rate on which the codec 
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rate reached its maximum and have not cause significant packet loss due to the network con- 
gestion. Of course this balance is a dynamic balance because the network condition and user 
behaviour are changing dynamically. So the control mechanism should be able to optimize the 
codec rate dynamically on a real time basis. 
PESQ v. s. Different AMR Rate and Packet Loss 
The adaptive rate QoS control scheme is based on the AMR speech codec. The AMR codec 
was developed by ETSI and has been standardized for GSM. It has been chosen by 3GPP as 
the mandatory codec. It is a multi-mode codec with eight modes (MR475 to MR 122) with bit 
rates between 4.75 and 12.2 Kb/s. Mode switching can occur at any time (frame-based). Thus, 
the AMR codec is well suited to rate control. 
Packet loss in the coded speech stream will lead to degrading of the user perceived quality 
of the decoded speech. On the other hand, codec rate have effect on user perceived quality as 
well. So it is worth to study the speech quality reaction to different packet loss rate on different 
codec rate. 
Voice 
source 
AMR 
Encode 
Voice 
receiver 
Figure 5.2: Test setup - AMR codec performance v. s. packet loss rate 
As shown in Figure 5.2, speech samples are coded by an encoder, send through a loss 
simulator and decoded to degraded speech. The loss simulator handles simulated packet loss 
effect to the coded speech frame i. e. remove frames from the stream following packet loss 
rules. In this simple simulation, packets are just randomly removed to simulate a random loss 
with different loss rates. 
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The results are summarized in Figure 4.7, which shows the PESQ measurement result to 
speech samples are decreasing when the packet loss rate increases. And lower AMR codec rate 
gives lower PESQ score on the same speech sample when the loss rate condition is the same. 
This plot give us a good view of the balance between packet loss rate and codec rate and can 
help us to design the control mechanism for over all performance optimization. 
It is worth to note that in some environment, the packet loss rate is not related to bandwidth 
utilization directly as a bottleneck link does. The performance of the adaptive scheme needs to 
be further investigated in such environment. 
Feedback Facility in RTP 
There is a feedback facility called Real Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) specified 
in the RTP protocol, designed to carry receiver side feedback information to the sender as 
introduced in Section 2.1.2. 
The specification of RTP stipulates that the RTCP traffic does not exceed 5% of the whole 
traffic and that the time between the reports is at least 5 seconds. So the bandwidth over head 
for transmitting RTCP packets should not introduce too much affect to the over all performance 
of the system. And the feedback time is frequently enough compare with the average life time 
of a normal real time stream, which is about a few minutes, the same as a normal telephone 
conversation. 
With the help of RTCP reports and AMR, the concept of adaptive rate QoS control scheme 
is introduce and as shown in Figure 5.3. In the scheme, the send rate of the AMR codec is 
adjusted in accordance with the network condition feedback to achieve the best possible QoS. 
Bit Rate Control Mechanism 
The bit rate control mechanism is based on individual network parameters (such as packet 
loss rate and delay) or on the predicted user perceived speech quality (such as the predicted 
MOS score as PESQ given). In V61P applications, the feedback information can be sent via 
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RTCP reports. Of course the RTCP report packets need to be customized to fit those information 
picked. 
AAW IP network Voice AMR Vol e source Enýder Decoder 
Vo.: 
rreceliveer 
I Perceived 
Bit-rate quality 
control prediction 
Via RTCP report 
I mos 
Figure 5.3: Rate-adaptive QoS control scheme 
The two important QoS optimization modules in Figure 5.3 are the bit-rate control module 
at the send side and the perceived quality prediction module at the receive side. Approximately 
every 5s (the time interval between RTCP reports), a measure of the perceived conversational 
speech quality (i. e. PESQ score) is predicted from network parameters (such as packet loss and 
delay) using a PESQ based method, same as the mechanism proposed in [108]. 
The bit rate control module is used to adapt the send bit rate in accordance to the feed- 
back RTCP information send by the perceived speech quality prediction module. The adaptive 
algorithm used in the module follows the 'additive increase/ multiplicative decrease' concept 
that has been successfully employed in other congestion control algorithms, such as TCP and 
ABR [105]. 
The basic idea is that the AMR codec can reduce its bit-rate (if possible) when there is 
network congestion and increase its bit-rate when no congestion is detected. The AMR rate is 
then used to predict the packet loss rate and the MOS. The predicted MOS score is compared 
with the existing MOS and the controller will choose the best step to adapt to if necessary or 
keep existing AMR rate. 
The detailed control mechanism used is presented in Figure 5.4. As the figure shows, in 
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Figure 5.4: Feedback loop of the MOS driven rate adaptive control method 
each feedback circle, on the sender side, the AMR rate is set by the control mechanism based 
on predicted user perceived speech quality, derived from current AMR rate and the feedback 
information transmitted via RTCP report. On the receiver side the AMR bit stream updates the 
current AMR rate to the receiver because each AMR packet is contains the rate information. 
And then the receiver side can predict the user perceived speech quality using the current AMR 
rate and recorded current loss rate in this report period. The current loss and current user 
perceived quality information can then be transmitted back for feedback and finishes the control 
loop. Each of the control loop take about 5 seconds as the interval of RTCP report is 5 seconds. 
If any RTCP report packet is lost in the network, the sender will keep the rate unchanged and 
adapt it when next RTCP feedback arrives. 
5.2.2 Priority Marking QoS Enhancement Scheme 
An other speech quality improvement method is the priority marking QoS enhancement 
scheme. In a telephone conversation, speech part of the voice stream is obviously more im- 
portant than the silence part, when the peer of the conversation is listening. Previous re- 
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search [ 102,110] find out that in terms of user perceived speech quality, some parts of the 
speech stream is more important than the other parts. The fact that human conversational 
speech carries different importance in different parts of the speech forms the basis of the prior- 
ity marking scheme. AMR can detect active speech in the encoding process to help the marking 
process. And the DiffServ network QoS control mechanism provides the cooperation in the net- 
work to protect the important speech frames from loss. The aim of the priority marking scheme 
is to optimize the user perceived speech quality by protecting the important parts of the speech 
with the help of AMR and DiffServ. Detailed mechanism of the method is presented in the 
following subsections. 
Perceptual Importance Difference in Human Conversational Speech 
In rate-adaptive QoS control scheme, it is assumed that all the packets within a flow are 
equally important perceptually. But in the world of VbIP applications, the stream is transmitting 
conversational human speech. The nature of human conversation decided that not every part of 
the speech stream has the same perceptual importance to the user. Previous research has shown 
that some speech segments are more important than others. For example in a conversation, 
active speech segment is more important than the silence part, and in an active speech segment, 
the beginning part of the talk spurt is more important than other parts of the active speech 
segment. The importance is measured by user perceived quality, which means user is more 
sensitive to distortions happened in the important part of the speech stream and more likely to 
give lower opinion score compared with the same kind of distortion happened in less important 
part of the speech stream. 
Marking Important Frames by Utilizing Codec Output Information 
In the process of AMR coding, the codec will mark the speech as active speech or silence 
speech based on energy level difference. And these information is embedded in the coded 
speech frame and available to the packetisation process. It is possible to consider beginning 
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frames of the active speech segments as important frames and mark them as high priority, and 
mark the other parts as lower priority. Of course if there are more detailed importance levels, 
the marking can be more specific and lead to a more sophisticated control method. For example 
it is possible to consider the beginning of each talkspurt as the most important parts, give it the 
highest protection level, i. e. highest DiffServ service class, and the rest part of the talk spurt has 
the second highest importance level. The silence part of the voice stream then has the lowest 
priority and has less protection by marked as the lowest service level in DiffServ. 
Protecting Important Packets by Using DiffServ 
Priority marking QoS control scheme can be implemented in networks that support Dif- 
ferentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture [47]. DiffServ allows the user to set priority to 
packets and those marked packets can be treated differently in the network. The advantage of 
DiffServ is that the marking is done on the entering point of the DiffServ zone and there is no 
time consuming end-to-end negotiation process at the beginning of the call. And because there 
is no virtual circuit to maintain in the network, it is relatively easy to implement and deploy. 
The disadvantage of DiffServ include that some user may improperly mark their packets to 
higher level and lack of end-to-end guarantee if the packets are transmitted over more than one 
DiffServ cloud. The user over priority problem can be solved by pricing policy and it should 
not happen in a telecommunication context where the carrier have dominating control of pri- 
ority marking at the entering point to the DiffServ cloud. And even the packets need to travel 
through several DiffServ clouds, for instance in an international call, the SLA between carriers 
should solve the priority difference problem respectively. 
There are several detailed implementations of DiffServ protocol, for instance a simplified 2- 
bit marking DiffServ implementation [I I I]. There are different queue management method can 
be used in DiffServ as well. They include the Fair Queue, Weighted Fair Queue, Random Early 
Detection Queue, Weighted Random Early Detection and so on. Each carrier will choose from 
those methods accordingly and the detailed implementation is not in focus of this research. 
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The Priority Marking Scheme 
The difference of importance in the same speech stream forms the basis for the priority 
marking control scheme, which is depicted in Figure 5.5. In the transmission side, after codec 
encoding, each speech frame in the coded speech stream is marked differently depending on 
its perceptual importance. For example, the priority-marking module marks the beginning 
of a voiced segment (for instance the first 5 or 10 frames of a voiced segment for the AMR 
codec) as high priority (for instance marked as a 'premium' class), while others are marked as 
perceptually unimportant (for instance marked as a 'best-effort' class). 
Voice Voice 
source AMR Priority 
IP network 
AMR receiver 
Encoder marking (DiffServ) Decoder 
Figure 5.5: Priority marking QoS control scheme 
When there is network congestion, the perceptually unimportant frames have a higher drop 
probability. This protection scheme results in a lower loss probability for packets with high 
priority and can lead to a better perceived QoS compared to no-control scheme. 
5.2.3 The New Combined Rate-Adaptive and Priority Marking Scheme 
As discussed in above subsections, the rate-adaptive QoS control scheme is based mainly 
on an objective perceived speech quality prediction at the receiver derived from current loss 
rate and current codec rate. In the PESQ evaluation process, packet loss rate contributed sig- 
nificantly to the measured or predicted objective MOS score. And in a coded speech stream, 
different frames could have different importance to the over all user perceived speech quality. 
Those important frames can be marked by codec and made available to packetization process 
and Quality of Service control mechanism. So it is worth to try a method to reduce packet loss 
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rate, especially to reduce packet loss rate for those important packets. 
There are always bottleneck links exist in the network where packets need to be queued 
and might be dropped if the queue is full. The most basic queue is the simple single drop tail 
queue in which all the packets enter a single first in first out queue on the arriving sequence and 
leave the queue on the same sequence if they are not dropped. If the queue is full, later arrived 
packets will be dropped. 
The limitation of this simple drop tail queuing mechanism is that there is no priority differ- 
ence in the queue for time critical streams such as VbIP real time speech stream. Because every 
packets follow the same first in first out queue procedure, packets in real time streams not only 
need to wait the whole queue time same as other packets which time is not so critical for them, 
but also have the same possibility to be dropped if the queue is full. 
To solve the Quality of Service issues above caused by simple over buffered drop tail queue, 
the network operator commonly use some congestion notification and control mechanism in the 
network. A queue management system can provide such Quality of Service feature. 
Random Early Detection/Drop (RED) queue is an Active Queue Management (AQM) method 
proposed in [ 112]. It is originally designed to cooperate with TCP-friendly congestion control 
but now widely used to provide basic congestion notifications to the sender. In this case, this 
function can be used to adapt the sender rate to suit the network condition. There are other 
more sophisticated queue management methods developed to provide even better congestion 
notification and control but they are not going to be covered here. 
Priority marking should reduce the loss or delay of important packets when compared with 
lower priority packets; at the same time, the packet loss counter in the received side has no 
knowledge about priority of the packets and it counts lost packets all the same. 
The use of a queue management method in the communication system makes it easy to link 
sender rate adaptive control with packet priority marking by setting different queues or vir- 
tual queues in a queue management system to provide different treatment for different priority 
packets. 
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An important objective of this project is to investigate whether the overall perceived speech 
quality can be improved further by combining rate-adaptive and priority marking control schemes. 
This is the motivation of the proposed combined QoS control scheme, which is shown in Fig- 
ure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Combined control mechanism 
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As shown in Figure 5.6, the bit rate of the AMR codec is adjusted in accordance with 
the objectively predicted MOS and, at the same time, the perceptually important segments of 
speech are protected by priority-marking. Potentially, this should make it possible to optimize 
the perceived speech quality for VoIP applications using AMR codec. 
A simulation test is carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed combined con- 
trol mechanism compared with those two individual control methods. Speech samples are in- 
jected in to the simulated network and the performance of the control mechanism is measured 
by the objective user perceived speech quality measurement method PESQ. The following sec- 
tion describes the detailed simulation setup and the experiments. 
5.3 Simulation Systems and Experiments for the Combined 
Scheme 
To evaluate the performance of the new proposed combined speech quality control method, 
some experiments need to be carried out. This section introduces the simulation tool model, 
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the quality prediction and performance evaluation model, the algorithm integration into the test 
system procedures and the test experiments running with real speech and simulated network 
conditions. 
5.3.1 Simulation Tool - the Network Simulator 
Network Simulator (NS-2) [109] used to run the simulation of the VbIP system and the 
proposed control mechanism. It is an open source project started in 1995 by the Information 
Sciences Institute of the University of Southern California. In the years of development and 
with help of the open source community, different projects using this system have added func- 
tion blocks such as new types of protocol, new types of links or traffics in to the system. 
Although in most of the cases, there are sufficient amount of defined objects including links 
and nodes can be used to build up a simulation network, users can adapt the software to their 
needs by declaring new objects such as new types of links or nodes. 
Network Simulator allows the simulation of complex networks with various nodes, various 
types of traffics and various types of links on a single computer. The complexity of the simu- 
lated network is mainly limited by the processing power of the simulation computer. But due to 
the power limitation of the PC used, simulation time of a complicated network may take a sig- 
nificant amount of time to finish. And it increases dramatically when the network get slightly 
complicated. 
The simulator is written in C++. And the simulations are controlled by a script written in 
OTcl, an object oriented extension of the Tcl script language. User with a basic knowledge of 
programming can use it to create a simple simulation example to start with. The central feature 
of the simulation system is the scheduler. It allows the user to define various events such as 
the start of traffics, or the change of parameters, simply by arranging them into a time table. 
After simulation starts, those events will kick off follow the sequence in the time table and the 
simulation goes on. 
There is a graphical interface called Network Animator (NAM) developed for the simu- 
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lation visualization and control. It can demonstrate movement of packets in the simulated 
network with visualized effects like queuing and packets loss for example. 
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Figure 5.7: A typical simulation topology in NS-2 
Figure 5.7 shows a typical simulation topology in Network Simulator. One node (node 3) 
receives packets from 3 different traffic sources. The node I and node 4 are sending a constant 
bit rate packet stream using UDP, denoted by the red and green traffic in the figure. The traffics 
congested at node 2 with a file transfer between node 0 and node 3, which is a bulky traffic using 
FIFP over TCP, denoted by the blue traffic. Due to insufficient bandwidth of the link connecting 
node 2 and node 3, packets have to be queued in node 2 and if the queue is overloaded packets 
can be dropped. 
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5.3.2 Packet Loss Simulator 
Network simulator is used to simulate network behavior with out sending real data through 
the simulated links but it is possible to inject real data in to the simulated network or extract 
traces from the simulated network and study the effect to real data. This is a good way to link 
simulated system to the real world. A packet loss simulator is designed to do the job. 
Speech files can be coded using the real codec, and thus create a file represents the bit 
stream being send through the simulated network. By modifying the bit stream file correspond 
to simulated network impairment such as packet loss or wrong sequence, the simulated network 
effect can be linked to real world speech. After decode the modified bit stream file, the degraded 
speech can be reconstructed. Then the impairment of the simulated network can be measured 
by PESQ or a human listener. 
This process is based on assumption that a jitter buffer is used to convert delay jitter into 
packet loss. So in the simulation, a certain format of jitter buffer need to be set in each receiving 
node. If packets arrive later than the buffer limit, it will be dropped thus cause packet loss in 
the bit stream. 
The basic model for packet loss is Bernoulli loss model, which drops the packets randomly 
up to a given loss percentage. There are other more sophisticated models such as the 2-state 
Gillbert model or the n-state Markov model based on the calculation of the loss probability of 
packets depending on the loss probability of the last one or n packets. Details of those models 
can be find in [ 113] and [ 114]. 
Figure 5.8 shows the concept of loss simulator. On the left incomes the original speech 
file. Once it been encoded to encoded bit stream, it can be processed by the loss simulator 
following certain simulation rules. The resulted packet loss impaired bit stream can then be 
send to decoder and the degraded speech file can be generated. In the simulation tests, gender 
difference in speech samples is considered. The result are either averaged for male and female 
speech, or include balanced male and female speech parts in one speech sample. 
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Figure 5.8: Connect loss simulator to real speech samples 
5.3.3 The PESQ Based User Perceived Speech Quality Measurement 
System 
As discussed in previous chapters, PESQ is an intrusive objective user perceived speech 
quality measurement method. It can objectively compare the difference of reference speech 
and the degraded speech. The distortion to speech files is measured by PESQ at speech level, 
which means the network impain-nents are transparent to the PESQ. This make it easier for 
us to setup a simulated network to perform designed control mechanisms but still measure the 
network impairment in real speech level. 
So if the AMR rate in a certain period of speech stream is known, together with the loss rate 
of that period, it is possible to use the loss simulation system to generate degraded speech. If 
the process is repeated enough times to average out the impact of randomness in loss location, 
it is possible to build the link between user perceived speech quality prediction i. e. PESQ score 
with AMR codec rate and loss rate. This link is denoted as: 
MOS = PESQf AMRrate, lossratel (5.1) 
It is worth to note that although the network simulator can simulate real time situation in 
a simulated network, PESQ measurement can not measure absolute delay between the sender 
and the receiver. The delay impact to end-to-end user perceived speech quality need to be 
considered separately. How ever, PESQ can be used to study the relative delay difference in a 
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speech sample i. e. introduce of silence gaps or omit of speech samples. 
5.3.4 Simulation Setup and the Experiment 
The combined QoS control scheme was set up as shown in Figure 5.9. It consists of three 
main parts: (I) An NS-2 network simulator to simulate multiple VbEP flows and IP networks 
with congestion; (11) a VoEP simulation system to simulate V6EP flow, which includes an AMR 
encoder/marker, loss simulator, decoder, and a user perceived speech quality driven control 
module, which can switch between the adaptive rate control, priority marking method and the 
combination of the adaptive rate control method and the priority marking method, and (III) 
a perceived quality evaluation system to provide a measure of the overall speech quality and 
quantify the performance of each control method. 
Network Bottleneck Simulation 
A one hop bottleneck network topology is simulated using NS-2, as shown in Figure 5.9(1). 
The reason to simulate the one hop bottleneck is that in most telecommunication system, con- 
gestion happens in a single bottleneck for instance the wireless hot-spot access point or an 
intemational gateway. 
A total of N adaptive AMR sources were simulated for VoEP traffic. This assumed that 
the available bandwidth was shared among these UDP sources. In the real world, the Internet 
is shared with all kinds of applications but a managed telecommunication carrier IP network 
is simulated, where the traffic types are mostly VoEP applications because the entering point 
to this VbIP network is controlled by the telecommunication company. The telecommunica- 
tion company will be interested to see how to improve user perceived quality without increase 
resource limitation. 
All the sender sources were set as constant bit rate (CBR) UDP source in order to match 
with the simulation of WIP flow in part (H) of Figure 5.9. Voice activity detection function 
VAD for AMR codec was not activated there. If the VAD function is on, the AMR could 
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change the sending rate and make the bit stream not constant bit rate anymore. The sender bit 
rate (plus header) was set according to the required bit rate for adaptive AMR codec i. e. when 
the control mechanism request the sender rate adjust to the highest rate AMR 122, the CBR rate 
will change to the related rate (plus header over head) accordingly. In the NS-2 simulator, CBR 
source can change the send rate by request command but still using the name CBR. All flows 
sent by traffic source was traced by the network simulator. The loss location information was 
collected and sent back to the loss simulator in part (11). 
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Figure 5.9: Simulation system for combined QoS control scheme 
As described in Subsection 5.3.2, a VOEP flow was simulated via encoder with marking 
and rate control scheme, loss simulator and decoder. The loss information was also sent to 
Loss simulator 
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the quality prediction module to obtain a user perceived speech quality score, in this case the 
predicted PESQ measurement score. The MOS score was then fed back to the sender side for 
bit rate control. 
A single hop of 2 Mbit/s bandwidth, representing a bottleneck link, was set in a DiffServ 
enabled IP network. 2 Mbit/s is a typical El connection bandwidth so it was selected to rep- 
resent the bottleneck link. Different number of users joined the bottleneck link in different 
stage of the simulation, which represents the bottleneck link getting more and more busy and 
the congestion situation getting worse. With the increase in the number of simultaneous users 
sharing the bottleneck link, it is possible to investigate the performance of different QoS control 
methods under increasing network congestion situations. 
Control Mechanism Integration 
The overall performance of each of the different QoS control methods is evaluated by the 
evaluation system (III). Perceived speech quality prediction is based on the ITU PESQ (Per- 
ceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality). For every control loop (i. e. every 5 seconds, the time 
between two RTCP report message), speech quality (MOS) is calculated in the 'quality predic- 
tion' module, depending on the network packet loss and AMR mode. In practice, this predicted 
voice quality could be used non-intrusively as described in [108]. The predicted speech quality 
is also used to evaluate the overall quality of the -control schemes as shown in Figure 5.9(IH). 
In the simulation study, the MOS value was computed with the ITU-T PESQ by comparing 
a reference sample speech file with the degraded sample speech file, which was generated by 
processing the reference sample speech in accordance with the AMR rate and packet loss rate. 
More detailed explanation was described in [76]. 
Simulation of the Priority Marking Method 
Every frame generated from the AMR encoder was marked as perceptually important or 
unimportant, depending on the information from the AMR coder. In the simulation, the param- 
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eter that indicates whether it is voiced/unvoiced for each frame was extracted directly from the 
decoder's voiced-hangover flag for simplicity. Reference [106] and [107] give more detailed 
explanations of packet marking. 
The priority marking scheme can be readily implemented in DiffServ supported networks. 
DiffServ is implemented in NS-2 version higher than NS2. I b8a and our simulation used NS2. I b9a 
to support the DiffServ simulation part. For simplicity, the DiffServ policyer used for our sim- 
ulation is a Time Sliding Window with 2 colour marking policer (built-in function supported 
by NS-2). It uses TSW2CM policer in the network simulator. In the TSW2CM policer, Com- 
mitted Information Rate (CIR) and a drop precedence of two levels are used. The basic idea of 
the TSW2CM policer is that a lower precedence is used when the CIR is exceeded. The default 
scheduling mode is Round Robin in the simulation. 
Simulation of the Perceived Quality Driven Rate-Adaptive Control Method 
The bit rate control module aims to detect the optimal bit rate settings that would yield the 
best perceived speech quality under a given network condition. Perceived speech quality MOS 
score is used as a control metric to drive the control mechanism. MOS is predicted at the receive 
side for each RTCP interval (for instance 5 seconds) and then sent back via the RTCP report. 
A predicted MOS is then calculated and compared with reported MOS. If the MOS after rate 
adaptive control are predicted better, the rate will be changed otherwise it will stay unchanged. 
This mechanism can get the balance between rate reduction and congestion decrease. A MOS 
driven rate adaptive control loop pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 2. 
MOS prediction is based on the ITU PESQ measurements for a given AMR rate and packet 
loss rate (As described in Subsection 5.3.2. The predicted packet loss in Equation 5.1 is based 
on the Equation 5.2: 
lossrate == (MR *N- BW)I(MR * N) * 100% (5.2) 
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Algorithm 2 Rate-adaptive control loop pseudo code 
1: For each RTCP report 
2: ý bitrate 
- 
old = bitratc_new; 
3: MOS old = MOS new. get the new status 
4: get MOS 
- 
new from RTCP report; 
5: // compare MOS scores 
6: if (MOS 
- 
new > MOS - 
max) goto NOCHANGE 
7: else if ((N40S-ncw - MOS-old > thresholdl) && (bitrate - 
old bitrate-max)) 
8: bitrate 
- 
new--next 
- 
higher 
- 
bitrate ; //increase the bit rate 
9: else if ((N40S_old - MOS_ncw) > threshold2) 
10: bitrate 
- 
new--next-half lower_bitrate; /, balve the bit rate 
11: else if ((threshold I< MO S_old - MOS_new < threshold2 ) && (bitrate_old bitrate_min)) 
12: bitratc-new=next-lowcr_b1trate; //decrease the bit rate 
13: else 
14: NOCHANGE: bitrate_new=bitratc_old; // no change of bit rate 
15: 
16: // Predict MOS after rate change 
17: get MOS 
_predicted _predicted 
from PESQ (AMR 
- 
rate, lossrate 
18: if (MOS 
- 
ncw>MOS_predicted) bitrate 
- 
new=bitrate 
- 
old, .,, ' no change of bit rate 
19: eles send bitrate_new to sender; //control the sender 
20: ) 
Where loss rate is the predicted packet loss rate for next control step, MR is the next step 
AMR rate, N is the number of users and BW is the bandwidth they have shared. This is a 
simplified equation and does not consider the effect of a limited buffer size and the distribution 
of arriving packets but this will not affect the main predict MOS driven control idea. 
In the simulation, the threshold I in the Algorithm 2 was set to 0.2 in order to avoid unneces- 
sary fluctuation, and the threshold2 was set to 0.5 to indicate an obvious decrease in perceived 
speech quality. The maximum MOS (MOS-max) achievable for the AMR codec was set to 4. 
For the AMR codec, the maximum bit rate, bitrate-inax, was set to 12.2kbit/s and the minimum 
bit rate, bitrate-min, was set to 4.75kbit/s. For every control loop, the modified send bit rate 
was sent back to NS-2 simulator to adjust the source bit rate. For simplicity, it is assumed that 
all N sources in the NS-2 use the same AMR sender bit rate at the beginning and are adjusted 
to the same bit rate when adaptation occurs. 
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Simulation of the Combined Rate-Adaptive and Priority Marking Method 
The modules described above can be integrated to support the simulation of the new com- 
bined Quality of Service control method. Each user's packets are traced and recorded for 
evaluation. The packet size and packet loss infonnation is used to process a reference speech 
to get a degraded speech. The degraded speech is then compared with reference speech using 
PESQ to get the evaluation result. The evaluation results of the simulation are discussed in next 
Section 5.4. 
5.4 Simulation Result and Discussion 
In order to investigate how the QoS control schemes (predicted user perceived speech qual- 
ity driven rate adaptive control method, priority marking QoS enhancement method and the 
new proposed combined control method) affect perceived speech quality under different net- 
work conditions, different network congestion scenarios are simulated using the network simu- 
lator NS-2. The bandwidth of the bottleneck link was set to a fixed value (2 Mbps) with a delay 
of I ms. The number of the streams sharing the link was increased from a small number of 70 
to a large number of 140 to simulate different congestion scenarios. 
5.4.1 Performance Comparison of Four Control Methods 
The starting point was 70 streams sharing the bottleneck when there is no congestion at all. 
The number of users was increased from 70 to 140 in steps of 5. By 140 users, almost every 
stream suffered from a very high loss rate and all the control methods were unable to cope with 
the impairments well. In this case, packet loss rate for non-control scheme was measured more 
than 40% and the speech quality was unrecognizable. The latest investigation. about PESQ 
method's performance in high packet loss situation [61] suggested that MOS score is much 
lower from PESQ result so the increase of the user number after 140 is stopped as the result 
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will be meaningless and useless if continued. 
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Figure 5.10: MOS v. s. number of users, with different control and non-control methods 
In order to compare the performance between the different QoS control schemes and a 
66no control scheme", the priority marking only scheme is also implemented, together with the 
rate-adaptive only scheme and no control schemes. They are just subset of the new combined 
method so it is possible to remove relative parts of the simulation setup to represent the indi- 
vidual methods and it is not necessary to discuss simulation system details here again. 
For the priority marking and no control schemes, the send bit rate of the AMR codec was 
set to a fixed rate of 12.2 Kb/s, which is a common practice in the telecom industry when AMR 
is first introduced. For instance Motorola was using the AMR code rate AMR122 for some 
mobiles and set it to constant 12.2Kb/s in some early stage mobiles to reduce complexity. Of 
course AMR has been fully implemented now. 
For the rate-adaptive-only control method, the bottleneck link was set to a non-DiffServ link 
with the same delay parameters and the rest of the system remained the same. The simulation 
was carried out using the same scenarios as described previously. The number of simultaneous 
users was increased from 70 to 140 as described. Figure 5.10 compares the results for all four 
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methods. 
The results show that for 70 simultaneous users, i. e. when there is no congestion happening 
in the system, all four methods have the same performance. The MOS scores represent the 
highest score obtainable from an AMR codec. 
In general, as shown in Figure 5.10, the drop of the user perceived speech quality follows 
a similar pattern for all four schemes when the bottleneck link is shared by increasing number 
of coinstantaneous VoIP streams, because they all suffering from the increasing packet loss 
happened in the bottleneck link (see Figure 5.9) although the loss rate maybe different due to 
different optimization mechanisms used. 
For the adaptive rate control scheme, the drop of speech quality is less steep compare with 
the "non-optimization-at-all" scheme. This is because the MOS driven rate adaptation can 
choose the best-optimized AMR rate in an almost real time fashion for each control loop to 
minimize the affect of codec rate decrease and packet loss increase and provide better service 
to the end users. 
For the priority-marking scheme, the improvement over the non-control scheme is stable 
although not very significant. This is most likely because although the DiffServ method can be 
used to treat different packets with different priority (i. e. differentiate higher priority packets 
with lower packet loss rate), there is no absolute guarantee that every higher priority packets 
will arrive in certain time. And higher priority packets still have chance to be dropped, espe- 
cially when the congestion is higher than the specified Committed Information Rate (CIR) in 
the queuing system. 
In this simulation, the whole active speech part are marked as important and high priority 
but there is possibly space of improvement by using more sophisticated method to mark the 
importance in better detail (related to the speech character of individual speech) and map them 
to a finer classified DiffServ systern. 
As shown in the simulation result summarizing Figure 5.10, the performance of the new 
proposed combined scheme is always better than those two individual control schemes and the 
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non-control scheme. This suggest the combined user perceived speech quality driven codec 
rate adaptive control method and the speech priority marking scheme method does give higher 
over all performance in terms of user perceived speech quality i. e. PESQ score. 
5.4.2 Performance of Loss Rate Driven v. s. MOS Driven Method 
A packet loss driven rate adaptive control mechanism is also simulated to compare with the 
predicted MOS driven rate adaptive control method. The single packet loss rate control uses 
the same idea as shown in Algorithm 2 but use packet loss rate instead of predicted PESQ score 
as the parameter to control the sender rate. Figure 5.11 gives the results. 
Figure 5.11: MOS v. s. Number of users, with two different rate adaptive control 
The results show the over all performance of the predicted MOS driven method is slightly 
better than the single parameter driven rate adaptive control approach. Same as in the Fig- 
ure 5.10, the result curve is not smooth because the control steps and AMR rates are not smooth. 
It is worth to point out that on some situation point, the predicted MOS driven method gives 
the same next rate decision as the single packet loss rate driven method, thus the result of the 
measured speech quality are the same for both methods. 
In the MOS driven rate adaptive QoS control scheme, only the AMR rate and packet loss 
rate are considered in the MOS prediction, this is why the improvement from loss rate driven 
to MOS driven method is not very significant. When more parameters are considered (such 
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as network condition including other traffic sharing information, delay condition, delay jitter 
condition and multiple bottleneck information etc. ) in the MOS predicted process in a more 
sophisticated rate adaptive control module, a more accurate user perceived speech quality can 
be predicted, thus the predict MOS driven rate adaptive control performance should provide a 
better performance. 
5.5 Summary 
In this research, a new QoS enhancement scheme is proposed, which combines the strengths 
of codec rate adaptive control method and priority marking QoS enhancement method, and uses 
a predicted objective measurement of user perceived speech quality as a control parameter. 
This research investigated perceived speech quality for different QoS control schemes by 
integrating NS-2 network simulator with a real adaptive speech codec (the AMR codec) and 
a perceived quality evaluation system based on the ITU-T international standard PESQ. The 
predicted perceived speech quality metric (measured by PESQ), instead of individual network 
parameters such as packet loss rate, are used to control the AMR codec's bit rate. Preliminary 
results show that the new control scheme achieved the best perceived speech quality compared 
with rate-adaptive, priority marking and no control schemes in different network congestion 
conditions. Our results also show that the use MOS as a parameter to control the send rate 
adaptation can improve the overall perceived speech quality. 
Currently only RTP type of stream is considered in the test setup. It could have more traffics 
in a real network other than RTR In the future, the research could be extended to investigate the 
new combined method in a TCPIUDP mixed environment. The effects of delay in the DiffServ 
model and the use of conversational speech quality as metric to control rate adaptation could 
also lead to a further investigation. 
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Chapter 6 
Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Introduction 
VoIP is a rapidly developing technology and it is now widely used in telecommunication 
systems including mobiles. Due to the packet switching nature of the IP network and the 
complexity of the VbIP system, speech quality is adversely to be affected by different factors 
in the VoIP system. 
Thus, the need to accurately measure and enhance voice quality in VbEP applications is an 
important requirement for all parties in the telecommunication market, including equipment 
providers, network operators, service operators and end customers. 
The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is the international standard for subjective speech quality 
measurement method. But subjective measurement is expensive, time consuming and difficult 
to repeat. Thus, objective speech quality measurement method is more attractive to meet the 
increasing demand for accurate yet efficient speech quality measurement. 
Compared with non-intrusive speech quality measurement methods (such as E-model), in- 
trusive speech quality measurement methods, such as PESQ is more accurate and efficient. To 
use PESQ correctly and accurately in a real live network, a calibration process is important for 
test results to be meaningful. 
With the help of an accurate speech quality measurement test platform, a speech quality 
improvement method can be developed and the performance enhancement measured and com- 
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pared. 
The main aims of this research are: (1) to build a live speech quality measurement platform 
including live VOIIP network and real wireless VoEP mobile, and to undertake a fundamental in- 
vestigation of PESQ's performance in the live platform and improve the measurement accuracy, 
(2) to exploit the nature of human speech and features of codecs in the design of novel jitter 
buffer algorithms for VoIP applications, the wireless mobile VolIP application in particular, and 
(3) to apply the knowledge of the network and application layer QoS mechanism, feature of 
codec and human speech into development of novel and efficient Quality of Service control 
method for V61P system. 
This chapter concludes the main contribution of this work and highlights the novelty, to- 
gether with some limitations discussion and future work suggestions. 
6.2 Contribution to Knowledge 
In summary, there are 3 points of main contributions to knowledge from this project: 
(1). The discovery of PESQ errors in wireless mobile VoIP environment. 
PESQ is the basic of the international objective speech quality measurement standard and 
widely used in PSTN land line speech quality measurement and other areas. However, its 
performance needs to be investigated when been used in new VoIP environment such as the 
wireless mobile VoIP environment. 
This research discovered that PESQ may give incorrect measurement result under specific 
conditions and found those error scenarios during the test, which investigated more than 1800 
mobile-to-mobile and mobile-to-PSTN calls over 3 month, and pointed ways to avoid the wrong 
PESQ scores. 
The error scenario includes the long silence in speech sample caused wrong relative delay 
reading and wrong PESQ score cases, the relative delay misalignment caused wrong PESQ 
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score case and other issues found in the test platform calibration part, which including the 
volume mismatch issue and the audio feature impairment issue. 
This detailed investigation can help further research to avoid misleading PESQ scores in 
certain scenarios and improve the speech quality measurement systems accuracy and reliability. 
This work is presented in Chapter 3. 
(2). The development of a novel application layer VoIEP speech quality enhancement 
mechanism i. e. a new jitter buffer algorithm, which can work as an add-on to static 
and adaptive jitter buffers 
To enhance user perceived speech quality is an important aim in V6EP system development. 
Jitter buffer plays an important role in the speech quality improvement process. In some Volp 
environment such as the wireless mobile VoIP application, processing power is another impor- 
tant issue need to be addressed for speech quality enhancement. 
The new proposed adaptive jitter buffer algorithm exploits the talk silence interleaving na- 
ture of human speech, the silence detection feature of codec and the repeat frame feature of 
the DSP module to provide a better yet processing power efficient solution to the speech qual- 
ity enhancement needs. This new method can work alone or be added on to existing static or 
adaptive jitter buffer and improve their performance. 
The results are tested on live and emulated V61P networks with real wireless mobile V61P 
applications. The result shows that the new adaptive jitter buffer algorithm can improve per- 
ceived speech quality with little processing power consumption and does not introduce exces- 
sive end-to-end delay. The algorithm is simple enough to be ported into other existing static or 
adaptive jitter buffers as well. This part work has already attracted some business interest. 
This work is presented in Chapter 4. 
(3). The development of a combined rate adaptive and priority marking control 
scheme to enhance user perceived speech quality 
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The VoIP speech quality may be affected by different impairments, which are from differ- 
ent layer of the VbIP system. The new combined VoEP speech quality enhancement mechanism 
can make use of the application layer information, such as codec rate and speech content im- 
portance, and the network layer information including DiffServ settings, EP packet loss rate and 
other RTCP statistics. The new combined control mechanism can also utilize the PESQ algo- 
rithm's speech quality measurement function to predict the user perceived speech quality and 
make control decisions. The experiments are carried out with real speech samples on simulated 
network conditions. The result confirms the new proposed combined speech quality driven 
control mechanism can provide better overall speech quality compared with individual con- 
trol methods i. e. the priority marking method and the rate adaptive control method. The user 
perceived speech quality driven control mechanism is proved to perform better than a network 
parameter (i. e. packet loss rate) driven control method. 
This work is presented in Chapter 5. 
6.3 Limitation of Current Work 
There are number of limitations of the current work that need to be highlighted. 
(1). Limitation of Various Application Environment 
The work of the new adaptive jitter buffer algorithm is carried out with a focus on wireless 
mobile V6IP environment. Although the detailed analysis shows the method is generic and 
can be used in other VoIP applications, the validation is necessary before it can be widely de- 
ployed into live products. The parameters could be fine tuned to react to the local environment 
and provide best performance. To automatic adjust the parameters in an adaptive jitter buffer 
according to local network environment is however a future work focus. 
The work of the new combined rate adaptive and priority marking control scheme is carried 
out with an assumption of a limited bottleneck environment. The environment scenario could 
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be different if this mechanism is deployed in different network conditions so the algorithm's 
performance needs to be validated before wide deployment. 
Although some of the work is developed on real VoIP mobiles and evaluated on live Internet 
conditions, the performance is valid only if the Internet behaves the same as the test time 
because the live internet performance is out of control of the test platform. 
With more infrastructure been developed and build, it is most likely that the Internet traffic 
condition is improving from time to time. Thus the parameters of control mechanisms may 
need to be adjust to the improved condition. 
(2). Limitation of Combined Control Mechanism 
In the new combined control mechanism, an assumption is made that an modified RTCP 
protocol can be developed to carry the control information across the network and layers. This 
work is not done in this study and it is not a straight forward task. 
To develop a protocol maybe not difficult but to deploy it in the Internet and get the coop- 
eration of other parties in the telecommunication system is not only a technical challenge but 
also a commercial challenge because other parties including network operators and telecom- 
munication carriers may not want to modify their existing control protocol to suit a specific 
algorithm. 
(3). Limited Validation of Results 
This thesis has presented a few new speech quality enhancement methods including a new 
jitter buffer algorithm and a combined speech quality driven control mechanism. The perfor- 
mance of the new methods are evaluated mainly by PESQ, which is limited as an objective 
speech quality measurement method. 
By compare the new methods' PESQ result with existing methods' PESQ score, advantages 
of the new methods are evaluated. Although PESQ result may not be exactly consistent with 
mean opinion score, the evaluation of the quality improvement is still valid. 
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For all speech quality enhancement methods, the ultimate approval should come from the 
human user. The ultimate evaluation should be based on group of human subjective tests, as 
the ITU-T. 800 standard recommended. This is an expensive and time consuming task and not 
possible to be solved in this thesis. 
6.4 Conclusions 
An important conclusion of this project is that user perceived speech quality in VbIP sys- 
tems can be enhanced by various methods such as exploiting feature of human speech and the 
features of IP telecommunication system. The objective speech quality measurement method 
PESQ is an efficient tool for telecommunication systems' speech quality enhancement provided 
its use has been accurately calibrated. The calibrated objective speech quality measurement test 
platform can be used to measure and enhance user perceived speech quality, not only for VOIP 
systems but also for other speech communication systems. 
A detailed investigation about PESQ algorithm's performance in VoIP environment, espe- 
cially wireless mobile VoIP environment, is carried out in this research and two PESQ error 
cases are discovered in the wireless mobile V6FP environment. 
An user perceived speech quality measurement test platform is developed and specifically 
calibrated for the wireless mobile VoEP scenario. A significant part of the work and effort of 
this study has gone into understanding the feature of human speech and related codec features, 
the speech quality measurement method, the test platform and calibration, the VoIP network 
especially the wireless mobile V61P system. Based on the understanding of these, two speech 
quality enhancement mechanisms are proposed. The Play Late jitter buffer algorithm and com- 
bined control algorithm are tested on specific real or simulated system environment. The per- 
formance of the proposed methods need to be validated before they can be migrated to other 
environments. The user perceived speech quality test platform can be used for other speech 
based communication system without significant modifications. 
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6.5 Future Work 
There are 4 main areas of future work. 
(1). To Improve PESQ Algorithm's Accuracy 
As described in the thesis, PESQ algorithm's performance is not accurate enough in some real 
world test environment, especially in the wireless Volp environment. The performance issue is 
mainly due to the delay estimation algorithm. To improve the accuracy the delay estimation for 
each frame is a challenge research topic and its worth to pursue. Some basic ideas may include 
to introduce more sophisticated frame by frame delay alignment method. The statistical method 
introduced in the thesis could provide the basis for the more accurate new method. 
To develop an intelligent method which can adapt to different scenario of speech impair- 
ment is interesting as well but that might be another speech quality measurement method. 
(2). To Extend the Adaptive Jitter Buffer to Consider Speech Content Importance 
in an Efficient Manner 
Another further research area is to extend the adaptive jitter buffer algorithms to take into 
account the speech content importance. 
It is clear that different part of the speech content has different importance to user's per- 
ception of speech quality. It is worth to extend the jitter buffer algorithm to adapt taking into 
account the importance of the inserted or removed speech frames or samples. 
However, this introduction of speech content importance evaluation on real time jitter buffer 
size adjustment is resource-wise expensive considering the high processing demand and mem- 
ory requirement. 
Therefore, how to improve the adaptive jitter buffer algorithm with consideration of speech 
content importance in an efficient manner becomes an interesting research topic to push ahead. 
(3). To Extend the Combined Control Mechanism over Various Network Conditions 
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The current combined control mechanism can be extended into more complicated real network 
environment such as wireless internet access point or base station with multiple network hops. 
The performance of the algorithm need to be calibrated and more improvements is possible 
because more network information could be available with variety of network condition report 
mechanisms including simple network management protocol and other private feedback mech- 
anism. All of these should require further field experiments and evaluation and investigations 
of the implementation of the algorithm. 
(4). To Explore the Perceived Quality Driven Mechanisms in Video and Multimedia 
Services 
There is an increasing demand for objective quality measurement method of multimedia ser- 
vices including speech, audio, video, gaming and so on. The measurement requirement is not 
only for individual media form but also including their inter-operation such as synchronization 
and interaction. Multimedia service quality improvement and enhancement can be carried out 
efficiently when the quality measurement framework is developed. 
There are video quality measurement algorithm such as PEVQ available and in process to 
be integrated into the test system. However there are lots of research and development work 
can be done, for instance to study the impact of video and speech synchronization issue (lip 
synch issue) to improve the overall multimedia service quality measurement work. 
The main objective user perceived quality measurement area will keep develop as new 
services emerge and the research in this area becomes very interesting and worthwhile. 
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